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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate School
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

PRODUCTION, COMMERCE AND TRANSPORTATION
IN A REGIONAL ECONOMY:

TUCUMAN, 1776-1810

By

Jeremy D. Stahl

April, 1994

Chair: Murdo J. MacLeod

Major Department: History

This dissertation presents a study of production,

commerce and transportation in the pre-industrial regional

economy of Tucumán in the viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata

during the last decades of Spanish administration. It

examines sisa and alcabala records from the cities of

Córdoba, Salta and San Salvador de Jujuy in order to

evaluate the economic adjustments that accompanied the

fundamental commercial changes that transformed this part of

the world. The expansion of the Atlantic economy after 1750

nurtured the emergence of southern Spanish America, a region

well-suited to the production of livestock, hides and wool--

products that all found strong markets in the growing global

system. The economy of the Tucumán region, responding to
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this process as well as to the recovery of the Peruvian

silver-mining complex, experienced a series of little-

discussed modifications that are the subject of this study.

Chapter One develops the historiographical context for

this study; it presents an explication of four major studies

of the Rio de la Plata economy that best advance the

discussion of the historic processes that determined

regional history. Chapter Two is a brief economic geography

of the Tucumán region with special emphasis on the

demographic characteristics of the seven component

districts. Chapter Three surveys the productive activities

that integrated the Tucumán region with both the Peruvian

and Atlantic markets and simultaneously afforded a degree

of local self-sufficiency. Chapter Four addresses commerce

and the commercial relations that contributed to the

region's relative prosperity and further tied it to

neighboring markets. Chapter Five analyzes the

transportation sector that served Tucumán and physically

linked these three different regional economies. Chapter

Six is a study of some of the economic activities of the

tribute-paying Indian towns of northern Tucumán and of the

commercial pursuits of the region's property-owning

residents.
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of the Río de la Plata viceroyalty at the

end of the eighteenth century (1776) signaled the

culmination of a long process that prompted the gradual

emergence of the River Plate region of South America as an

increasingly important part of Spain's American empire.

Both the revival of silver mining in Peru and the steady

growth of European mercantilism after the middle of the

eighteenth century stimulated economic production and

exchange throughout southern South America, a part of the

world ideally situated to benefit from industrializing

Europe's commercial revival and growing hunger for certain

primary commodities. These dynamic forces triggered

dramatic changes in the several component regions of the new

Rio de la Plata viceroyalty and forced adjustments and re¬

orientations within the long-established regional economies

of the Interior.

The vast sub-tropical South American Interior,

especially what is today northern Argentina, constituted the
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oldest of these regions. A more traditional part of the

viceroyalty than Buenos Aires or other settlements with

easier access to sea routes, the Tucumán region incorporated

the pastoral jurisdictions of Córdoba, Santiago del Estero,

San Miguel de Tucumán, Salta, San Salvador de Jujuy,

Catamarca and La Rioja, which together established a

corridor of Hispanic settlement that reached from the

Peruvian highlands to the River Plate estuary. Recognized

since the sixteenth century as a region devoted to livestock

production for the supply of Peru, the Tucumán region was

among those facing fundamental changes with the advent of

the viceregal era. Drawn increasingly to two different

markets, the traditional markets of Upper Peru and the

emerging market of Buenos Aires, the region quickly

experienced far-reaching adjustments which marked a clear

break with the past. While the region retained its pastoral

economy, new conditions triggered subtle re-orientations.

Whereas the entire region had once devoted itself to mule¬

raising and livestock exports to Peru prior to about 1780,

the decades following 1780 saw a gradual re-orientation of

the southern jurisdictions. An increasing reliance upon the

production of hides and woolens for the Buenos Aires market

marked this process. The northern jurisdictions, on the
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other hand, remained closely tied to the Peruvian market.

The once-single orientation of regional production gave way

to a more diversified export economy that now looked in two

directions.

The first chapter of this study provides a discussion

of the complex historiographical debate surrounding the

economic aspects of the Río de la Plata's viceregal history.

Basically an explication of the work of four historians who

provide the fullest analysis of a wide range of questions,

this chapter establishes a foundation for the remainder of

the work by introducing the questions and topics that are

fundamental to any investigation into viceregal economic

history. Subtle differences between the explanations

offered by Carlos Sempat Assadurian, Tulio Halperin-Donghi,

Juan Carlos Garavaglia and Jonathon C. Brown provide the

starting point for this study and its attempt to describe a

little more clearly the adjustments forced upon certain

sectors of the Tucumán regional economy.

The second chapter provides an introduction to the

Tucumán region as a unit of economic geography. While the

region displayed an overall economic coherence, the seven

component jurisdictions each exhibited distinct economic and

demographic characteristics that influenced its position
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within the whole. Eighteenth-century descriptions and

relations provide vivid sources for this brief survey;

contemporary census figures allow for a short discussion of

regional demographic characteristics.

The third, fourth and fifth chapters constitute the

heart of this study. Chapter Three presents a survey of the

primary productive activities throughout the region. It

looks first at the pastoral sector of the economy that was

most heavily influenced by the mule-raising and mule¬

exporting enterprises that defined the region. The

measurement of annual mule exports uncovers a sudden and

sharp decline decline in the years after 1781 when popular

rebellion in Peru cut deeply into Andean purchases of these

animals. Gradual recovery of this market followed, but the

crisis occasioned by the years of hardship precipitated

significant adjustments within the economies of the southern

jurisdictions.

Chapter Three then turns to a related sector, that of

the production and processing of pastoral by-products that

included cattle hides, grease, tallow, soap and,

significantly, wool from the large herds of sheep that also

grazed regional pastures. Agriculture, especially the

cultivation of cotton and grapevines that contributed to the
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local production of cotton textiles and wine and brandy in

the jurisdictions of Catamarca and La Rioja, also merits

discussion here. Finally, this chapter also examines the

less-important activities of mining and lumber production

which nevertheless figured into the regional export economy.

The fourth chapter is a discussion of commercial

patterns within the Tucumán regional economy. Through

analysis of sales tax revenues, it looks first at the

overall trends marking the volume of commercial activity in

each of the seven jurisdictions. These records reveal a

decade-long commercial malaise marking the years 1785-1795,

followed by a strong recovery in Tucumán's southern

jurisdictions and a weaker recovery in the north. Emphasis

then turns to a discussion of the direction and content of

commercial exchanges both within the region and with

neighboring regions.

Chapter Five offers an analysis of transportation, the

third critical component of the regional economy. First

this part presents a theoretical discussion of the

importance of transportation services within a pre¬

industrial economy. Next it turns to a discussion of the

road network serving the region, including the heavily-

travelled royal roads that channeled most commercial traffic
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from producer to market, and the less-important routes that

served secondary commercial circuits. It turns last to the

carters and muleteers who actually transported the region's

produce and commerce. It considers questions of volumes of

traffic, costs and freight rates for carriage, and the

overall efficacy of the transportation sector in serving the

regional economy.

The last chapter looks at two important social groups--

the tribute paying Indian population and the Hispanic

merchant community. This attempt to describe the economic

activities of these groups, and reach a better understanding

of their economic behavior, builds on treasury records and

tax ledgers that offer penetrating insights into individual

and group behavior. The merchant community especially

exhibited signs of a complex nature, from a few wealthy and

powerful landowners primarily occupied with livestock

exports, to the merchants of either locally-produced or

imported goods, to the small urban shopkeepers who kept the

city-dwellers of the region supplied with their basic

necessities.

From a broader perspective, this study also addresses

the origins of the Argentine nation and the factors that

helped shape the earliest economic and political crises that
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defined Argentina's early nation-building process. The

viceregal era saw considerable economic growth in the

Tucumán region and even more in the River Plate; the

struggle between the conflicting interests of these regions

shaped the political battles of the first fifty years of

nationhood. The production of the Tucumán region

increasingly depended upon the Buenos Aires market for

consumers of its woolen goods and for access to European

consumers of it hides. The last years of colonial

administration, consequently, witnessed the Interior slip to

a secondary position within the viceregal system. The

adjustments that enabled the southern jurisdictions of

Tucumán to benefit from Buenos Aires' prosperity, however,

remained unattainable for the northern and western

jurisdictions. These areas, only marginally linked to the

Atlantic economy even late in the viceregal periods, were to

slip even further behind the prospering areas and become

economic backwaters in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries.



CHAPTER ONE

THE RIO DE LA PLATA ECONOMY

This chapter presents a discussion of the scholarship

of four important investigators of the economic structure of

the Río de la Plata colony as a first step in the

exploration of an especially complex topic. The viceregal

era witnessed profound changes that brought once-isolated

settlements to the front of the colonial economic system.

The work of Carlos Sempat Assadourian, Tulio Halperin-

Donghi, Juan Carlos Garavaglia and Jonathon C. Brown provide

the basis for understanding these changes and their local

manifestations that often differed in nature from one region

to another.

Writing for two decades on the South American past, the

Argentinian historian Carlos Sempat Assadourian gradually

developed an elaborate interpretation of colonial economic

history. In a number of essays and monographs devoted to

the emergence and dynamics of South America's colonial

economy, Assadourian pioneered the study of the economic

8
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spaces, the interprovincial commerce and the internal

sectors that defined the continent's economic development.

His studies of the South American economy not only

constitute a broad field of investigation distinguished by

the elaboration of a regional approach to colonial history,

but also present a useful framework for a closer examination

of Río de la Plata's commercial history and the role of its

pre-industrial transportation sector.1

Assadourian maintains that by the beginning of the

seventeenth century, Spanish America already consisted of

several large regional economies. The South American or

Peruvian regional economy, dominated by silver mining,

included the regions of present-day Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,

Chile, Paraguay and Argentina. The formation of this vast

economy created a system of economic relationships that led

to the emergence of regional specializations. By the end of

the seventeenth century the Peruvian regional economy

1. See Carlos Sempat Assadourian, El sistema de la
economía colonial: mercado interno, regiones v espacio
económico (Lima, 1982), a compilation of six essays written
during the 1960s and 1970s developing a model of the
colonial Peruvian economy. See also Assadourian, Guillermo
Beáto and José Carlos Chiamonte, Argentina: de la conquista
a la independencia (Buenos Aires, 1972); Assadourian,
Heraclio Bonilla, Antonio Mitre and Tristan Platt, Minería v
espacio económico en los Andes, siglos XVI-XX (Lima, 1980);
and Assadourian et al., Modos de producción en América
Latina (Buenos Aires, 1973) .
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featured a considerable degree of self-sufficience built on

a high level of regional integration wherein a number of

specialized zones each contributed to a complete economy.

Assadourian presents a scheme in which the Potosí mining

complex in Alto Perú functioned as the axis or focus of this

system, or as the primary "pole of growth." This mining

complex dominated the entire economy; its sheer size made it

a major market for many commodities and its production of

silver provided a source of circulating capital.2

Assadourian emphasizes several fundamental activities

within this scheme. As noted, he attributes special

importance to mining, calling it the dominant production of

the Peruvian economy. He rejects interpretations that view

the colonial mining sector as little more than an enclave of

the European economy, somehow detached from the colony's

economic life. Instead, he defines mining as the "motor" of

the Peruvian economy, or the driving force behind the

2. For a discussion of the basic characteristics of
Assadourian's scheme, including explanations of the concepts
of self sufficience, regional specialization and regional
integration, see his essay "Integración y disintegración
regional en el espacio colonial. Un enfoque histórico," in
El sistema de la economía colonial. 109-134. Gwendolyn Cobb
recognized the far-reaching impact of the Potosí mining
complex in her article "Supply and Transportation for the
Potosí Mines, 1545-1640," Hispanic American Historical
Review 29:1 (February, 1949).
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colonial system, intricately linked to other activities.3

The agricultural and ranching sector constituted the second

component of the Peruvian economy, providing large

quantities of foodstuffs and livestock to the barren

environs of the Andean mining centers. These mining

communities, in turn, emerged as the foremost consumers of

regional production. The commercial sector linked the

mining and agricultural sectors; exchange between the two

spheres, determined the vitality of the entire system.

These three sectors operated in an interdependent fashion,

each supporting and nurturing the others.4 Silver exports

and the European trade held a role of secondary importance

to this internal economy.

Assadourian bases much of this scheme on a nineteenth-

century study of New Spain's mining economy by the engineer-

3. Assadourian, "La organización económica espacial
del sistema colonial," in El sistema de la economía
colonial. 277-331. The presentation of colonial Spanish
American mining sectors as enclaves of a dominant European
economy, Assadourian notes, was popularized by Enrique
Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Dependencia y desarrollo en

América Latina (Mexico City, 1969), in which the authors
distinguish between agricultural colonies and mining
colonies. Assadourian calls this an "incorrect
distinction."

4. See Assadourian, "Sobre un elemento de la economía
colonial: producción y circulación de mercancías en el
interior de un conjunto regional," in El sistema de la
economía colonial. 135-217. This essay provides a detailed
discussion of the interdependent nature of the mining,
agricultural and and commercial sectors within a "regional
conjunction," or the Peruvian regional economy.
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economist Fausto de Elhuyar. Elhuyar's monograph addressed

his contemporaries' ignorance of the "true influence" of

mining, too often seen, he argued, as a "simple, isolated

resource" with little influence on the "general well-being."

Noting the lack of external demand for most of New Spain's

agricultural products, Elhuyar argued that the colony's

mining industry stimulated agricultural production,

increased the common wealth, created and sustained industry

and supported population growth. "In all civilized

countries," he explained, "is seen a certain or certain

sectors that are distinguished as much by their presence as

by the impulse they give and the extensions they provide, so

that without their help others would be of little

consequence."5

Elhuyar drew on the history of New Spain. From the

first Spanish expeditions, he explained, mines and precious

metals held the colonists' attention. Mining became the

first industry in the colony. The mine markets stimulated

agriculture, stock-raising and new settlements. Mining made

unproductive land productive and encouraged commerce between

5. Fausto de Elhuyar, Memoria sobre el influjo de la
minería en Nueva España (Mexico City, 1984), 7-11, 25-26.
Assadourian also cites Robert West, The Mining Community of
Northern New Spain: The Parral Mining District (Berkeley,
1949) and David A. Brading, Miners and Merchants in Bourbon
Mexico 1763-1810 (Cambridge, 1971) for their astute
evaluations of New Spain's mining economy, regional
production and the internal market.
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provinces with different climates and resources. Gold and

silver filled the need for money, "giving life" to internal

commerce. Precious metals also drove the external economy.

New Spain's mines filled the limited domestic demand for

precious metals, and a large part of the "superabundance" of

these metals supported the colony's external trade. Silver,

accounting for two-thirds of the total value of exports,

paid for almost all imports. "When mining wealth is of some

duration," Elhuyar concluded, "it enlivens and gives greater

energy and extension to the other sectors it cultivates."6

Elhuyar's study is valuable, argues Assadourian, for

two basic reasons. First, he successfully explains the

subtle relationship between the internal and external

sectors of the colonial economy. Second, he clearly

outlines a model of this economy. While demonstrating the

existence of a dominant product that drove this economy,

Elhuyar concentrates on the relationship between mining and

other sectors--a relationship Assadourian calls "the sphere

of general circulation" or "the mercantilization of agrarian

production." In Assadourian's opinion, Elhuyar's

contemporary understanding and sophisticated perspective

must be re-employed.7 Assadourian uses this perspective to

6. Ibid., 22-23.

7. Assadourian, "La organización económica espacial,"
279-280, 282-284.
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develop a synthesis of a prosperous Peruvian economy--a

unified or integrated economic system--in which mining

constituted the dominant sector, agricultural products and

livestock were turned into merchandise by the commercial

sector, and new activities repeatedly emerged.

If at the height of Potosí's silver production early in

the seventeenth century the Peruvian economy reached a high

degree of prosperity, declining silver production from the

mid-seventeenth century to the mid-eighteenth century led to

widespread impoverishment. Typically, regional responses to

this process of impoverishment consisted of "adjustments,"

usually the elimination of interregional imports, the

expansion of the subsistence sector and the ruralization of

provinces.8 The commercial sector suffered waning

intensity and experienced various redirections of trade.

Assadourian emphasizes that the long crisis did not trigger

a breakdown of the Peruvian economy nor affect self-

sufficience, but encouraged a series of adjustments,

described as a slow process of reorientation away from

Potosí.

The economic recovery marking the second half of the

eighteenth century, Assadourian argues, had two sources.

First, the intensifying rhythms of the Atlantic economy and

8. Assadourian, "Integración y disintegración
regional," 127.
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the consequent growth of Buenos Aires fostered both legal

and illegal trade throughout southern South America. The

creation of the Río de la Plata viceroyalty in 1776 and the

declaration of free trade in 1778 further stimulated the

process of reorientation, moving parts of the old Peruvian

economy toward external markets. But the resurgence of

Peruvian mining, still the dominant sector in this late

period, proved more important to this recovery. Peter

Bakewell identifies and discusses this "remarkable boom" in

Potosí's silver output that tripled during the course of the

eighteenth century.9 To Assadourian, Andean mining still

determined the dynamics of the vast South American economy,

and agricultural, manufacturing and commercial activities

remained dependent on Peru's silver production.10

Assadourian does not deny that metropolitan relations

wielded strong influences in the evolution of the Peruvian

economy. Drawing on Hamilton's pioneering study and those

of Alvaro Jara and the Chaunus, he compares the tremendous

silver exports between 1520 and 1650 with the meager

9. Peter Bakewell, "Mining," in Leslie Bethell,
editor, The Cambridge History of Latin America. 8 volumes
(Cambridge, 1984-91), volume 2, 138-149.

10. Ibid., 278-289.
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contributions of other sectors.11 Nevertheless, the

importance of silver exports during this era or later never

signified dependence on the metropolitan market.12

Assadourian underscores this argument: just as silver

exports proved the dominant sector that shaped external

relations, silver production remained equally important to

the internal sphere, determining the direction and dynamics

of the colonial economic system. This economy, once

established, displayed a complete, integrated and

independent nature. External relations held a secondary

position, largely limited to the import of luxury goods.13

The prosperous 1780s and 1790s, despite growth of Atlantic

trade, brought South America's most self-sufficient years,

featuring considerable regional diversification and a high

degree of internal control.14 By 1800, the Peruvian

11. Assadourian, "Sobre un elemento de la economía
colonial," 211. Assadourian cites Earl Hamilton, American
Treasure and the Price Revolution in Spain, 1501-1650
(Cambridge, 1934); Pierre and Huguette Chaunu, Seville et
1'Atlantiaue. 11 volumes (Paris, 1955-60); Alvaro Jara, Tres
ensayos sobre economía minera hispanoamericana (Santiago,
1966). See also Peter Bakewell, "Registered Silver
Production in the Potosí District, 1550-1735," Jahrbuch für
Geschichte von Staat, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft
Lateinamerikas 12 (1975).

12. Assadourian, "Integración y disintegración
regional," 128-133.

13. Ibid. 112-113; Assadourian, "Sobre un elemento de
la economía colonial," 142-144.

14 Ibid., 144.
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economy reached a level of self-sufficiency unequaled before

or since.

Tulio Halperin-Donghi presents a more focused analysis

of the Rio de la Plata's eighteenth-century regional

economic history. Squarely placing seventeenth-century Rio

de la Plata within the Peruvian sphere, he defines the

immense territory as consisting of two ill-defined zones.

The Interior extended from Upper Peru south to a vague

frontier in the pampas, and east from the Andes to the

territories along the Paraná River. The Litoral, comprised

of the Guarani lands of Paraguay and Uruguay and the lands

banking the lower Paraná and River Plate, included the

cities of Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Corrientes and Santa Fé.

Between these two settled zones stretched the Chaco and

Pampa plains, both populated by tribes of Amerindian

hunters. Spaniards controlled relatively small portions of

these expanses; the most important area was the Interior

province of Tucumán, actually a corridor of settlements

(Jujuy, Salta, San Miguel de Tucumán, Santiago del Estero

and Córdoba) that connected Peru with Buenos Aires and the

Atlantic. To the east of the Upper Paraná, in Paraguay and
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Figure 1.1. Río de la Plata, Tucuraán and Cuyo Regions, c. 1776
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Uruguay, Jesuit missions established a fragile Spanish

presence in a region bordering Brazil.15

Halperin-Donghi's scholarship chiefly addresses Rio de

la Plata's revolutionary period, featuring a discussion of

the viceregal period that began in 1776 and a description of

the region's economic reorientation in the late eighteenth

century. In contrast to Assadourian, Halperin-Donghi

describes a profound shift away from the Potosí pole for the

Rio de la Plata region, a process nurtured by the rise of

the Atlantic economy. Increased contact with European

commercial powers dislocated the traditional structure of

the Peruvian economy. Buenos Aires and the River Plate

settlements grew in size and commercial importance,

eclipsing Potosí as a pole of growth for this part of the

colony. To Halperin-Donghi, the pastoral provinces along

the Paraná and the Rio de la Plata led this reorientation;

the growth of this Atlantic-oriented region dominated by the

port of Buenos Aires occurred at the expense of the Interior

provinces' commerce, manufacturing and agriculture.

15. Tulio Halperin-Donghi, Politics, Economics and
Society in Argentina in the Revolutionary Period (Cambridge,
1975). This volume, basically a translation of his
Revolución y guerra: Formación de un élite dirigente en la
Argentina criolla (Buenos Aires, 1972), presents an
excellent discussion of the economic complexion of the Rio
de la Plata regions at the end of the eighteenth century.
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Halperín-Donghi' s description of South America's early-

colonial economy corresponds with that of Assadourian.

Halperin-Donghi acknowledges the Interior's unified

structure and stability founded on Peruvian mining and

achieved at the cost of "maintaining a slow rhythm of

production and trade."16 But more than revived conditions

in Potosí, Halperin-Donghi argues, the changing nature and

quickening pace of the Atlantic economy after 1750 triggered

the Río de la Plata's reorientation. For Halperin-Donghi,

growing regional imbalances that caused growth for some

regions and decline for others unable to adapt to new

conditions stand out as the basic features of this process.

The ascent of the Litoral provinces proved the most

important consequence of this process. And Halperin-Donghi

sees this process as one of the keys to Argentinian history:

an explanation for the rise of the Litoral and the decline

of the long-dominant Interior.17

The growing imbalance sketched by Halperin-Donghi

intensified after the 1778 commercial reforms of Charles

III, when the Interior provinces encountered stiff

competition from Spanish agricultural imports and northern

Europe's manufactured goods. The last decades of the

Ibid., 5.

17 Ibid., 6, 16-29.
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eighteenth century brought "painful readjustment" to the

Interior's craft industry and "disaster" to its agriculture.

European war and the disruption of Atlantic trade at the

very end of the century prompted a temporary restoration of

old patterns, but the "slowly increasing imbalance" between

the Interior and the Litoral proved irreversible.18

The rise of the Litoral and the commercial adjustments

of the late eighteenth century not only hastened

administrative reorganization, but also supported the

commercial growth of Buenos Aires. This growth proved vital

to the process that nudged the focus of commercial

circulation from the Peruvian mining industry to the Buenos

Aires mercantile community. Before 1776, Halperin-Donghi

argues, Buenos Aires served primarily as an administrative

center with only complimentary economic activities. Through

participation in the growing export of the Litoral's hides

to Europe, and helped by the reforms that brought Potosí

into Buenos Aires' administrative orbit, the port's merchant

community gradually gained control of the viceroyalty's
commercial activity and established a dominant role in the

viceregal economic system. The major business for this new

elite became the distribution of European goods throughout

the Interior and Peru in exchange for silver and gold. The

5 .

18 Ibid.,
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consequent commercial and financial hegemony built by this

merchant community became a central feature of the late

colonial order, and Buenos Aires' prosperity grew from the

merchants' exploitation of the advantages that the system

gave to merchants over producers.19

Halperin-Donghi and Assadourian essentially agree on

the self-sufficient character of the early South American

economy and on the basic characteristics of the eighteenth-

century reorientation, but their discussions of the

consequences of this process differ. First, Assadourian

argues that the Peruvian mining sector maintained its

dominant position within the South American economy, while

Halperin-Donghi, recognizing the continued importance of

Peruvian silver, describes a decisive shift in the Río de la

Plata toward the growing hegemony of Buenos Aires. Both

also see disruptive consequences arising from the growing

influence of the Atlantic economy, but they see these

effects in different sectors. Assadourian argues that

industry, mainly textile production, suffered as agriculture

19. For Halperin-Donghi's discussion of Buenos Aires'
mercantile expansion, see pages 29-40. See also Susan
Migden Socolow, "Economic Activities of the Porteño
Merchants: The Viceregal Period," Hispanic American
Historical Review 35:1 (February, 1975) and Kinship and
Commerce: The Merchants of Viceregal Buenos Aires
(Cambridge, 1975), which both examine the port's mercantile
growth and the development of its merchant class.
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prospered, while Halperin-Donghi sees little change in

manufacturing but a decline in colonial agriculture.

Halperin-Donghi addresses the "detrimental

consequences" of free trade that enabled Iberian

agricultural products, especially wine, oil and frutos

secos, to compete successfully with the traditional

production of the Interior provinces in the Buenos Aires

market. While craft manufacture apparently remained

unharmed, the sudden appearance of Spanish produce triggered

sharp price drops and "ruthless competition among the

different regions that were slow to adapt to the changing

market."20 Assadourian, however, argues that the growing

demand for, and import of, manufactured goods in the

Peruvian market had several consequences, including

disrupting the Interior's craft industry and import-

substitution manufacturing.

These differences can be partially reconciled by

recognizing that the focus and objectives of these two

studies differ. Assadourian presents a temporally and

geographically broader study, discussing the three hundred-

year evolution of a vast economy. Component eras and

regions are secondary to the whole; and his analysis is

painted in broad strokes. A deliberate rejection of the

12 .

20 Ibid.,
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dependency paradigm, Assadourian's studies are internally

oriented and concentrate on describing the self-sufficient

nature of the colonial economy. Halperin-Donghi, however,

undertakes a much more specific study of the eighteenth-

century Río de la Plata and its rise based on the growing

hegemony of Buenos Aires. This concentration naturally

enables the identification of distinct trends and processes

that Assadourian's broader studies overlooks

These two of scholars also differ in the types of

sources they draw upon to make their arguments. By

evaluating provincial tax records, Assadourian measures the

trade in, and prices of, provincial exports over time and

creates a rough guide to commercial circulation. These

records, coupled with an extensive use of notarial and

judicial documentation and mercantile correspondence, help

Assadourian illustrate both regional relationships with the

Peruvian mining sector and the basic economic structure of

the entire South American economy. Again, Assadourian

emphasizes provincial records over viceregal; his aim is to

write a provincially-oriented history of South America.

This methodology might be dangerous, but has led to

stimulating arguments. Halperin-Donghi's analysis, in

contrast, is based on research conducted primarily in the

Archivo General de la Nación in Buenos Aires and in the

Public Records Office in London. He employs fewer
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statistics but draws on a complete mastery of secondary

literature. While his work is lightly footnoted, it draws

on a greater variety of administrative sources than does

Assadourian's and employs a more global perspective.

Although both scholars draw heavily on secondary sources and

a variety of administrative reports and relations, they use

these materials to different ends. Assadourian demonstrates

how effectively the South American colony insulated

itself from European intrusion; Halperin-Donghi demonstrates

the pervasiveness of European interests in one corner of the

colony.

Juan Carlos Garavaglia builds on Assadourian's regional

model and uses Halperin-Donghi's conclusions to develop a

study of regional differentiation within the Rio de la Plata

during the last years of the colonial period.21 Garavaglia

uses tithe records from 1786 to 1802 as "indirect

indicators" to measure growth in economic production in

three regions comprising the Rio de la Plata viceroyalty.
His study examines production trends in Tucumán, in the

Litoral/Banda Oriental and in the eastern Andean province of

Cuyo, regions he defines based on particular economic

specializations. His findings underscore the importance of

21. Juan Carlos Garavaglia, "Economic Growth and
Regional Differentiations: The River Plate Regions of the
End of the Eighteenth Century," Hispanic American Historical
Review 65:1 (February, 1985), 51-89.
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specific regional studies and the value of comparative

analysis.22

Garavaglia begins with a description of the changes

effecting southern South America after 1776. The creation

of the Río de la Plata viceroyalty and the proclamation of

free trade helped Buenos Aires consolidate its role as a

commercial center for the surrounding hinterland. The

triumph of a new economic system, largely based on livestock

production in the Litoral and the export of hides from

Buenos Aires and Montevideo to Europe, triggered a series of

economic ups and downs, or differentiations, from region to

region.23 The Bourbon reforms, he argues, had a tremendous

impact in this part of the colonial world, either promoting

economic growth in some areas or aggravating decline in

others.

Between 1786 and 1802, the years for which Garavaglia

has full tithe data for all regions, the annual total tithe

22. Ibid., 55-56. A curve constructed from tithe
records, Garavaglia explains, provide an "indirect indicator
of the movement of production and of agricultural and
livestock prices." Tithe records can be problematic, he
explains, but for Rio de la Plata they express "the
particular behavior of a grain market that is tied to an

open agricultural economy." They do not seem to suggest, as
Brooke Larson found in eighteenth-century Cochabamba, "an
inverse correlation between years of the highest tithe and
the good harvests." See Larson, "Rural Rhythms of Class
Conflict in Eighteenth-Century Cochabamba, HAHR 60:3
(August, 1980), 407-430.

52 .

23 Ibid.,
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collected in the viceroyalty grew by 59 percent. Growth was

not the same in all regions, however; some areas contributed

a reduced share of the total after 16 years and some areas

provided an increased share. The Litoral, led by Buenos

Aires, dominated the regional whole for the entire 16 years,

but to a lesser degree in the last five years studied. In

1786, the different areas of the Litoral contributed 57

percent of the total tithe, in 1802 only 51 percent. The

Tucumán region, led by the city of Córdoba, became an

important contributor whose relative share of the tithe

total increased from 25 percent to 38 percent. Cuyo,

comprised of the cities of Mendoza and San Juan, contributed

the least and even experienced a relative decline over time,

falling from 18 percent to 12 percent.24

Closer analysis of each of these regions, encompassing

a longer time span, reveals more subtle trends within this

framework. To obtain a clearer understanding of the Litoral

region, Garavaglia divides it into three smaller sub-

regions. Buenos Aires included the six country districts

surrounding the city. The Banda Oriental included

Montevideo, the districts on the eastern strip of the River

Plate and the districts around Maldonado. The Nuevo Litoral

included the three districts of Santa Fé, the districts that

24 Ibid., 58.
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would become Entre Ríos and the zone that stretches to the

south of the Río Corrientes.25 Above all, Garavaglia

asserts, growth in the Litoral did not affect all areas

equally.

Garavaglia's tithe analysis indicates a clear

diffentiation between cattle and hide production in the

Nuevo Litoral and grain production in Buenos Aires and the

Banda Oriental. For all the region, grain accounted for 67

percent of tithe income and cattle only 26 percent. The raw

numbers measuring hide exports from the River Plate are

noteworthy, however, and merit some discussion before

turning to the grain production that Garavaglia finds more

important. Using the daily sales tax accounts from Buenos

Aires and Montevideo, Garavaglia calculates an average

annual export of approximately 447,000 hides from the River

Plate (Buenos Aires and Montevideo) between 1779 and 1784.

Of these, 47 percent left from Buenos Aires. The remainder

left from Montevideo. The following years witnessed roughly

similar percentages.26

25. Ibid., 59.

26. Ibid., 53. For a more detailed calculation of the
River Plate's hide exports in the eighteenth century, see
Garavaglia, "El Río de la Plata en sus relaciones
atlánticas: Una balanza comercial (1779-1784)," Economía,
sociedad y regiones (Buenos Aires, 1987)65-117.



Determining the origin of all these hides is more

difficult. Of the roughly 210,000 hides exported annually

from Buenos Aires between 1779 and 1884, Garavaglia

estimates that approximately 40,000 to 50,00 hides entered

the city from its countryside each year. Perhaps 70,000 more

came from cattle slaughtered for the provision of the city

and its surroundings. More important, some 100,000 hides

entered Buenos Aires from other provinces. Of these

100,000, almost half came from the Banda Oriental, 22

percent from Paraguay, 12 percent from Santa Fé and ten

percent from Córdoba.27 In summarizing, Garavaglia notes

first that the countryside around Buenos Aires contributed

only about 30 percent of the hides exported from the River

Plate during its time of maximum expansion. Further, he

advises that Platense historians abandon the notion of an

area surrounding Buenos Aires settled exclusively by

ranchers and teeming with large herds of cattle and

recognize the clear distinction between between the wheat-

prodicung areas of the River Plate and the cattle-dependent

Nuevo Litoral.28 The River Plate's hides came from a

27. Ibid., 53-54. Garavaglia develops this discussion
from his calculations of the Buenos Aires alcabala
registers. See footnotes, pages 53-54.

28 Ibid., 55 .



widespread and diverse area; Buenos Aires' tithe income

depended on wheat production (see Table 1.1).

30

Table 1.1 Cattle and Grain Percentage of Litoral Tithe,
1782-1804*

Cattle Grain
1782-86 1798-1802 1782-86 1792-1804

Buenos Aires 14 25 79 70
Montevideo 12 24 78 72
Santa Fé 66 83 23 11
Corrientes 89 49 11 51

* Figures represent the percentage of total tithe income
Source: Garavaglia, "Economic Growth and Regional

Differentiations," 53.

The Cuyo region, comprised of the cities and

jurisdictions of Mendoza, San Juan and San Luis, relied on

grape cultivation and the production and export of wine and

brandy (aguardiente) to Buenos Aires and the River Plate.

Mendoza specialized in the production of wine, while San

Juan concentrated almost exclusively on aguardiente.

Garavaglia finds that the region flourished in the middle of

the eighteenth century (1755-1756), but by 1790 the tithe

incomes from this region diminished to about half what they

had been earlier (to about 45 percent for Mendoza and 50
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percent for San Juan).29 Closer analysis of the figures

reveals important trends developing within Cuyo, however.

In the 1750s, Mendoza contributed more to Cuyo's total tithe

income than did San Juan; by 1790, the two cities were

almost even (despite the reduced total), and by 1800 San

Juan had surpassed Mendoza as dominant contributor to Cuyo's

tithe.30

As does Halperin-Donghi, Garavaglia attributes these

trends in Cuyo to the "disastrous effects" of the Bourbon

reforms and free trade. After 1778, wine and aguardiente

from the Spanish Mediterranean enjoyed free access to the

River Plate markets where their presence diminished the

demand for Cuyo's goods. Both the quantity and value of

Cuyo's products dropped in Buenos Aires during the 1780s and

1790s. But the wine trade seemed to suffer more than the

aguardiente trade; alcabala. or sales tax, receipts from

Buenos Aires indicate that aguardiente from San Juan figured

among the most important efectos de la tierra, or farm and

ranching products, received in the port.31

Tithe collection in the Tucumán region, comprised of

the cities of Córdoba, Catamarca, San Miguel de Tucumán,

Ibid., 64-68.

Ibid., 65.

31 Ibid., 66.
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Salta, Jujuy, La Rioja and Santiago de Estero, experienced

the most growth in the Río de la Plata, increasing by 246

percent between 1786 and 18 0 2.32 Córdoba led this trend,

supported by increased ranching (cattle, mules and sheep),

growing wool exports and a well-established farming

community in the city's countryside, to become the second

most important tithe center among the regions studied,

behind Buenos Aires. But again, if the areas within Tucumán

are more closely examined, differing trends emerge. While

Córdoba prospered tremendously, tithe production in San

Miguel de Tucumán remained steady, and declined in the

cotton and aguardiente-producing areas of Catamarca and La

Rioja. But Cordoba's growth alone boosted Tucumán's

relative position within the regional whole, from 25 percent

of the total tithe collection in 1786 to 38 percent in 1802.

Cordoba's growth proved so decisive, in fact, that the

Tucumán region's relative share of the total tithe for the

Rio de la Plata region grew at the expense of most other

regions. Between 1786 and 1802, for example, Buenos Aires'

share of the total shrank from 34 percent to 29 percent,

Montevideo's share shrank from 13 percent to ten percent,

and Cuyo's share from 18 percent to 12 percent. Santa Fé,

the only other area showing relative growth during this

32 Ibid., 61.
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period, increased from four percent of the total to ten

percent.33

Garavaglia again attributes most of these trends to the

effects of the Bourbon reforms that "accentuated changes

that, for some time, had been emerging in the space occupied

by the future territory of Argentina and Uruguay. 1,34 As

Halperin-Donghi argues, the Atlantic economy shaped this

process. Garavaglia further notes that the growth of the

Litoral preceded free trade, which served to accelerate the

process. After the initiation of reforms, however, growth

in most areas remained fragile, as Corrientes and Santa Fé

show. The strengthening of the cattle industry in the River

Plate area during the very last years of the colonial era,

he contends, did not lift ranching to a position of

predominance; rather, grain cultivation retained its primary

position.

But unlike Halperin-Donghi, Garavaglia argues that the

commercial role of Buenos Aires in relation to the Interior

pre-dated administrative reorganization, a policy that

solidified the city's dominant position. His analysis of

both the origins of the River Plate's hides and the markets

for Cuyo's wine and aguardiente lend weight to this

34

Ibid., 58.

Ibid., 87.
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argument; it would seem that Buenos Aires' position as a

pole for the Interior's commerce dated from at least the

mid-eighteenth century. The growth of Cordoba's economy and

its increasing Atlantic orientation further bolster this

argument. Garavaglia's calculations also confirm, in a

modified way, Halperin-Donghi's assessment of the Bourbon

reforms' impact on Interior agriculture. The decline of

Cuyo in the face of Iberian competition demonstrates the

unfortunate consequences of free trade in areas unable to

adjust to changing circumstances. The Tucumán region

illustrates a more complex scenario. If Córdoba prospered

because its large landowners managed to increase exports of

hides and wool, the more isolated areas of La Rioja and

Catamarca suffered because of their inabilty to augment or

supplement their weakened specialties of aguardiente and

cotton.

Garavaglia's study underscores the importance and value

of regionalizing economic studies of the complex late

colonial period. His analysis of regional differentiation,

however, does not fully explain economic trends such as the

dominant position of grain production throughout the River

Plate area, nor does it explain the relationship between

this grain production and hide exports. These questions,

however, are addressed by Jonathon Brown's socioeconomic

history of the Río de la Plata region during the viceregal
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and early national periods.35 Brown's study concentrates

on both production and markets during the final years of the

pre-industrial age; like Halperin-Donghi and Garavaglia,

Brown finds external markets especially important to

regional hide production after 1776. The beginning of

Europe's Industrial Revolution and the emergence of the hide

export economy in the Río de la Plata stimulated regional

growth and contributed to the reasons behind the opening of

Buenos Aires to legal overseas trade, but these processes

did not initiate a state of dependence on the Atlantic

economy.

Brown's study bluntly rejects standard dependency

theory and applies instead the staple theory of economic

growth to Argentinian history.36 Originally conceived to

35. Jonathon C. Brown, A Socioeconomic History of
Argentina, 1776-1860 (Cambridge, 1979) and his 1976
University of Texas Phd. dissertation, The Commercialization
of Buenos Aires: Argentina's Economic Expansion in the Era
of Traditional Technology, 1776-1860 (Ann Arbor, 1976).

36. Ibid., 5-6. Brown presents an excellent summary
of the basic arguments of the dependency school. The
dependency literature that Brown cites includes Enrique
Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Dependencia v desarrollo en

América Latina; André Gunder Frank, Capitalism and
Underdevelopment in Latin America (New York, 1967); Stanley
J. and Barbara H. Stein, The Colonial Heritage of Latin
America (New York, 1970); Osvaldo Sunkel and Pedro Paz, El
subdesarrollo latinoamericano y la teoría del desarrollo
(Mexico City, 1970); and James D. Cockcroft, André Gunder
Frank and Dale L. Johnson, Dependence and Underdevelopment
(Garden City, 1972). For the more specific application of
dependency theory to Argentina, Brown cites Liborio Justo,
Nuestra patria vasalla: De los Borbones á Baring Brothers
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explain the economic and social development of Canada, Brown

applies the staple theory to Argentina with considerable

success. Providing a useful structure for analyzing

regional economies, staple theory applies best when the

production of raw materials or commodities, such as hides,

becomes the dynamic sector of a regional economy and sets

the pace for regional economic development.37 Brown's

application of staple theory not only explains the

predominance of wheat production in the River Plate

described by Garavaglia, but also qualifies Assadourian's

rejection of South American dependency on the Atlantic

economy.

In Brown's presentation, three situations determine

staple economies. First is the existence of both

international markets for, and trade in, certain staple

products such as silver or hides. The second is that a

definable region enjoys a comparative advantage in the

(Buenos Aires, 1967); José María Rosa, Analasís histórico de
la dependencia argentina (Buenos Aires, 1974); Andrés M.
Carretero, Orígenes de la dependencia económica argentina
(Buenos Aires, 1974); and Juan Antonio Corradi, "Argentina,"
in Ronald H. Chilcote and Joel C. Edelstein, editors, Latin
America: The Struggle with Dependency and Beyond
(Cambridge, 1974).

37. Ibid., 6-7. Brown notes that Harald A. Innis, The
Fur Trade of Canada (Toronto, 1930) was the first
application of staple theory to Canadian history, and that
Melville H. Watkins, "A Staple Theory of Economic Growth,"
in Canadian Journal of Economic and Political Science 29:2
(May 1963) has best formulated staple theory.
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production of these staples. The third situation is for

this production to generate regional development and

stimulate growth within the regional infrastructure. This

diffusion of the effects of staple production is expressed

in terms of "linkages" that are classified into three

types.38

"Backward linkages" result from increases in staple

production that promote increased investment and growth in

the goods and services used by the export sector--services

such as transportation. "Forward linkages" result from

investment in the processing and marketing of staple goods.

Buenos Aires' stockyards, slaughterhouses and warehouses

provide examples of forward linkages. "Final demand

linkages" result from the development of secondary areas of

production associated with local consumer demands. Prior to

I860, Brown argues, the export sector of the Río de la Plata

economy did not subvert or restrict the development of an

economic infrestructure--an argument central to dependency

theory. Instead, diversification and diffusion of economic

activity characterized the staple economy of the pre¬

industrial age. Without the dynamic hide export economy in

the Rio de la Plata, Brown concludes, the economic and

38 Ibid., 6 - 8.
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social expansion of this entire South American region would

have been retarded.39

Brown's application of staple theory clearly

demonstrates the prosperity of the Río de la Plata's

viceregal economy. Noting that the evolution of Buenos

Aires as the center of the staple economy accelerated with

its establishment as the viceregal capital in 1776 and its

recognition as the official Spanish port for the entire

region in 1778, Brown argues that the single most important

change shaping the Rio de la Plata economy was the

administrative reform that brought Potosí into this new

viceregal sphere and diverted its official silver

production, some 370,000 pesos a year, through the city's

port. Buenos Aires, in response, developed an internal

market of its own that gradually stimulated production in

the hinterlands. Cattle industries in particular, he

argues, "responded with growth and sophistication."40

Markets in both Buenos Aires and Potosí stimulated growth in

all the settled areas of the Rio de la Plata. The

viceroyalty experienced not only expanding internal

commerce, but also increasing overseas commerce and a

39. Ibid., 8.

40. Ibid., 28. Brown refers to the viceregal period
as the "golden age" of the colonial era.
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favorable balance of trade that lasted until the end of the

colonial era.41

Potosí's silver dominated this commerce, comprising

between 50 and 80 percent of the total value of River Plate

exports.42 Efectos de la tierra followed, becoming more

and more important. Hides led this growth, increasing from

150,000 exported to almost 875,000 in 1796. Salted meat

exports to Havana followed, also rising, from 158 metric

tons in 1787 to 1,785 tons ten years later. Imports, led by

textiles from Spain, Britain and France, iron

from Vizcaya and luxury items from around Europe, also

reveal ascending trends.43

This commercial growth, Brown continues, reflects

demographic trends for almost all parts of the viceroyalty.

Drawing on the demographic studies of Jorge Comadrán Ruiz,

Brown argues that most of the Interior, as well as the River

Plate, experienced "anything but economic depression as a

41. Ibid., 30. Brown cites contemporary observers who
estimated the value of exports during the 1790s at
approximately five million pesos and imports at nearly three
million. These figures, he adds, may be low.

42. See also Garavaglia, "El ritmo de la extracción de
metálico desde el Río de la Plata á la Península," Revista
de Indias 36:143/144 (January-June 1976), 253-254.
Garavaglia proposes that silver exports neared six million
pesos in some years during the 1780s and 1790s.

43 Ibid., 30.
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result of freer trade."44 Comadrán Ruiz' calculations for

the River Plate region show the population climbing from

37,130 in 1777-78 to 92,000 in 1809. The Tucumán region

grew from 123,985 to 211,867 during the same years, and Cuyo

from 23,411 to 59,954. Within these regions, only the Jujuy

jurisdiction declined, from 13,619 people to 12,278.45 The

most surprising growth was in Cuyo, where the population

more than doubled despite the difficulties endured by the

wine and aguardiente-producing industries (see Table 1.2).

This economic and demographic growth reflected what

Brown calls the "progressive expansion of the pastoral orbit

of Buenos Aires."46 This expansion involved not only the

area devoted to cattle production, but also the evolution of

cattle-breeding techniques--a process referred to as a shift

from hunting to husbandry. From the seventeenth century,

the principal pastoral products in demand in overseas

markets included hides, tallow and cured meats; until late

in the colonial period, hunting expeditions called vaquerías

slaughtered isolated herds of wild cattle that ranged the

44. Ibid., 35.

45. Data taken from Jorge Comadrán Ruiz, Evolución
demográfica argentina durante el periodo hispánico (1535-
1810) (Buenos Aires, 1969), 80-115.

46. Brown, A Socioeconomic History of Argentina. 35-
41. See also Horacio C. E. Giberti, Historia económica de
la ganadería argentina (Buenos Aires, 1960) .
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Table 1.2. Population
1777 - 1809

Growth in the Río de la Plata,

Recrion 1777-1778 1809

River Plate 37,130 92,000

Tucumán
Córdoba 40,203 60,000
La Rioja 7,690 12,619
Jujuy 13,619 12,278
Salta 11,565 26,270
Tucumán 20,104 35,900
Santiago del Estero 15,465 40,500
Catamarca 13,315 24,300

Cuyo
Mendoza 8,765 21,492
San Juan 7,690 22,220
San Luis 6.956 16.242

Totals 184,526 363,821

Source: Comadrán Ruíz, Evolución
argentina, 80-115.

demoaráfica

grasslands of the River Plate.47 Despite considerable

waste, vaquerías nevertheless met the demands of the

Atlantic market. Vaquerías, in a sense, also wasted

rangeland, given the tendency of hunters simply to extend

47. For a more complete discussion of the history of
vaquería cattle exploitation, see Emilio Coni, Historia de
las vaquerías del Río de la Plata. 1555-1750 (Buenos Aires,
1956) and Hernán Asdrúbal Silva, "La grasa y el sebo: dos
elementos vitales para la colonia: Buenos Aires en la
primera mitad del siglo dieziocho," Revista de Historia
Americana v Argentina 8:15-16 (1970-1971).
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their hunts farther into frontier regions rather than try to

establish managed herds in already-hunted areas. By the

mid-eighteenth century, however, a number of different

pressures brought about a more efficient, better-managed

system of estancias. or formal cattle-breeding ranches, that

introduced better methods of pastoral production.48

Early estancias relied on unsophisticated roundups and

the branding of wild cattle that still grazed the unfenced

ranges. This "rudimentary husbandry," as Brown

characterizes it, assured the reproduction of herds and was

largely responsible for the success of cattle-breeding in

the Banda Oriental. Well watered, easily accessible and

free of Indian tribes that harassed ranching on the pampa,

the Banda Oriental quickly became the primary region of the

new techniques of cattle ranching. By the viceregal period

cattle grazing was well established here, generally oriented

toward the port of Montevideo. By the 1790s, saladeros. or

48. Brown, A Socioeconomic History of Argentina. 35-
41. See also Halperin-Donghi, "Una estancia en la campaña
de Buenos Aires, Fontezuela, 1753-1809," and Garavaglia,
"Las actividades agropecuarias en el marco de la vida
económica del pueblo de Indios de Nuestra Señora de los
Santos Reyes Magos de Yapeyú: 1768-1806," both in Enrique
Florescano, editor, Haciendas, latifundios v plantaciones en

América Latina (Mexico City, 1979); and Carlos A. Moncaut,
Estancias bonaerenses: Con la menuda historia de algunos
establecimientos, entre todos, de los partidos de Chascomus,
Randios, Magdalena, General la Valle v Luián. Historia y

tradición (City Bell, 1977).
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simple meat-salting plants, prepared Banda Oriental beef for

export to Cuba and Brazil.49

This evolutionary process saw pastoral commodities rise

to become a "junior partner" in the River Plate's commerce,

second only to the export of Peruvian silver.50 The

process would continue through the viceregal period and into

the nineteenth century, helping fuel the increase in

international shipping, the consolidation of the merchant

class and the growing hegemony of Buenos Aires within the

Río de la Plata economy. When Peru's silver production

finally collapsed during the independence wars, the pastoral

economy stood poised to assume the role of dominant sector.

The early national period, in Brown's presentation, saw the

export of pastoral commodities from Buenos Aires begin to

carry the entire Rio de la Plata regional economy.

Industrial demands in Europe and North America, Brown

concludes, supported the increasing prosperity of this new

South American economy.51

49. For further discussion see Anibal Barrios Pintos,
Historia de la ganadería en Uruguay, 1574-1971 (Montevideo,
nd.); and by Alfredo J. Montoya, Historia de los saladeros
argentinos (Buenos Aires, 1956) and La ganadería v la
industria de salazón de carnes en el periodo 1810-1862
(Buenos Aires, 1971).

50. Ibid., 48-49.

51. Ibid., 49. Much of Brown's study is devoted to
explaining the relationship between the North Atlantic
industrial revolution and the sustained prosperity of Rio de
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Brown's discussion of staple theory, demographic data

and expansion of the pastoral economy to Río de la Plata

helps explain the expansion of grain cultivation for the

domestic market in the River Plate revealed by Garavaglia.

Concentrated around the area's cities, the growth in farming

reflects both the increased economic activity and the

population growth that marked the viceregal era. Staple

theory also explains the prosperity of Córdoba, a city tied

to this expansion through its own hide and wool exports.

Similarly, the city's farming sector thrived as a

consequence of a "final demand" link to this prosperity.

The reorientation of Santa Fé, however, best illustrates the

association between increased commodity exports and economic

diversification. As Santa Fé's hide exports grew between

1786 and 1802, wheat cultivation became an increasingly

important element of the local economy. Population growth

in the jurisdiction, as well as increased commercial

activity, stimulated the production of foodstuffs important

to the local market.

Brown's study also further qualifies the

interpretations of Assadourian and Halperin-Donghi. His

application of staple theory and his subsequent arguments

maintain the self-sufficient nature of the South American

la Plata's pastoral economy. See chapters three and four.
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economy despite the increasing importance of the pastoral

sector in the Río de la Plata. Brown clearly presents the

reorientation of the Rio de la Plata economy that saw the

rise of a pastoral economy oriented toward the Atlantic, but

he also recognizes the continued dominance of Peruvian

silver within the commercial sphere of the regional economy.

The Rio de la Plata's eighteenth-century diversification and

rise to prominence in South America drew on its ties to

North Atlantic markets, but did not signify a condition of

dependence. Growing international trade certainly stirred

the traditionally slow rhythms of the Rio de la Plata

economy, which increasingly relied upon industrial markets

in the North Atlantic, and the local pastoral boom certainly

stimulated a variety of economic activities throughout the

Litoral--grain cultivation provides a strong example. Other

areas suffered. Cuyo, unable to compete with cheap imports,

declined. Catamarca and La Rioja in the Tucumán region also

suffered in the face of competition triggered by the

viceregal era's adjustments. But full regional dependence,

rather than reliance, awaited the post-independence years

when the Peruvian silver sector had collapsed, overseas

trade climbed higher and higher and industrial technology

began to play a more and more important role in both

productive and extractive techniques.
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The works of Assadourian, Halperin-Donghi, Garavaglia

and Brown represent the best synthesis of the Río de la

Plata's economic history. Together they present a clear

discussion of a complex era; they offer accurate context and

effective examples for further regional studies of the South

American colonial economy. Assadourian skillfully places

Rio de la Plata within a broader colonial system, and then

introduces the critical process of adjustment or

reorientation that defined the viceregal era. His elaborate

exploration of the Andean mining economy conveys a

sophisticated understanding of the interdependent nature of

the mining, agricultural and commercial components of the

colonial economic system, yet provides for the distinct

processes of specific regional histories.

Halperin-Donghi builds on Assadourian's foundation in

his regional study of Rio de la Plata. He concentrates on

the critical adjustments that diminished the role of the

mining sector within this region, a process that also

altered commercial relationships and promoted a new city to

positions of administrative and economic dominance. His

conclusions modify those of Assadourian: One South American

region, at least, began to withdraw from the greater

conjunction and lean more and more in the direction of the

Atlantic economy.
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Garavaglia underscores the complexity of this process.

His tithe data confirms the reorientation of the Río de la

Plata's hide-producing economy and introduces another

important activity. Grain cultivation, he shows, emerged as

a key component of the Litoral economy and contributed to

regional development. Garavaglia's study emphasizes the

importance of careful regional analysis by demonstrating the

subtle differences from area to area that marked the dynamic

viceregal period. And by identifying three fundamental

component regions of the Rio de la Plata, Garavaglia

facilitates further examination of the colony's economic

history.

Brown, finally, introduces a new paradigm to the

synthesis of Platense history. His application of staple

theory provides a framework that weaves together these other

studies and explains the connections between the traditional

silver economy, the eighteenth-century processes of

adjustment and reorientation, and the Atlantic-oriented

growth of the Litoral based on hide production and the

diversification of component regional economies. Combined

with the works of Assadourian, Halperin-Donghi and

Garavaglia, Brown's staple theory lays the groundwork for a

closer look at Tucumán's regional economy.



CHAPTER TWO

THE TUCUMAN REGION

In 1773 when Don Alonso Carrió de la Vandera, perhaps
better known by his pen name Concolorcorvo, left Buenos

Aires on an extended overland trip to Lima, he entered the

Tucumán region at a place called Esquina de la Guardia, an

isolated post approximately 85 leagues northwest of Buenos

Aires. The spot marked the boundary between Buenos Aires

and Córdoba provinces.1 Following the Río Tercero north

and west into the Córdoba jurisdiction, Concolorcorvo

encountered a prosperous pastoral and agricultural economy

Five rivers flowing from the elevations and forests of

western Córdoba nurtured this economy in good years. The

Ríos Primero, Segundo, Tercero, Cuarto and Quinto watered

1. "Concolorcorvo" (Alonso Carrió de la Vandera), El
Lazarillo. A Guide for Inexperienced Travellers between
Buenos Aires and Lima. Translated by Walter D. Kline
(Bloomington, 1965), 140. A widely cited Spanish edition of
this work is El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes desde Buenos
Aires hasta Lima (Buenos Aires, 1942). The entire trip,
from Buenos Aires to Lima, Concolorcorvo calculated,
approached 950 leagues; the Tucumán portion, from the
frontier with Buenos Aires province to the border between
Jujuy and La Quiaca in the north, spanned approximately 380
leagues.

47
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good pasturelands that supported herds of mules, cattle,

oxen, horses and sheep; irrigated farms in the populated

valleys of the jurisdiction grew crops of maize, wheat and

barley. Annual income from the mule and cattle trades alone

exceeded 600,000 pesos, Concolorcorvo claimed, adding that

the city of Córdoba, capital of one of the most prosperous

areas he would see in his subsequent travels, ranked among

the wealthiest cities of its size in Spanish America.2

The city's population numbered just over 7,000 when

Concolorcorvo saw it; the jurisdiction's population counted

almost 40,000. The city's many wealthy "principal

citizens," mostly pasture owners and merchants, lived in

fine houses and kept many black and mulatto slaves. Seat of

the bishopric of Tucumán and home to a cathedral, Cordoba

also boasted Dominican and Franciscan monasteries, two

convents, a crown-supported colegio and a Franciscan

university.3 "In few places of equal size in America,"

Concolorcorvo claimed, "does one find so much wealth."4

2. Ibid., 78.

3. Concolorcorvo provides this description; population
figures for Córdoba and the other Tucumán districts come
from Jorge Comadrán Ruiz, Evolución demográfica argentina.
47-54, 77-114.

4

Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 78-79.
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Ten years later, in 1783, the city would be named seat of

the new Intendency of Córdoba de Tucumán, with its

jurisdiction spreading throughout the southern jurisdictions

of the Interior.

Concolorcorvo saw Córdoba just as it was emerging from

a long depression. The previous century had seen the steady

contraction of the provincial economy, and as late as 1740

the cabildo of Cordoba had complained of widespread poverty

in the jurisdiction complicated by a long drought that

inflated the prices of basic foodstuffs in the city's

marketplace.5 Since the beginning of the eighteenth

century, the cabildo explained, drought had diminished the

jurisdiction's production, hurting the livestock sector as

well as agriculture, and had triggered the ruralization of

the entire province.6 Many of the most respectable

5. "Carta de Cabildo de Córdoba al Rey, 1739," in
Carlos A. Segreti, ed., Córdoba, ciudad y provincia. Secrún
relatos de viajeros v otros testimonios (Córdoba, 1973) ,

124-125.

6. For a more complete discussion of this process of
the ruralization of Cordoba's society, see Assadourian,
"Integración y desintegración regional," 121-127. Ceferino
Garzón Maceda, Tucumán: Economía natural v economía
monetaria (Córdoba, 1968), 11-15, also discusses the
provincial depression and its consequences, including the
shortage of circulating currency and increasing ruralization
of Tucumán.
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citizens had left the city for their ranches, citing the

greater comforts and savings of the countryside.7

By 1760, however, Cordoba's economy began its recovery.

The cabildo now wrote of abundant provisions and great

numbers of local livestock--cattle, sheep, goats, oxen,

horses and mules--once again entering the Peruvian trade.8

The mostly creole and casta population was widely dispersed,

living in nine partidos. or jurisdictions, that were

sufficiently watered by year-round rivers and streams.9

Cordoba historian Efrain Bischoff found that these residents

created more than 170 new estancias in the jurisdiction

7. "Carta del Obispo de Tucumán, don Juan de
Sarricola, al Rey, 1729," in Segreti, Córdoba, ciudad y
provincia. 114-116.

8. "Informe del Cabildo de Córdoba al Rey, 1760," in
Segreti, Córdoba, ciudad v provincia. 155-164.

9. See the "Oficio del gobernador-intendente de
Córdoba Marqués de Sobremonte al virrey Marqués de Loreto,"dated November 6, 1785, in Archivo General de Indias
(A.G.I.), Buenos Aires 50, "Correspondencia con los
Gobernadores de Tucumán, 1783-1806" (folios not numbered).
This document is also transcribed in Jose Torre Revelo, El
Marqués de Sobremonte. Gobernador Intendente de Córdoba yVirrey del Río de la Plata. Ensayo histórico (Buenos Aires,
1946), xci-ciii. Sobremonte included the populations of the
9 additional settlements in the Córdoba district: Rio
Segundo, 3,568; Río Tercero, 3,580; Río Quarto, 3,736;
Calamuchita, 2,548; Tras la Sierra, 2,967; Tulumba, 2,507;Punilla, 3,867; Yschilin, 1,105; and Río Seco, the largest,with 5,038 inhabitants.
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during the 1760s and 1770s.10 By the 1770s, at any rate,

Córdoba had re-established its position as the staging

ground for the Peruvian mule trade. Local landowners once

again purchased large numbers of young mules from breeders

in Buenos Aires, Santa Fé and Corrientes. These animals

wintered in the fertile pastures of Córdoba for later sale

to Salta dealers, and ultimately, to Peruvian buyers. This

mule trade, Concolorcorvo noted, dominated Cordoba's economy

as well as that of the entire Tucumán region.11

Cordoba's pastures also supported herds of cattle that

provided hides and other by-products that figured among the

most important regional exports. Local merchants exported

many unprocessed hides, many that were tanned into leathers,

and many more that were made into cases and containers. The

cattle herds also provided the grease and tallow necessary

to make the soap that Córdoba sold in the Buenos Aires

markets. Herds of sheep provided great quantities of wool

that rural inhabitants wove into ponchos, blankets and

saddle-blankets that sold throughout the region and in

Buenos Aires and Chile. The city's abundance, Cordoba's

10. Efraín Bischoff, Historia de Córdoba. Cuatro
siglos (Córdoba, 1977), 61.

11
Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 111.
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bishop recognized in 1773, arose from the fertile pastures

that supported these pastoral industries and nurtured the

growth that saw the population increase from a low of

perhaps 2,000 inhabitants in 1750.12

Five military posts to the south guarded the frontier

and defended Cordoba's pastoral economy from the "enemy
Indians" of the pampas who had long maintained an active

hostility to the Spanish settlements.13 The enemy tribes

raided frequently and left their mark; over the past several

years, Sobremonte explained, the Río Cuarto partido had seen

its mule exports diminish from 6,000 annually to only 1,400

in 1785. With four new posts planned, he hoped, such areas

might be repopulated and earlier prosperity recaptured. The

Cordoba jurisdiction also counted eleven small pueblos de

12. See the "Informe del Obispo Moscoso al Rey sobre
su Obispado (Salta de Tucumán)" in Revista de Buenos Aires.
27 volumes. (Buenos Aires, 1865-1871), volume 25 (1865), 19-
67. Although this informe is not dated, others argue thatit was written in 1773--see Edberto Oscar Acevedo, La
intendencia de Salta de Tucumán en el virreinato del Río de
la Plata (Mendoza, 1965), 12, footnote 6. Moscoso's 1750
population estimate came from a relación submitted by the
Bishop Pedro Miguel de Argandoña in 1750.

13. Sobremonte, "Oficio (1785)." Sobremonte described
the frontier as running from the Fuerte de las Tunas in
Buenos Aires' jurisdiction to San Luis in Cordoba's; the
forts that Córdoba supported include the two fuertes of
Saladillo and Sauce and the fortines of San Bernardo, Santa
Cathalina and Concepción del Río Cuarto.
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indios. which together comprised only 195 tributaries who

generally paid their tributes with lengths of cotton

cloth.14 A number of Cordoba's landowners even claimed

encomienda rights on very small numbers of Indians; during

the viceregal era the numbers probably never surpassed many

more than several dozen encomenderos with one, two, three or

four assigned Indians apiece.15

One hundred and fifteen leagues north of Córdoba,

Concolorcorvo reached the much smaller city of Santiago del

Estero. Situated on the banks of the Río Dulce, the city

counted fewer than 1,750 residents while the jurisdiction

numbered over 15,000. The area's poverty struck its

visitors. Concolorcorvo described the jurisdiction as

"saltpetrous" and "exposed to floods," and said that most of

the jurisdiction's residents, "scattered about in huts, are

miserable souls."16 Bishop Moscoso added that the entire

jurisdiction lacked any "moral culture" and was "falling

from civilization"--conditions due, he suggested, to the

14. Ibid. Sobremonte listed these pueblos: San
Antonio Nonsacate, Quilino, San Jacinto, Soto, Pichana,
Salsacate, Nono, Cozquín, La Toma and Los Ranchos.

15. See Adolfo Luís González Rodríguez, La encomienda
en Tucumán (Seville, 1983).

16 Ibid., 85.
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prevalence of the Quechua language among the rural

inhabitants. Sandy soils limited the agricultural potential
of the jurisdiction, and the local economy depended upon the

Buenos Aires-Lima trade.17 With little livestock

production and even less commercial farming, the

jurisdiction was better known for the handwoven ponchos,

blankets and saddle-blankets that provided income for the

rural population.18

Concolorcorvo also noted that the men of Santiago del

Estero enjoyed reputations as the best soldiers in the

province, long familiar with Chaco Indian raids. With its

largely Indian population, prevailing poverty and the long

history of frontier hostilities, the jurisdiction became an

important source of agricultural labor for the Litoral

region during the viceregal period.19

Forty leagues north, the traveller entered the city of
San Miguel de Tucumán, higher in elevation than the southern

17. Moscoso, "Informe," as follows: "No es menos
tardia su cultura en el moral, pero mas de notarse estilos
que desdicen de la civilización, conservan la lenguaquichua-cari, por idioma dominante de todos sus vecinos."

18. Halperín-Donghi, Politics, Economics and Society.9, characterizes this domestic weaving as a "flourishing"activity. Concolorcorvo said it was meager.
19 Ibid., 9.
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jurisdictions and more prosperous than Santiago del Estero.

Concolorcorvo admired the jurisdiction's good pastures,

extensive forests and abundance of fine woods, all important

to the local economy; Bishop Moscoso described "all the

natural advantages that come together to benefit this

place." The jurisdiction's population exceeded 20,000 with

about 4,000 in the city itself; the approximately 24

principal residents prospered mainly from the carrying trade

that was so important to the jurisdiction's economy.

Ranching, especially the breeding and training of oxen for

the carting trade, also contributed to the local economy.20

The jurisdiction also figured as an important craft center,

where hide tanning and the export of leathers employed many

and carpentry many more. Cut wood and trimmed lumber and

hand-crafted furniture from San Miguel de Tucumán sold

throughout the Interior as well as in the Litoral

settlements. The construction of large carts, as many as

200 each year, reflected the city's role in the Buenos

Aires-Potosí trade.21

20. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 87; Moscoso,
"Oficio."

21. Carlos Páez de la Torre, Historia de Tucumán
(Buenos Aires, 1987), 134-135; Osvaldo Raúl Bazán, Historia
del noroeste argentino (Buenos Aires, 1986), 38-43.
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Agriculture was sparse in this jurisdiction, but rice

grown here merited special note in a consulado report to the

viceroy in 1797, and citrus, especially oranges, warranted

specific mention in El Correo Mercantil de España v sus

Indias in the same year.22 The jurisdiction also produced

a fine tobacco, called Andullo, that sold throughout the

province and in Alto Perú but competed with tobacco grown in

Paraguay and Nueva Granada. In 1779 the contador Juan

Francisco Navarro, travelling to a new position in Buenos

Aires, recommended that the crown stop buying these other

types of tobacco for sale in Peru and limit commerce to the

San Miguel de Tucumán variety. Citing its equal or even

superior quality, Navarro noted the cheaper transportation

costs, and hence the greater profitability, of Tucumán

tobacco.23 In 1785, however, officials at the Real Renta

de Tobaco prohibited further cultivation of tobacco in San

Miguel de Tucumán as punishment for fraud and bad faith in

22. See Acevedo, La Intendencia de Salta. 224, for a
discussion of rice cultivation in the district, and Páez de
la Torre, Historia de Tucumán. 134, for the text of El
Correo Mercantil.

23. Edberto Oscar Acevedo, "El viaje del contador
Navarro entre Lima y Buenos Aires en 1779," in Revista de
Historia Americana v Argentina. 2: 5/6 (1960-1961), 305-306,
312-316.
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its commerce with Cuyo.24 Consequently, this potential

asset to the provincial economy never fully developed.

Similarly, Navarro commented on the jurisdiction's limited

sugar cultivation, in which he again saw considerable

potential. He recommended encouraging its expansion into

the Peruvian market, again citing low transportation costs.

Sugar production expanded slowly in San Miguel de Tucumán,

however, and did not become a significant item in provincial

exports until after the colonial regime.25

Salta appeared next on the Buenos Aires-Potosí road,

approximately 75 leagues beyond San Miguel de Tucumán. In

Concolorcorvo's day, Peruvian merchants had already made

Salta famous for the great livestock fair held on the city's

outskirts.26 Salta had once rivalled Córdoba for the

dominant position in the Río de la Plata interior; in 1782

it became seat of the Intendency of Salta de Tucumán with

jurisdiction over the other cities of Santiago del Estero,

San Miguel de Tucumán, Catamarca and San Salvador de Jujuy.

24. Acevedo, La intendencia de Salta. 315-319.

25. Acevedo, "El viaje de Contador Navarro," 317-318

26. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 108. Concolorcorvo
estimated that Salta annually sent some 60,000 mules and
4,000 horses to Peru, a figure that seems high in light of
existing records of the trade.
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Salta's population was quite small--perhaps 4,300 in the

city and some 11,500 in the jurisdiction, but the landowning

class constituted a powerful force and the city's key role

in the Peruvian trade gave it an influential position in

viceregal affairs.27

The Peruvian trade dominated the jurisdiction's

economic life, which centered around the mule trade and

commerce. The jurisdiction's fine pastures strengthened the

young mules brought from the south--as Concolorcorvo

explained, the owners of Salta's pastures knew well that

their lands were best used for maturing the young animals

rather than for breeding them.28 Salta, like Córdoba,

served as an important commercial center, each year seeing

the arrival of many cartloads of merchandise from Buenos

Aires and from throughout the province, destined for markets

in Potosí and throughout Alto Perú. The jurisdiction knew

limited industry, however; the insignificant textile

producers here could not compete with those in Córdoba or

with the very cheap cloths produced throughout Alto Perú.29

27. Halperin-Donghi, Politics, Economics and Society.
7-8 .

28. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 108.

29. Pedro Santos Martínez, Las industrias durante el
virreinato (1776-1810) (Buenos Aires, 1969), 38-50.
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Eighteen leagues past Salta, the traveller arrived in

San Salvador de Jujuy, the northernmost city in the Tucumán

region. A city of only 1,700 residents in a jurisdiction

with around 13,500, San Salvador de Jujuy had once known

better times. By the onset of the viceregal era, however,

Jujuy had declined to a position of secondary importance,

described by Bishop Moscoso as a place of "little society."

While Salta controlled Tucumán's mule trade, Jujuy claimed

the much less lucrative cattle trade with Alto Perú, selling

several thousand animals annually to buyers from the

provinces of Chichas and Porco.30 Jujuy's large Indian

population also contributed significant amounts to the royal

treasury; concentrated in an area north and west of the city

known as La Puna, the pueblos de indios that included

Rinconada, Cochinoca, Purmamarca, Tumbaia, Tilcara and

Humahuaca together paid several thousand pesos in yearly

tribute obligations.31 But Jujuy's location as the

northernmost jurisdiction in Tucumán provided its most

important advantage, giving it control of the terminus of

the cart route through the province and a monopoly on the

30. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 137.

31. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 458, "Cuentas de Real
Hacienda de Salta y Jujui (1782-1786)."
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transshipment of merchandise into Alto Perú on the backs of

tamed mules.32 Only mules broken and trained for the task

in the pastures of the jurisdiction could manage the

difficult 100-league carriage from San Salvador de Jujuy to

Potosí .33

The Salta and Jujuy jurisdictions also supported a line

of frontier fortifications intended to keep hostile Chaco

Indian bands from raiding vulnerable haciendas. Supported

by the Jujuy treasury, the presidios of Los Dolores,

Ledesma, San Bernardo and Santa Bárbara garrisoned perhaps

100 soldiers. The Salta-supported posts, including the

presidios of San Luis and San Carlos, occupied 88 more.

Together the two jurisdictions spent over 30,000 pesos each

year paying salaries and supplying provisions for these

defenses.34

Two other Tucumán jurisdictions off the main road

claimed some importance. Although they generated less

32. Acevedo, Intendencia de Salta. 285.

33. Acárete du Biscay, An Account of a Voyage up the
River de la Plata, and thence Overland to Peru (Northhaven,
1968; London, 1698), 38.

34. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 4 68, "Expedientes sobre la
Sisa de Tucumán, y reducción de indios (1784)," a document
titled "Plano de la tropa de las fronteras de esta ciudad to
Salta, y la de Jujuy" (folios not numbered).
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vibrant economies, the Catamarca and La Rioja jurisdictions

contributed in specialized ways to the Tucumán regional

economy and often appear in treasury records and in official

informes and relations. The Catamarca jurisdiction,

northwest of Córdoba in the arid foothills of the Andes,

counted a poor population of some 15,000 inhabitants, with

about 6,500 of these in the city of Catamarca. The city sat

in a valley shadowed by the Cerro de Aconquija to the north;

year-round streams provided water for the city and irrigated

crops in the valley. Bishop Moscoso wrote that hills and

higher valleys sheltered haciendas of "sown fields and large

and small livestock," but that the principal crops were

cotton and peppers, both grown in noteworthy quantities and

carried to market in Córdoba. Catamarca's rural population

and small pueblos de indios produced quantities of coarse

cotton linens that were consumed locally or sold in

neighboring jurisdictions. Farmers in Catamarca also

practiced some irrigated market gardening, viticulture and

tobacco cultivation, and in the higher areas some wheat

cultivation, but Catamarca's inhabitants consumed most of

this production locally.35

35. Halperin-Donghi, Politics. Economics and Society.
13. For more discussion of Catamarca, see Acevedo, La
Intendencia de Salta.- Bazán, Historia del noroeste
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South of Catamarca stretched the La Rioja jurisdiction.

The city of La Rioja, described as a "small and backward"

collection of "miserable huts" by the Marqués de Sobremonte,

counted about 2,100 residents. Bishop Moscoso claimed that

this jurisdiction barely supported the city; its commerce,

he wrote, was "of little consequence." The jurisdiction,

with about 9,700 people, mainly produced small quantities of

wine and aguardiente for sale in neighboring cities. It

also grew small amounts of cotton used by local weavers in

their "obras caseras."36 Livestock, including mules,

cattle, sheep and goats, generated some income for

landowners, but even most of the mules used to carry La

Rioja's products came from Córdoba. La Rioja's jurisdiction

included the mines of Famatina, where 7,500 people populated

a fairly fertile area that nevertheless saw little

argentiñol Carlos villafuerte and Rogelio Machado,
Catamarca, camino y tiempo (Buenos Aires, n.d.). For more
on Catamarca's textiles, see Carlos A. Dellespiane y
Calcena, "La artesanía del tejido en Catamarca," in Primer
Congreso de Historia de Catamarca. 3 volumes (Catamarca,
1966), volume III, 91-106.

36. Sobremonte, "Oficio (1785)" and Moscoso, "Informe"
both note La Rioja's small economy. Sobremonte's report
includes a list of the eleven pueblos de indios--Sanagasta,
Machinagasta, Aimogasta, Sauces, Pituil, Famatina,
Malligasta, Anguinam, Sanogasta, Uichigasta and Oita--that
together comprised only 118 tributaries who generally paid
their tributes with lengths of cotton lienzos.
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cultivation. The mines barely produced; when Sobremonte

visited in 1785 they had long since played out and the many

poor souls still mining the area barely scratched out a

living.

Falling outside the Tucumán region proper (as defined

by Garavaglia) and constituting the regional economy of

Cuyo, the jurisdictions of Mendoza, San Juan and San Luis

merit attention here because they comprise a vital component

of the Interior economy, and, as Assadourian, Halperin-

Donghi and Garavaglia argue, they also felt the impact of

eighteenth-century adjustments. The jurisdiction and city

of Mendoza, in the eastern foothills of the Andes bordering

Chile, dominated the Cuyo region. Famous as an agricultural

center, the jurisdiction population of about 9,000 people,

with about 7,500 of these residing in the city, relied on

the good climate, fertile soil and abundant water in the

jurisdiction. Sobremonte admired the extensive irrigation

system that brought water from the Rio Mendoza to most

houses in the city and nourished the fine fields, gardens,

vineyards and orchards. Irrigation supported an abundance

of almost all crops and products that included dried fruits,

flour, and oil. But the wine production that dominated this

agricultural center formed the great bulk of exports to
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Buenos Aires. The jurisdiction also engaged in some

ranching, albeit on a smaller scale and directed mainly

toward the local market or for export to Chile. Ranching

concentrated in the Valle de Uco, where fine alfalfa

pastures supported healthy herds and exports of animal by¬

products that included hides, soap, tallow and grease.37

Transportation and commercial activities and mining
also figured among Mendoza's important economic sectors.

Carrying both European imports to markets in Chile and the

jurisdiction's own products to market in Buenos Aires,

between 1,000 and 1,500 carts travelled between Mendoza and

the River Plate each year, and thousands more mules

continued the short but arduous journey over the Andes. In

the Valle de Uspallata, in the sierra north and west of the

city, traces of gold, silver and copper supported small

mining efforts and generated Sobremonte's considerable

enthusiasm in 1785. As in Famatina, however, the Uspallata

mines never became an important source of income.38

37. Pedro Santos Martínez, Historia económica de
Mendoza durante el virreinato (1776-1810) (Madrid, 1961),
102-106; Pedro Santos Martínez, et al., Historia de Mendoza
(Buenos Aires, 1979), 34-36; and Jorge M. Scalavini,
Historia de Mendoza (Mendoza, 1965), 86-92.

38. Despite the predictions of Francisco Serra Canals,
who served as the Superintendent of Royal and Public Works
for the Province of Cuyo, the mines never became important.
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Just north of Mendoza, also in the Andes foothills, the

jurisdiction of San Juan counted some 7,700 mostly mestizo

inhabitants, with around 6,150 of these in the city of San

Juan. This jurisdiction specialized in the production of

aguardiente, especially double-distilled, or resacado. of

the best quality and so strong, according to Concolorcorvo,

"that mixing it with common stock gives it as much fire as

that of Andalucia or Cataluña."39 Prior to the creation of

the viceroyalty, Sobremonte noted, San Juan's aguardiente

sold widely throughout the River Plate and in Peru, but it

suffered declining distribution in the face of competing

quantities imported from Spain.40 San Juan's estates also

produced maize and other crops including hemp, mainly for

In 1785 Serra Canals claimed that "experience has shown the
mines to be most useful, capable of supporting considerable
population and the continuous removal of silver." In his
"Testimonio de Autos sobre las Minas de Huspallata" he
requested 20,000 pesos to study the possibility of
rehabilitating the Huspallata mines. The documents do not
reveal whether his request was ever granted. See his
"Testimonio" in A.G.I., Buenos Aires 50, "Correspondencia
con los gobernadores de Tucumán, 1783-1806," dated 1785
(folios not numbered).

39. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 81. Concolorcorvo
noted that this strong brandy was also called acruardiente de
cabeza, perhaps in reference to its strength.

40. "Oficio del Marqués de Sobremonte, Nov. 11, 1785,"
See also Carmen P. de Varese and Héctor D. Arias, Historia
de San Juan (Mendoza, 1966), 54-58.
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the local market. Carting never developed in San Juan

because mules proved better-suited to carrying the area's

aguardiente to markets in Buenos Aires, Chile and the north.

The last jurisdiction of significance was isolated,

poor San Luis, little more than a stopping point on the

Buenos Aires-Mendoza road. About 185 leagues west of Buenos

Aires, 70 leagues east of Mendoza and about 85 leagues south

of Córdoba, this isolated frontier jurisdiction numbered

about 7,500 residents, with about 3,700 in the city of San

Luis. Most of this population lived in poverty,

occasionally working as peon laborers with the passing cart

or mule trains or driving livestock to either Chile or

Córdoba.41 Sobremonte noted that because the jurisdiction

lacked even a single mill, the residents grew little more

than maize and imported what little wheat flour they could

afford from Mendoza. He also described a limited craft

industry, similar to that of Santiago del Estero, with women

producing small numbers of ponchos and blankets for trade

with more prosperous communities. Large herds of sheep,

which counted as many as 70,000 to 80,000, supported this

weaving.

41. Urbano J. Núñez, Historia de San Luis (Buenos
Aires, 1979), 92. Sobremonte's "Oficio" also includes a

good description of economic conditions in this district.
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San Luis did become an important vaquería staging

ground. In the spring of each year wealthy outsiders from

Buenos Aires, Chile or Córdoba arrived to hire a foreman and

crew of ten or twelve peons to enter the pampas south of the

jurisdiction to round up or slaughter wild cattle, and

sometimes horses and mules.42 Each year five or ten or

fifteen such expeditions entered the unsettled lands, each

"harvesting" around 5,000 animals. Organizers of these

vaquerías from Buenos Aires generally came for hides that

were carted back to the port; those from Chile and more

often Córdoba drove these wild herds back to their own

pastures. During the last decades of the eighteenth

century, San Luis managed to maintain a steady commerce with

neighboring jurisdictions based on these roundups. Córdoba

became an important market for San Luis mules; Mendoza

purchased more and more of the wild cattle. Finally, San

Luis also maintained a small, if regular, export of animal

by-products--wool, hides, tallow, grease, soap, even dried

meat (charque). and, occasionally, cheese.

By the late eighteenth century, the Tucumán

jurisdictions comprised an economically diversified region

with a variety of productive activities and a strong

42 Núñez, Historia de San Luis, 86-92.
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commercial sector. The pastoral sector predominated,

providing income to each of the jurisdictions and

constituting the infrastructure that supported the

development of secondary activities such as tanning, weaving

and market agriculture. The vitality of this regional

economy depended on both access to, and relations with, the

markets in both Buenos Aires and Peru. Furthermore, the

Tucumán region imported few goods aside from luxury goods

and hardware. Almost all the staple foods, textiles and raw

materials consumed in the region came from local producers.

Carrying this production to market and handling the Buenos

Aires-Peruvian trade added another important element to the

regional economy. The following chapters examine the

productive, the commercial and the transport activities of

Tucumán more closely.

The demographic characteristics of the Tucumán region

during the viceregal era, however, reflected geographic and

economic differences that also characterized the region.

The numbers of people populating each jurisdiction, and the

numbers living in each city, varied widely within the

region. The region proved rather racially balanced overall,

but exhibited significant local contrasts. Clustered

populations of Indians, castas (mixed-race) and Spanish and
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creole blancos tended to give specific appearances to

different jurisdictions and suggest that local economic

conditions within the region were associated with the racial

composition of the local population.

The combined population of the Tucumán jurisdictions

totalled almost 126,000 in 1779.43 Córdoba, with just over

40,000, or 32 per cent of the regional population,

constituted the largest. San Miguel de Tucumán, with just

over 20,000 residents, or about 16 per cent of the total

regional population, was the second largest. La Rioja, with

only 9,700 (about 8 per cent), and Salta, with 11,500 (about

9 per cent), were the smallest jurisdictions. Jujuy,

Catamarca and Santiago del Estero each claimed roughly 12

per cent of the total regional population.

The northern and western reaches of the region recorded

generally smaller populations than the southern parts.

Salta and Jujuy combined, for instance, still had 10,000

fewer inhabitants than Córdoba. Catamarca and La Rioja

together were smaller still. Well over half the regional

43. The following figures are adapted from Comadrán
Ruiz, Evolución demográfica argentina. 80-81. Comadrán Ruiz
bases his discussion on a number of sources, and for the
Interior relies most heavily upon the censuses and summaries
produced by the bishoprics of Santiago de Chile and Tucumán
(see page 79, footnote 3).
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population lived in the three jurisdictions of Córdoba,

Santiago del Estero and San Miguel de Tucumán. Table 2.1

presents jurisdiction and city populations for the Tucumán

and the Cuyo regions. Table 2.2 reveals several important

demographic characteristics of the Tucumán region by

providing a more specific portrait of the regional

population classified according to race. First, the casta

grouping, made up of mestizo, mulatto, and free and enslaved

blacks comprised the largest part of the population,

approximately 45 per cent of the total. The Indian and

bianco, those of Spanish birth or considered of Spanish

descent, populations were about equal, each comprising

approximately 27 to 28 per cent of total. Jujuy was by far

the most Indian jurisdiction, with 82 per cent of its

inhabitants classified as Indian. La Rioja followed, with

approximately 53 per cent of its inhabitants classified as

Indian. Córdoba, with roughly 45 per cent of its

inhabitants classified as bianco, and Catamarca, with

roughly 30 percent, proved the most Spanish jurisdictions.

Santiago del Estero (54 per cent) and San Miguel de Tucumán

(64 per cent) both counted populations that were more than

half casta, while Córdoba counted just under half its

population (45 per cent) as casta. Salta's population
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Table 2.1. Populations , Tucumán and Cuyo, 1779

Tucumán

Jurisdiction City

Córdoba 39,673 7,283
Santiago del Estero 15,465 1,776
San Miguel de Tucumán 20,104 4,087
Salta 11,565 4,305
San Salvador de Jujuy 13,519 1,707
Catamarca 15,315 6,441
La Rioja 9.723 2.172

total 125,355 27,771

Cuyo

Mendoza 8,765 7,478
San Juan 7,690 6,141
San Luis 6.956 3.684
total 23,411 17,303

Source: Jorge Comadrán Ruiz, Evolución demográfica
argentina, 80-81.
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Table 2.2. Populations by Race and Caste, Tucumán, 1779

Jurisdiction blancos castas naturales totals

Córdoba 17,863(45%) 17,626(45%) 4,184(10%) 39,673

Santiago 2,247(14%)
del Estero

8,312(54%) 4,897 (32%) 15,456

San Miguel 3,166(16%)
de Tucumán

12,869(64%) 4,069 (20%) 20,104

Salta 3,190(27%) 5,305(46%) 3,070(27%) 11,565

San Salvador
de Jujuy

653(5%) 1,785 (13%) 11,181(82%) 13,519

Catamarca 4,590(30%) 7,908(52%) 2,817 (18%) 15,315

La Rioja 2.617(27%) 1.906(20%) 5.200 (53%) 9.723

totals 34,326(27%) 55,711(45%) 35,418(28%) 125,355

Source: Comadran Ruiz, Evolución democrráfica arcrentina.
80 -81.

proved the most balanced, with roughly 50 per cent casta, 25

per cent Indian and 25 percent bianco.

With Jujuy's large Indian population, the north counted

over half its inhabitants (57 per cent) as Indian, far more

than the southern (17 per cent Indian) or the western (32

per cent Indian) jurisdictions. The southern jurisdictions
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of Córdoba, Santiago del Estero and San Miguel de Tucumán,

in contrast, together counted a population that was about 51

per cent casta and less than 20 per cent Indian. Only in

Córdoba and La Rioja did blancos outnumber castas and only

in Córdoba and Catamarca did blancos outnumber Indians. In

most places Indians proved the minority. The western

jurisdictions of Catamarca and La Rioja counted a fairly

balanced population--roughly 7,600 blancos (29 per cent),

10,000 castas (39 per cent) and 8,000 Indians (32 per cent).

Table II also reveals a decidedly rural population in

the Tucumán region, with just under 22 per cent of the total

population residing in the cities. The rest of the region's

population lived widely dispersed throughout a vast

territory, very seldom coming into contact with the cities,

church or royal government--what Sobremonte called "civil

life."44 Sobremonte wrote at the end of his long report to

the crown in 1785 that the most serious difficulties in his

Córdoba de Tucumán intendency were the lack of formal towns,

the shortage of priests and the persistence of rustic

customs. "The perseverance of rustic customs and the

ignorance of religion or a true understanding of what a

vassal owes his sovereign makes the collection of taxes and

44

Sobremonte, "Oficio (1785)."
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tithes very difficult," Sobremonte complained. If

Sobremonte attributed much of the widespread theft of

livestock in the countryside to the isolation and poverty of

so many rural inhabitants, he also recognized the deficient

administration of the countryside. Ignorance, corruption

and "a lack of zeal" too often characterized the alcaldes of

the rural jurisdictions of Tucumán.

What the intendency most needed, Sobremonte suggested,

was new towns along the royal roads to both Buenos Aires and

Mendoza. Cordoba's southern jurisdictions of Ríos Tercero

and Cuarto particularly needed new towns to give their

inhabitants better opportunities to sell their cattle.

Villas of 30 to 40 people, with a house for each family and

a church, would begin to address the shortcomings of the

countryside. Sobremonte's plan called for the construction

of two such villas at a cost of 6,705 pesos for materials

and the salaries and rations of workers. He even suggested

that the project be funded with revenues from the sales of

playing cards and tobacco, but like many plans for the

development of his jurisdiction, Sobremonte's call went

unheeded in Buenos Aires and in Spain.45

45. Sobremonte's proposal is found in an untitled
report addressing the lack of "pueblos formales" in Cordoba
de Tucumán--see A.G.I., Buenos Aires 50 (folios not
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This brief economic and demographic survey suggests

three vaguely distinct zones within the Tucumán region. In

the north, the jurisdictions of Salta and San Salvador de

Jujuy comprised one fairly cohesive zone. Here economic

activity displayed a greater reliance upon the livestock

trade with Alto Perú. Salta specialized in the sale of

mules and Jujuy in the sale of cattle; other than these

sectors, however, the north generated little production.

The overwhelmingly rural and largely Indian population in

the north further distinguished the north from the more

mestizo and bianco populations in the southern and western

zones.

In the southern zone, comprised of the jurisdictions of

Córdoba, Santiago del Estero and San Miguel de Tucumán, the

economy proved more diversified. Livestock and ranching

still dominated, but this activity here stimulated

processing of pastoral by-products. Hides figured as the

most important, but wool and woolen goods also became major

exports from the southern zone. This southern zone also

benefitted from its better access to Buenos Aires, a

critical market for all the southern products except mules.

numbered) dated Córdoba, November 6, 1785.
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As in the north, commerce and the carrying trade, tied to

the Buenos Aires-Peru trade, also became important. The

larger populations in the southern jurisdictions also

differentiated the south from the north. Both San Miguel

and Santiago del Estero counted decisively casta

populations, while Córdoba counted a bianco population equal

in size to the casta group. The southern zone emerged

during the viceregal era as a solidly creole part of the

colonial system.

The western zone, made up of the Catamarca and La Rioja

jurisdictions, comprised the poorest component of the

Tucumán regional economy. Each jurisdiction specialized in

one primary export without even the carrying or commercial

sectors to exploit. Córdoba effectively dominated the

regional marketing of the western jurisdictions' products:

much of Catamarca's cotton and linens and La Rioja's wine

sold through the larger city's plaza. Interestingly, the

western zone exhibited the most racially-balanced population

in Tucumán, with roughly equal numbers of white, casta and

Indian populations.

The Tucumán region, then, featured considerable local

differentiation. Prosperous and diversified areas such as

Córdoba and San Miguel de Tucumán contrasted with poorer,
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more specialized jurisdictions such as Jujuy and La Rioja.

The region also boasted important cities just as it lamented

its vast stretches of desolate countryside. Indian zones

such as La Puna and western Catamarca remained isolated from

mestizo and Spanish areas, and "rustic" rural society

clashed sharply with the urban ambience of Córdoba and

Salta. But the local differences were outweighed by the

regional unity lent by the principal economic sector--the

export of pastoral products. The component Tucumán

jurisdictions functioned as a cohesive regional economy

through their unchallenged "production" of livestock that

provided the means to exploit Peru's need for livestock and

Buenos Aires' clamor for hides. Tucumán's commercial role

as intermediary in the Buenos Aires-Peru trade lent further

cohesion to the region. Local merchants passed large

quantities of valuable European imports through the Tucumán

jurisdictions each year. Finally, these commercial pursuits

complimented and stimulated the carrying trade in Tucumán,

another regional specialty that lent unity and even a sense

of identity to the region.



CHAPTER THREE

PRODUCTION

Ranching, livestock exports and the processing of

pastoral by-products dominated the Tucumán regional economy.

The export of mules to Peru figured as the region's most

prominent activity, but cattle exports and the production of

hides, leathers and soap and their export to Buenos Aires,

Chile and Peru also contributed. Local consumption of meat

in the region's cities and countryside further added to

statistics. Livestock production included sheep raising,-

wool from Cordoba's large numbers of sheep proved another

important resource. The region exported some raw wool, but

processed much more into textiles and finished goods such as

ponchos and blankets. Livestock and pastoral by-products,

plus a number of other agricultural and manufactured goods,

provided the Tucumán region with the material base for both

moderate prosperity and measurable growth. Provincial tax

registers that afford a close examination of the productive

side of Tucumán's economy recorded much of this activity.

This chapter presents a survey of economic production in

79
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Tucumán, first examining the livestock and pastoral by¬

product sectors of the economy and then turning to the range

of secondary activities that included cotton cultivation and

the manufacture of inexpensive cotton and woolen textiles,

viticulture and the production of wine and aguardiente,

lumber processing from regional forests and mineral

extraction from the high, isolated mountains of western

Tucumán.

As Concolorcorvo noted in 1773, the mule trade

constituted the principal business for the wealthiest

Tucumán landowners. This mule trade then served the

seemingly limitless Peruvian market, where the animals not

only filled the demands of Potosí's mining sector and

colonial transportation activities, but also constituted a

major item in the repartimiento de mercancías that widely

featured the forced sale of a variety of goods, including

mules, to Andean Indian communities. Responding to these

markets from the earliest years of the colonial period, and

especially after the economic recovery that followed the

mid-eighteenth century, mule raising had a long history in

the Tucumán region. A number of studies examine this trade,

especially for the most prosperous years. These studies

mostly count the numbers of animals exported from the region
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using treasury records from Salta, the city that marketed

the animals into Alto Perú.1

Assadourian's various studies of the Río de la Plata

economy include one examination of Cordoba's mule trade

throughout its colonial history.2 He distinguishes three

phases characterizing this trade, extending them to the

entire Tucumán region and arguing that they reflect the

broader economic history of his Peruvian economy. His

analysis identifies an initial phase of general prosperity--

a period of expansion and then stability, marking roughly

the entire seventeenth century. A steady decline spanned

the first half of the eighteenth century, followed by a long

period of recovery and growth from 1750 until the end of the

colonial era. Short-term trends emerge within these longer

phases, but Assadourian's outline provides a reasonable

picture of the Tucumán experience. Early in the seventeenth

1. See Estela B. Toledo, "El comercio de muías en
Salta: 1657-1698," in Anuario del Instituto de
Investaaciones Históricas 6 (1962-1963), 165-190; Nicolás
Sánchez-Albornoz et al., "La saca de muías de Salta al Perú,
1778-1808," in Anuario del Instituto de Investigaciones
Históricas 8 (1965), 261-312; and Sánchez-Albornoz, "La
extracción de muías de Jujuy al Perú. Fuentes, volúmen y
negociantes," in Estudios de Historia Social. 1 (1965), 107-
120 .

2. Assadourian, "Economía regional y mercado interno.
El caso de Córdoba en los siglos XVI y XVII," in El sistema
de la economía colonial. 42-49.
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century, Assadourian explains, relatively small numbers of

mules exported at high prices corresponded with a decline of

textile production as the region struggled against Peruvian

competition. By 1630, as textile production declined

sharply, mule exports began to rise steadily, but with a

corresponding drop in prices from a high of about 65 reales

per head in the 1620s to less than 25 reales in the 1640s.

From the 1650s until around 1700 exports remained steady at

around 20,000 animals each year but with further decline in

price, from 22 reales in 1660 to 16 reales in 1670 to the

lowest price of 10 reales by 1700. From 1700 until the mid¬

eighteenth century, both prices and exports remained low.

The economic recovery after 1750, however, included both

increased exports and higher prices, so that by 1770

unbroken, untrained mules from the Córdoba jurisdiction sold

to northern buyers for approximately 36 reales each, and by

1800 for between 44 and 100 reales each.3

3. See Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 112-113; A.G.I.,
also the "Relación que demuestra el Estado de Escasez o
Abundancia" in A.G.I., Buenos Aires 383, "Estado de las
Aduanas y Comercio del Virreinato, 1789-1793," July 1800,
folio 354. This report includes a list of mule prices in
Córdoba: for one-year-old mules, 6 to 6 1/2 pesos; for two-
year-olds, 7 1/2 to 8 pesos; for three-year-olds, 10 1/2 to
11 pesos; and for mansas. or tamed animals, 12 to 14 pesos.
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Concolorcorvo's relation includes a valuable discussion

of the economics of this mule trade. Tucumán's native-born

mules, he explains, remained few in number compared to those

purchased from the Buenos Aires and Litoral jurisdictions.

Pampas landowners realized greater profit from selling young

animals to pasture owners farther north rather than by

raising them any longer than necessary. The young mules

purchased from the southern landowners cost 12 to 16 reales

each; the herds driven from the Buenos Aires countryside

numbered between 600 and 700. The drives required perhaps

12 peones using about 40 horses; salaries for these workers,

plus other expenses, added an average of 4 reales to the

cost of each animal by the time they reached Cordoba's

winter pastures. The young mules remained at pasture about

14 months, at a cost of 5 or 6 reales each (plus a bonus of

6 animals per 100 given to the pasture owner). Expenses,

then, would have added another 8 reales to the cost of each

animal. Concolorcorvo computed that each mule brought to

Córdoba from the south cost around 26 reales, "more or

less," by the time it sold to northern buyers for around 36

reales. A little more than one year after its purchase,

then, a herd of 600 animals brought from Buenos Aires and
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sold a year later could bring a profit of approximately 750

pesos.4

After a year or so in Cordoba's pastures, herds

generally numbering between 1,300 to 1,400 animals were

driven north to Salta during the fall months (April through

June). This drive required about 20 men with 70 horses,

adding about 5 reales in costs to each animal. These larger

herds wintered again in Salta's pastures at 8 reales per

head; by spring, when they were sold to buyers from

throughout Peru, their cost had risen to approximately 50

reales. The selling price at the fair, however, averaged

around 8 or 9 pesos (64 to 72 reales) per head, bringing a

fair profit for a second time to Tucumán landowners. Herds

leaving Salta numbered around 1,700 to 1,800 head, driven by

16, 18 or 20 men with 150 horses and 70 or 80 pack mules for

carrying provisions. The herds went as far as Potosí, Oruro

and Cuzco, where they sold for 13 to 17 pesos (104 to 136

reales) per head or more.5

An excise tax called the sisa collected against each

mule exported from Salta provides the best means of

4. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 112-116. One peso
equalled 8 reales.

5. Sánchez Albornoz, "La saca de muías," 262, footnote
3 .
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measuring Tucumán's mule trade. The Spanish crown imposed

the sisa tax throughout the empire on any goods of

particular local commercial value. In the Río de la Plata

provinces, mules, brandy, yerba mate, tobacco and several

other items appeared on the sisa list. In Tucumán, the

first sisa tax on mules, amounting to two reales per animal,

appeared in the early eighteenth century when the crown

assigned its income to defense of the frontier and to

offensive campaigns against Chaco Indians. With the support

of provincial landowners, those most interested in

territorial defense, the sisa became an important source of

revenue for support of the region's forts and presidios. By

1760 the tax had been raised to six reales per animal, where

it remained until the end of the colonial period.6

In various archives in Seville, Buenos Aires and

Córdoba there exists an almost uninterrupted sequence of

sisa records from Salta that span the years from 1761 to

1809. When compiled and analyzed as one, these various

sources provide both the total annual sisa income from mules

and the total number of mules annually exported to the

Peruvian provinces. Many years are documented by the libros

manuales. or daily entry books that include the date of

Ibid., 271-276.
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transactions in addition to the amount of each individual

payment and the number of mules being paid for. These

libros constitute an especially rich source of information;

royal treasury officials in Buenos Aires carefully confirmed

their accuracy and veracity. Other periods can be measured

by reviewing annual summaries and resúmenes. documents that

provided the same information but often for different

purposes. In either case, the sisa records permit a

revealing quantitative analysis of the regional mule trade.

The procedure developed for collecting the sisa

depended upon a system of guías, or licenses, and

resguardos. or guard posts, located at strategic points

along the various routes north from Salta. The guías

constituted a written proof that a merchant or exporter

(internador) had properly paid all taxes on his herd at the

Salta fair and was legally entitled to drive a determined

number of animals from the intendency. Royal law obliged

the foremen of these herds, or tropas. to present their

guías to the post guards, who were responsible for verifying

the herd size and collecting the sisa payment and seeing
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that all documents, including the libro and the guías, were

signed. The herds then passed.7

The efficiency of this system depended upon the honesty

of the guards who patrolled the various routes north.

Geography also controlled traffic and limited options so

that the herds could not easily avoid the guards. The main

route, taken by most herds, ran northwest from Salta

(skirting west of San Salvador de Jujuy) through the

Quebrada del Toro, a canyon passage patrolled by the guards.

Ten days to two weeks later the herds reached another post,

the last before their ascent to Alto Perú. A second less-

travelled route passed through the Jujuy district and then

north through the Quebrada de Humahuaca to Tarija. Posts

located between Salta and Jujuy and again at La Quiaca well

to the north watched this route. The two routes, determined

by the relative ease of travel in the quebradas. or canyons,

effectively channeled almost all traffic north.8

7. This careful system was not enough to prevent all
fraud, however. The Catamarca and La Rioja districts were
suspected of supporting an illicit commerce in livestock.
See the "Informe de Juan Victorino Martínez de Tineo, a El
Marqués de Sobremonte," dated June 24, 1779 (Salta) in
A.G.I., Buenos Aires 50 (folios not numbered).

8. Ibid., 283-288. Sánchez-Albornoz estimates that
between 80 and 90 per cent of all traffic passed through the
Quebrada del Toro route. The posts, he adds, were
administered only from February through August because harsh



The sisa records from Salta represent the great

majority of the mules raised in and exported from the
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Tucumán region. Two separate sets of records cover the span

from 1761 to 1809. Nicolás Sánchez-Albornoz presents one

set in a study of mule exports from Salta between 1778 and

1809. Gathered from the Contaduría section of the Archivo

General de la Nación in Buenos Aires, he published this data

in two columns. The first column records the annual sisa

revenue from mule exports from the Salta jurisdiction while

the second presents the total number of animals that

annually passed from the district.9 The second set of

data, covering the years 1761-1776, is found in the Archivo

General de Indias in Seville. These sisa accounts include

the annual total sisa revenue for both the Salta and Jujuy

jurisdictions and the annual subtotals collected on a number

of specific goods, including mules, cows and soap. These

accounts record the years 1764 to 1770 in detail, with

complete lists of each tropa leaving the Salta district.

winters and high Spring runoffs made off-season travel
impossible.

9. See the author's discussion of the Buenos Aires
accounts, mostly in his footnotes, in Ibid., 289-296.
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Summaries record the subsequent years.10 Several years

record only the amount in pesos collected by the tax; these

figures, however, permit a fairly accurate estimation of the

number of animals exported.11 In this half-century span,

in which at least 1,500,000 mules left the Tucumán region,

only the figures for the years 1776 and 1777 are missing.12

In some years the guards did not collect for all the

animals that passed their posts. Most annual figures

correspond, however, with the sisa collected roughly

representing the reported number of mules passing from the

district. When debts did incur, they generally were paid

within a year or two--often, when the sisa falls short one

year, it was made up the next. In order to alleviate any

distortion caused by sisa debts, the data is best presented

in five-year blocks that provide more reliable figures.

Analyzing the figures for such periods alleviates the small

problems with the data and presents a better picture of

10. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 463, "Cuentas de Sisa de
Salta y Jujui, 1764-1776."

11. Estimations, based on sisa income in pesos,
derived from a simple calculation:

Sisa amount (in pesos) X 8 reales 6 reales (tax
on each mule).

12. See Appendix I for a complete year-by-year listing
of mule exports and sisa income from mules in Salta for the
years 1761-1809.
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long-term trends. Table 3.1 presents five-year totals and

annual averages for the Salta jurisdiction for the years

from 1761 to 1809.

Table 3.1. Official Mule exports and Sisa
Salta District, 1761-1809. In
Intervals.

Revenue from
Five-Year

Year Mules# Ann. Avq. Sisa Ann. Avq.

1761-65 154,127 30,825 115,596Desos 23,119Desos
1766-70 151,839 30,367 111,631 22,326
1771-75 167,060 33,412 125,295 25,059
1776-80* 100,031 33,344 73,607 24,536
1781-85 95,285 19,057 71,175 14,235
1786-90 109,316 21,863 80,670 16,134
1791-95 74,814 14,964 57,545 11,509
1796-1800 125,168 25,034 93,875 18,775
1801-05 182,943 36,589 108,827 21,765
1806-1809 155,252 38,813 129,892 25,978

* 1776 and 1777 figures are missing.
# 1764-75 figures estimates (see fn. 48).

Sources: Years 1761-1775 from A.G.I., Buenos Aires
463, "Cuentas de Sisa de Salta y Jujui, 1764-76,"
years 1778-1809 from Nicolas Sánchez-Albornoz, "La
saca de muías de Salta."

The sisa records reveal several general trends marking

the Tucumán mule trade. The years from 1761 to 1780 show

relatively high exports and sisa revenue, with an annual

average of 31,836 mules sent north and 23,692 pesos
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collected in sisa revenue. The 15 years following the Tupac

Amaru rebellion in Peru show a significant decline in this

commerce. Annual exports fell to an average of 18,628

animals between 1781 and 1795. The period from 1796 to 1809

marks the recovery of the trade; annual averages rose to

25,033 animals from 1796 to 1800, then to 36,588 animals

between 1801 and 1805, and to 38,813 animals from 1806 to

1809. Figure 3.1, presenting Salta's mule exports from 1761

to 1809, illustrates these trends.

Comparative figures from the San Salvador de Jujuy sisa

records spanning the years from 1764 to 1789 demonstrate

Salta's dominant position in the regional mule trade.

Jujuy's exports and revenues from 1764 to 1775 represent a

small fraction of Salta's trade. Although Jujuy's annual

exports occasionally reached 10,000 head, annual totals

generally averaged about 20 per cent of Salta's exports and

constituted about 16 per cent of the Tucumán total for the

26 years examined. The Jujuy sisa summaries also provide

both the number of mules annually exported as well as the

total sisa revenues collected each year. A comparison of

the Salta and Jujuy figures illustrates the imbalance

between the two cities. Table 3.2 includes three columns of

data presenting each city's annual mule exports and sisa
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revenue, plus the total for the two cities combined, a

figure representing regional mule exports to Peru.

Various sources in the Archivo Histórico la Provincia

de Córdoba record the Córdoba jurisdiction's mule sales to

dealers in the north. The hacienda. or treasury, records

from the years from 1780 to 1789, plus some later years,

include sisa and Nuevo Impuesto accounts and libros that

together present a clear picture of provincial production

and commerce. Documenting the taxation of all commercial

traffic through the city, the Nuevo Impuesto sources permit

close study of Tucumán's provincial economy. In Córdoba,

the Nuevo Impuesto taxed the cart caravans and the mule

trains that channeled considerable quantities of provincial

products in all directions. These valuable sources

generally itemize the merchandise passing through the city

as well as the quantities of these goods. Sometimes the

entries are specific; sometimes they are rather vague,

listing many cargoes simply as efectos de la tierra or as

efectos del pais. Overall, however, these sources prove

extremely helpful to determining the nature of regional

production.
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Table 3.2. Offical Mule Exports and Sisa Revenues,
Salta and Jujuy Districts, 1764-1789.

Year Salta Jujuy Total

1764
1765

1766
1767
1768
1769
1770

1771
1772
1773
1774
1775

1776
1777
1778
1779
1780

1781
1782
1783
1784
1785

1786
1787
1788
1789

totals

mules

23,684
45,935

30,960
26,444
35,313
31,373
27,749

39,828
29,708
28,255
28,453
30,816

39,114
37,946
22.971

200

15,981
28,760
27,372
22.972

29,028
15,571
21,866
23.407

668,706

sisa

17,763p
34,451

23,220
19,833
26,485
23,530
18,561

29,872
22,281
28,691
21,340
23,112

28,094
17,222
28,291

150

11,968
21,547
20,382
17,081

17,628
14,127
17,652
17.407

500,688

mules

3,016
5,636

1,409
1,370
5,669
4,056
11,713

3,425
3,109
6,588
7,623
6,417

4,088
2,695
7,920
10,849
7,525

530
5,071
9,345
7,529
5,516

4,898
4,006
4,857
4,450

139,310

sisa

2,262p
4,227

1,057
1,028
3,882
3,424
8,784

2,524
2,376
4,491
5,717
4,813

3,066
2,021
5,994
8.136
5,643

497
3,953
7,015
5,646
4.137

3,673
3,004
3,642
3.337

104,709

mules

26,700
51,571

32,369
27,814
41,012
35,429
39,462

43,253
32,817
44,843
36,076
37,233

47,034
48,795
30,496

730

27,949
38,105
34,901
28,488

33,926
19,577
26,723
27,857

808,684

sisa

20,025p
38,678

24,277
20,861
30,367
26,954
27,345

32,396
24,657
33,182
27,057
27,925

34,088
25,358
33,934

647

15,921
28,562
26,028
21,218

21,301
17,131
21,294
20.744

605,397

Sources: A.G.I., Buenos Aires 50, "Cuentas de Sisa
de Salta y Jujui, 1764-1776;" Sánchez Albornoz,
"La saca de muías de Salta" and "La extracción
de muías desde Jujuy."
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The Nuevo Impuesto books include records of Cordoba's

mule exports to the northern districts. They reveal a

considerable livestock traffic, usually more than 12,000

animals sent north annually between 1780 and 1789. Viewed

alongside the Salta exports for the same years, reduced

during this decade by the rebellion in Peru, Cordoba's

records show that this jurisdiction's exports usually

accounted for between one-third and one-half of the northern

city's annual exports.13 Cordoba's exports averaged over

this period fell just short of 11,000 head each year,

compared to Salta's annual average of 20,812 over the same

period (or, 23,103 animals annually if the year 1781 is

excluded). In its best years, Córdoba sent over 15,000

animals north; because of the commercial interruption in

Peru, in 1781 Córdoba sent more mules north than Salta and

Jujuy were able to sell to Peruvian buyers. Over the ten-

year span measured, Córdoba supplied just over half the

mules sold at the Salta fair (113,338 of 208,128). During

the same years, Córdoba supplied 42 percent of the animals

13. Cordoba's Nuevo Impuesto records for period from
1780 to 1791 are to be found in the Archivo Histórico de la
Provincia de Córdoba (A.H.P.C.), Serie Hacienda, following
legaios: No. 14, "Libro de Sisa y Nuevo Impuesto" (1779-80);
No. 17,"Libro de Cargas y Entradas Generales del Nuevo
Impuesto" (1781-86); No.43, "Libro General Administrativo
del Ramo de Nuevo Impuesto" (1787-91); No. 109, "Libro
Manual de Nuevo Impuesto" (1806); No. 117, "Libro de Nuevo
Impuesto" (1808); No. 122, "Libro de Nuevo Impuesto" (1809);
No. 130, "Libro de Nuevo Impuesto" (1810).
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exported from Salta and Jujuy combined (113,338 of 268,752),

as expressed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Mule Exports from Córdoba as a Percentage
of: Total from Tucumán, 1780-1789

Year Tucumán Córdoba Percentaae

1780 30,496 12,443 41
1781 731 2,900
1782 27,949 13,536 48
1783 38,105 11,112 29
1784 34,901 6,074 17
1785 28,488 9,040 32
1786 33,926 12,460 37
1787 19,577 15,920 81
1788 26,723 15,437 58
1789 27.857 14.416 52

total 268,752 113,338 42

Sources: A. H. P.C., Serie Hacienda 14, 17, 43; Sánchez
Albornoz, "La saca de muías de Salta," and
"La extracción de muías desde Jujuy."

Cordoba's Nuevo Impuesto books for the very last years

of the colonial period, from 1806, 1808, 1809 and 1810,

suggest changing circumstances within this trade. Although

the records allow only four years of comparison, the figures

indicate that Cordoba's exports dropped off considerably,

especially when compared to Salta's growing exports for

these years. In 1806, Córdoba exported 12,295 mules--still

a considerable figure, but less than one-third of Salta's

exports of 40,355. 1808 and 1809 saw still worse years.

Córdoba sent only 6,890 and 7,616 mules north, compared to
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Salta's 35,000 each year. In 1810 Córdoba still hovered at

the 7,000 mark--one-fifth of Salta's exports. For some

reason, the Cordoba jurisdiction's production dropped

sharply, and within the entire Tucumán region, the Córdoba

jurisdiction became a less significant supplier of mules to

the Peruvian trade.

Cordoba's diminished mule exports may have been the

result of some local, short-term cause. All the Tucumán

region remained susceptible to drought that damaged pastures

and cut into landowners' ability to winter the annual herds.

Disease also presented a serious and potentially devastating

threat to the livestock sector of the provincial economy.

Edberto Acevedo cites a number of consulado reports

lamenting the impact of either drought or disease on

Tucumán's livestock; in 1788 they reported a "peste de

grano" (aftosa. or hoof-and-mouth disease) that especially

struck horses and cattle, diminishing the herds and

allegedly killing many residents who ate infected meat.14

In 1802 the disease returned, this time afflicting the mule

herds, causing great losses and hurting provincial

exports.15

14. E. 0. Acevedo, La intendencia de Salta. 230-233.

15. Again Acevedo cites consulado reports from the
A.G.N. in Buenos Aires. Obviously, the impact of drought
and especially disease on Tucumán's livestock sector is of
great importance and merits closer study.
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In any case, the figures comparing Córdoba and Salta

suggest that mule-raising figured prominently throughout the

region. Córdoba apparently supplied roughly half the mules

exported annually from Salta, leaving the other half of the

market to other jurisdictions generally overlooked in

discussions of the mule trade. San Miguel de Tucumán, with

a good climate and fertile pastures, probably provided many;

Santiago del Estero may have exported 2,000 mules or more

each year.16 It seems that all the jurisdictions within

the Tucumán region contributed to regional mule production.

Córdoba and Salta may have dominated this sector, but the

Peruvian market remained open for other districts as well.

Livestock exports from Tucumán included cattle, also

taxed by the sisa and included in the 1755-1775 records for

both Salta and Jujuy.17 A comparison of these figures

reveals that Jujuy dominated this commerce with Alto Perú,

surpassing Salta's meager exports in all but the last year

recorded. Surviving records, which include the total number

of cattle (vacas) annually exported as well as the annual

sisa revenue from this trade, indicate that cattle exports

played a much more important role in Jujuy's economy than

16. Acevedo, La intendencia de Salta. 231.

17. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 463, "Expedientes sobre Sisa
de Tucumán, y reducción de Indios, 1784" (folios not
numbered). See also the untitled expediente with the
heading "Extracto hecho de un quinquenio sacado del libro de
thesorería de la R1. Caxa de esta ciudad de Salta... desde 2
Marzo de 1761 hasta 2 del dicho mes de 1776..." in A.G.I.,
Buenos Aires 468.
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they did in Salta's. Table 3.4 presents and compares cattle

exports and sisa revenue for the two cities.

Table 3.4. Cattle Exports and Sisa Revenue in Salta and
Jujuy, 1755 -1775 .

Year Salta Juiuy
cattle income cattle income

1755 — — 3,392 1,272
1756 — — 4,217 1,587
1757 — — 5,794 2,172
1758 — — 3,812 1,429
1759 — — 3,947 1,480
1760 — — — —

1761 1,142 428 — —

1762 877 329 — —

1763 1,470 521 — —

1764 376 141 6,664 2,449
1765 102 38 5,883 2,206
1766 739 277 4,325 1,622
1767 160 60 6,285 2,357
1768 389 146
1769
1770 7,280 2,730

1771 581 218 6,056 2,271
1772 347 130 6,000 2,250
1773 — — 9,624 3,609
1774 — — 6,589 2,471

1775 9,845 3,692 912 342

Source: A.G.I., Buenos Aires 463.

The sisa records show that Jujuy enjoyed a growing

commerce in cattle over the period examined. Between 1755

and 1759, the district exported an average of 4,230 cows

annually, a figure that grew to 6,079 a year between 1764

and 1769 and to 7,100 between 1770 and 1774. The Salta
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figures prove much lower: exports averaged less than ten

per cent of Jujuy'S--793 annually between 1761 and 1765, 554

a year between 1766 and 1770, and even fewer in subsequent

years (1775 marks an aberration; for some reason Salta

replaced Jujuy that year, with export and income figures

reversed). Over the period from 1764 to 1772, Jujuy

accounted for more than 85 per cent of the Tucumán region's

cattle exports to Peru.

The contributions of cattle sales to sisa revenues also

differ markedly from one city to the other, proving much

more important to Jujuy's treasury. Between 1764 and 1774,

the years that afford the best comparison, Jujuy's sisa

income from cattle sales amounted to 27,010 pesos, compared

to 39,272 pesos from mule sales over the same period.

Salta's sisa revenue from cattle sales reached only 1,565

pesos, compared to almost 265,000 pesos from mule sales over

the same period. Although these figures represent

relatively early years in relation to this study, and the

trends they reveal may not apply to later years, growing

cattle exports from 1755 to 1775, like the growing mule

exports from the region in the same years, demonstrate the

increasing prosperity commented upon by the Córdoba cabildo

in 1760 and by Sobremonte 25 years later.
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The increasing importance of the cattle economy in the

River Plate region, outlined in the first chapter, and the

predominance of the ranching economy in the Interior

together fostered the emergence of a related sector in the

Tucumán region. The processing of animal by-products,

especially raw hides, or cueros. and tanned leathers called

suelas. figured among Tucumán's principal economic

activities. The manufacture and export of grease (grasa).

tallow (sebo) and soap (jabón) also contributed to the

regional economy. The Nuevo Impuesto records from Córdoba

and the sisa records from Salta and Jujuy reveal a busy

export of these goods; all the jurisdictions of Tucumán, it

seems, participated to some degree in their production and

commerce.

John Lynch, in his study of the Intendent system in the

Buenos Aires viceroyalty, suggested that the hide industry

may have been the only economic sector that benefitted from

the opening of the port to free trade.18 As Garavaglia

demonstrated, the Tucumán region, especially the Córdoba

jurisdiction, soon became closely tied to the growing export

18. John Lynch, Spanish Colonial Administration, 1782-
1810: The Intendent System in the Vicerovaltv of the Río de
la Plata (New York, 1969), 162-171.
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of hides from Buenos Aires.19 Within Tucumán, however, the

tanning (curtideria) industry shared this prosperity.20 In

1788 Sobremonte praised the fine leathers and cordovans made

from provincial herds of sheep and goats, and remarked on

the noted quality of Tucumán's suelas.21 By 1786 the

traffic in suelas from the interior proved brisk enough to

prompt the Buenos Aires cabildo to propose a tariff of two

reales on every 25 imported.22 But while both processed

and unprocessed hides from Cordoba's cattle were carried to

Buenos Aires for sale to European buyers, many more were

19. Sobremonte's "Oficio" (1785) estimates the total
number of cattle, or ganado vacuno, in Cordoba's pastures at
around 200,000 head.

20. See Santos Martínez, Las industrias en el
virreinato. 67-68; Brown, A Socio-economic History of
Argentina. 52-55; José M. Mariluz Urquijo, "Noticias sobre
las industrias del virreinato del Río de la Plata en la
época del Marqués de Aviles (1799-1801)," in Revista de
Historia Americana y Argentina 1:1/2 (1956-1957), 85-117;
Ricardo R. Caillot-Bois, "Apuntes para la historia económica
del virreinato. Gobierno Intendencia de Salta de Tucumán,"
in Anuario de Historia Argentina 1941 (1942), 101-124; and
Ricardo Levene, "Riqueza, industrias y comercio durante el
virreinato," in Ricardo Levene, ed., Historia de la Nación
Argentina (desde los orígenes hasta la organización
definitiva en 1862 10 volumes (Buenos Aires, 1938), volume
IV, section I, 373-430.

21. Marqués de Sobremonte, "Noticias sobre la
Intendencia de Córdoba de Tucumán (1788)," reprinted in
Revista de Buenos Aires, tomo vi (1865) .

22. Santos Martínez, Las industrias durante el
virreinato. 67.
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tanned in provincial workshops and made into the trunks

(petacas) and baskets (tipas) that were used to store and

carry quantities of other regional products.

San Miguel de Tucumán also became known as an important

hide-producing district recognized for its tanneries and the

quality of its suelas. By the middle of the 1790s the

consulado in Buenos Aires estimated the city's production at

13,000 to 14,000 suelas annually.23 For the northern

districts of the Tucumán region, tanning was a simple

necessity--untanned cueros could not travel as far south as

Buenos Aires without rotting and suffering significant

loss.24 When they were not exported, San Miguel's hides,

tanned and untanned, served as a basic resource in the

workshops that produced leather goods and furniture.

Catamarca also produced and exported excellent cordovans in

addition to suelas that rivalled those of San Miguel for

their quality. Catamarca's industry, one author suggests,

may have benefitted from the local abundance of cebil trees,

23. Germán 0. E. Tjarks, "Panoráma del comercio
interno del virreinato del Río de la Plata en sus

postrimerías," in Humanidades 36 (1960), 69.

24. Santos Martínez, Las industrias durante el
virreinato. 69, 72. The author also discusses the
"enormous" damages to hides caused by moths, or "la
polilla."
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a rich source of tannin that gave local tanners a slight

competitive edge.25 Suelas, in fact, were produced

throughout the Tucumán region as well as in Cuyo, where

artisans in Mendoza, San Juan and San Luis made them into

the odres. or bags, that carried much of the local wine and

brandy. The poor everywhere used both raw hides and suelas

in the construction of their homes; in the fairly dry

climate of the Interior hides conveniently functioned as

doors, walls and roofs.26

Cordoba's Nuevo Impuesto books from 1779 to 1791

include records of cuero and suela shipments to Buenos

Aires. The books generally measured these shipments in

units called carretadas. roughly equal to one cart-load, of

approximately 150 to 160 arrobas each (or 3,750 to 4,000

pounds).27 A carretada equated roughly to 130 or 135

cueros or suelas. The 1806 libro, for examaple, notes Don

Francisco Bedoya's large shipment of 1,620 cueros to Buenos

Aires in 12 carts, or the active merchant Don Ylario Antonio

25. Mariluz Urquijo, "Noticias sobre las industrias,"
? ? .

26. Santos Martínez, Las industrias durante el
virreinato. 70.

43 .

27 Santos Martínez, Historia económica de Mendoza.
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Ybarra's three December shipments of 540 cueros in four

carts, 135 in one cart and another 540 in four more

carts.28 Precise accounting of the number of hides sent

south from Córdoba is difficult, however. Occasionally, one

carretada proved more than one cart-load. The same 1806

libro, for example, notes Don Juan Manuel Gigena's shipment

of 13 carretadas of suelas in 18 carts. Sometimes shipments

are measured in cargas, the sizes of which are impossible to

estimate from the record. A carga may refer to a carretada

(or, a carga de carreta), but it is difficult to explain the

occasional use of a different term for the same unit. A

precise estimate is further complicated by combined

shipments of suelas or cueros with other goods, such as Don

Andres Diaz' 1779 caravan of ten carretas, seven loaded with

planks (tablas) and suelas and three carrying luggage

(equipaje) from San Miguel to Buenos Aires.29 Many entries

note such combined cargos of lumber and hides, these usually

originating in San Miguel de Tucumán.

Table 3.5 presents the number of carretadas loaded only

with cueros and suelas leaving Córdoba between 1779 and

29

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 109.

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14.
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1791.30 The figures do not include combined shipments or

shipments measured in cargas rather than carretadas.

Consequently, the figures represent a minimum number of

hides, tanned and untanned, exported from Córdoba, and

provide a minimal estimation of regional hide production.

Including the combined shipments, cargas and other less

specific entries would probably double the figures

presented for most years. Multiplying the numbers of

carretadas by 130 (the estimated number of cueros or suelas

in a carretada) provides a minimum estimate of the number of

units exported. These figures, finally, do not include the

numbers of hides and leathers consumed within the Tucumán

region in the manufacture of thousands of containers and

other goods. Judging from the entries recorded in the

libros de Nuevo Impuesto, these numbers could possibly again

double the estimates. Although most of its record is lost

to history, suffice it to say that processed and unprocessed

hide production constituted a large and important element of

the Tucumán regional economy.

30
A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43, 109.
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Table 3.5. Córdoba Hide
1779-1791.

Exports, in Carretadas,

Year Carretadas X 130 No. Units

1779 41 5,330
1780 113 14,690
1781 84 10,920
1782 96.5 12,545
1783 110.5 13,365
1784 115 14,950
1785 ★

1786 ★

1787 124 16,120
1788 80 10,400
1789 52.5 6,825
1790 113 14,690
1791 82 10,660

* No shipments recorded.

Source: A .H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43, 109

Grease, tallow and soap constituted additional by¬

products of the ranching sector. Both grease and tallow

were used in the manufacture of soap, which figured as an

another important export in regional sisa and Nuevo Impuesto

records. The sisa records from Jujuy show that soap exports

figured among the items taxed as they passed from the

district, suggesting that the trade was important enough to

tap. Income from this soap trade never approached that from
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livestock, but it indicates that Jujuy appreciated and

exploited its position as a source of livestock and ranching

by-products for Upper Peru. The Nuevo Impuesto records from

Córdoba, especially for the last years of the viceregal

period, indicate that soap had become a growing export from

the southern districts of Tucumán. The 1808 libro records

at least 34 petacas (crates), ten cargas and eleven

"piezas. 11 or pieces, of soap carried from Córdoba. In 1809

a total of least 246 petacas de jabón and 26 cargas left

Cordoba's plaza, including some for the cities of Buenos

Aires, Catamarca, La Rioja, and San Juan. In 1810 exports

increased again, with at least 511 petacas shipped to Buenos

Aires, with another eleven to Santa Fé and six to Catamarca.

The 1810 Buenos Aires shipments included one cargo of 50

petacas and two of 40 petacas each.31 It seems apparent

that Córdoba ranchers had recognized the profitablity of

soap in the Buenos Aires market.

Textile manufacture held a position of secondary

importance in Tucumán during the viceregal period. Although

secondary to ranching and the processing of pastoral by¬

products, the weaving of both woolen and cotton goods,

especially linens, ponchos and blankets, provided much of

31. A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda 117, 122, 130.
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the rural population a source of income and a position in

the region's economic structure. Córdoba and San Miguel de

Tucumán, with larger populations and better access to the

Buenos Aires market, dominated this activity, followed by

cotton-producing Catamarca. Weaving remained primarily a

rural domestic activity, practiced either by campesina women

or in the small scattered Indian communities. Their

inexpensive, coarse textiles sold mostly within the Tucumán

and Cuyo regions, with some quantities exported to Buenos

Aires, the Litoral and Chile. Supplying a large internal

market of over 100,000 consumers, and a surprisingly strong

demand in Buenos Aires, textile production and exports

reached impressive levels and constituted an important

element of the regional economy.

Textile manufacture emerged early as Tucumán's primary
link to the Peruvian mining economy. Before the beginning

of the seventeenth century, the Tucumán region was already

recognized as an important cotton-growing zone, exporting

considerable quantities of cotton linens, carpets, bed¬

covers and coarse "Indian clothes" to Potosí.32 The city

and district of Córdoba emerged as the center of this

32. Luís Capoche, Relación general de la Villa
Imperial de Potosí (Madrid, 1959), 179.
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production, relying on both domestic activity and rural

obrajes.. Provincial landowner/encomenderos cooperating with

Peruvian merchants developed the industry by financing the

workshops, organizing the technology and providing the

Indian or slave laborers that made cheap, profitable exports

possible ,33

Despite cheap labor, Cordoba's textile trade proved

short-lived. Assadourian contends that by 1610 or 1615 the

sector began to fade. He attributes this to several

factors, including the rapid decline of the Indian

population and the consequent deterioration of the

encomienda system. Increasing textile production in parts

of Alto Perú cut into Tucumán's market, and the textile

sector further suffered as regional landowners turned toward

ranching and livestock to offset their losses. Although

textile production never completely disappeared from the

Tucumán economy in the seventeenth century, it relocated and

eventually became concentrated in Catamarca and La Rioja.

Production in the new centers, however, never reached old

33. See Sempat Assadourian, "Economias regionales y
mercado interno colonial: El caso de Córdoba en los siglos
XVI y XVII," in El sistema de la economía colonial. 22-28;
and Garzón Maceda, Economía de Tucumán. 50.
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levels and for most of the century imported textiles from

Paraguay and Peru also sold in Tucumán markets.34

In the seventeenth century, textile production

underwent further changes. In Catamarca, La Rioja and

Santiago del Estero, districts with larger surviving Indian

populations, production remained concentrated in encomienda

villages. Here Indian women and boys specialized in

spinning cotton thread before the men wove it into the

coarse linens. Both the Indian workers and Spanish

observers considered the obligations exceptionally difficult

--quotas for thread sometimes reached a pound or more a week

--and encomenderos often enclosed workers in corrals and ket

a close watch on their activities.35 In Córdoba and San

Miguel de Tucumán, domestic weaving, transferred to the

34. Sempat Assadourian, "Economias regionales y
mercado interno," 27-28.

35. For discussion of Tucumán's colonial textile
sector, see Garavaglia, "Los textiles de la tierra en el
contexto colonial rioplatense: ¿Una revolución industrial
fallecida?," in Anuario del Instituto de Estudios Histórico-
Sociales 1 (1986), 45-87, which constitutes the only
noteworthy study of colonial Tucumán's textile sector.
Further information regarding the encomienda in seventeenth-
century Tucumán is sparse; Adolfo Luis González Rodríguez
provides a book-length study of encomienda populations in
Tucumán, but as Garavaglia says (page 76, footnote 25), he
dedicates not a single line to the encomienda as a mechanism
of appropriation exploited by Spanish impresarios.
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rural areas and reliant upon the labor of women, provided a

second source of textiles.36

By the middle of the eighteenth century this basic

structure characterized Tucumán's textile sector. Catamarca

communities especially dominated the production of cotton

linens, whereas wool became the fiber of choice in the

south, reflecting the increasing presence of sheep in

southern pastures.37 Here woolen baizes and coarser cloths

plus blankets (frezadas), saddle blankets (pellones),

carpets (alfombras), friezes (jergas) and ponchos replaced

the traditional cotton linens. Produced mostly for the

regional market, Sobremonte claimed that some of these items

also reached markets in Buenos Aires, Mendoza, Chile and

even Peru.38

While encomienda Indians worked the looms in the

northern districts, women constituted the weaving workforce

3S. Garavaglia, "Los textiles de la tierra," 49-56.
Garavaglia argues that the increasing miscegenation
prompted the urban-to-rural shift of the textile sectors in
Córdoba and Tucumán--an explanation that fits neatly with
Assadourian's reasons for the decline of textile production
in these districts.

37. Sobremonte's "Oficio (1785)" claims over 1,000,000
sheep for Cordoba's pastures.

38. Ibid. Garavaglia, however, doubts that many of
Tucumán's woolen goods ever passed the Quebrada de
Humahuaca--see "Los textiles de la tierra," 56.
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in the south. Sobremonte commented on this in 1788,

remarking that "almost all the women of the countryside are

dedicated to these tasks, which they exchange with merchants

for goods from Castille such as linens, paños. fringes and

ribbons."39 Domingo Sarmiento, writing later and

purposefully deriding the "barbaric" lifestyle of their

husbands, further explained that "upon the women [of the

Interior] devolve all the domestic duties and manufactures,"

including shearing sheep and weaving the "coarse cloth used

for garments."40 Sarmiento's observations were probably

accurate, but unfair to the husbands of Tucumán's women.

Many men in the region probably worked in other sectors,

such as in herding or processing, or found employment in

trades that kept them away from home for long stretches of

time. Rounding up wild cattle in vaquerías, driving herds

of mules north and employment on the mule trains and cart

caravans that hauled Tucumán's regional commerce would all

have kept men away from their homes and families for

extended periods.

39. Sobremonte, "Noticias" (1788).

40. Domingo F. Sarmiento, Life in the Argentine
Republic in the Days of the Tyrants, or. Civilization and
Barbarism (New York, 1868) 20, 47.
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Garavaglia's valuable study refers to the second half

of the eighteenth century as the "etapa de ponchos."

referring to the predominance of poncho production in both

Córdoba and San Miguel de Tucumán.41 He traces the origins

of this garment and attributes its growing popularity to the

spread of Araucanian cultural influences in the rural parts

of the Tucumán and Cuyo regions. By the middle of the

century, three basic styles had evolved, including one for

the Pampa Indian trade, another popular with the Córdoba

weavers and a third common to Santiago del Estero. The main

difference among these three types was the way the weavers

processed the wool they used--the Córdoba poncho, more

widely worn in the Tucumán region, used cruder materials and

was cheaper to make. The Santiago and trade poncho utilized

better wool, or often a mix of cotton and wool, and sold for

higher prices in regional markets.42

Unfortunately, the lack of quantifiable data precludes

any precise measurement of Tucumán's textile production. A

number of primary and secondary sources afford estimates for

the viceregal years, but conclusions can only be

approximations. Garavaglia, for example, using the Buenos

41

42

Garavaglia, "Los textiles de la tierra,

Ibid., 57-58.

65-70 .
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Aires customs guías, estimates that roughly one-half (54%)

of the Interior's textile exports to Buenos Aires consisted

of blankets and ponchos, one-fourth (25%) consisted of

cotton linens, and roughly one-fifth (21%) consisted of

inexpensive ropa de Perú. Together, these textiles

comprised about ten per cent of the total value of the

Interior's exports.43 Cordoba's production dominated both

the volume and value of the Tucumán region's exports--

perhaps as much as 85 per cent of the total. But according

to contemporary observers such as Sobremonte, most of

Tucumán's textiles found markets within the region, or in

regions other than Buenos Aires.44

The Nuevo Impuesto books from Córdoba provide an

additional estimate of Tucumán's textile exports. Treasury

officials left a rough record of textile trade, especially

in ponchos. Usually measured in units called fardos. or

tightly-packed bundles, a considerable number of ponchos

annually passed through Córdoba on their way to Buenos

Aires. In 1781, for example, at least 580 fardos left

43. Ibid., 65-70.

44. Sobremonte's 1785 "Oficio" commented, for example,
that most of Cordoba's textiles found markets within the
Tucumán region, and the Nuevo Impuesto records from Córdoba
indicate that some of Tucumán's ponchos found buyers in
Paraguay and Chile.
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Cordoba's plaza for Buenos Aires. Several notes in the

libros equate a fardo with 50 ponchos; it would seem, then,

that at least 29,000 Tucumán ponchos went to Buenos Aires in

1781. Subsequent years indicate a drop in exports during

the 1780s: the records show only 200 fardos exported in

1782, 124 in 1783 and 173 in 1784. Part of this apparent

decline might be attributable to inconsistent record¬

keeping, since in some years some shipments are recorded in

units called tercios. cargas or carretadas.45 Other

entries record mixed freights that include unspecified

numbers of ponchos ("seis carretas de ponchos y madera").

Finally, some shipments might also be included under the

catch-all category of efectos de la tierra. But the records

from the last years of the viceregal period suggest a

revived trade: in 1808, at least 539 fardos left Córdoba

for Buenos Aires, in 1809 at least 968 left, and in 1810 at

least 491 fardos left.46

45. For a brief discussion of weights and measures in
viceregal Río de la Plata, see Santos Martínez, Historia
económica de Mendoza. 42-43. A carga referred to one mule
load, approximately 175-200 pounds; a tercio equaled seven
or eight arrobas at 25 pounds each - a load roughly
equivalent to a carga. A carretada, or cart-load, equaled
150 to 160 arrobas, or 3,750 to 4,000 pounds.

46. A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43, 109, 117,
122, 130.
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Similar difficulties apply to measuring regional

exports of cotton fabrics. In most years the Impuesto

records make no reference to lienzos (linens) or any other

coarse fabrics. It seems likely that these goods are

included simply as efectos de la tierra, so are impossible

to measure accurately. Many shipments of "fardos de efectos

de la tierra" passed through Córdoba each year, but the

libros provide no way to know how many of these entries

refer to the lienzos that were exported.472

Cordoba's Impuesto registers did, however, keep a

fairly consistent record of the shipment of Catamarca's

unprocessed cotton that entered the Córdoba market. Most of

this cotton stayed in Córdoba, at least for a while, but

some did move through to Buenos Aires. Almost all

47. Other sources provide estimates that supplement
the Nuevo Impuesto records. In 1802, for example, Ambrosio
Funes, vecino of Córdoba and local deputy of the Buenos
Aires consulado, estimated Cordoba's textile production at
roughly 72,000 ponchos annually, plus 42,000 varas of baize,
11,465 varas of frieze and 877 varas of sackcloth--see the
Telégrafo Mercantil: Reimpresión Facsimilar. 2 volumes
(Buenos Aires, 1914), volume II, 20 June 1802, 141. A
Santiago del Estero consulado report from 1805 claims that
the women of that district produced between 16,000 and
18,000 ponchos annually, and another consulado report from
San Miguel de Tucumán, dated 1798, estimates that district's
annual production at 2,000 saddle blankets (pellones), 500
ponchillos. 1,500 varas of picotes. and 4,000 varas of
cotton linen (see Acevedo, La intendencia de Salta. 241).
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Catamarca's cotton came to market in cargas de muías,

measurements of approximately 175 to 200 pounds; some,

however, did come in tercios or other units that make

precise measurements impossible. But rough estimates, again

minimums, suggest a considerable production in some years

and increasing shipments in the final years of the colonial

period. 1780 and 1781 registered at least 214 cargas, or

approximately 37,450 pounds (18.7 tons) of cotton entering

Córdoba. 1785 registered at least 197 cargas; 1786

registered at least another 169 cargas. 1787 registered the

greatest amount in this decade, at least 290 cargas, after

which the figures dropped off to 50 cargas in 1788, 80

cargas in 1789, and 39 1/2 cargas in 1790. By 1806,

however, shipments had surpassed the earlier levels, with

1806 registering at least 281 cargas, 1809 registering at

least 449 cargas (78,575 pounds, or 39.2 tons), and 1810

registering at least another 340 cargas.48

Wine-making and aguardiente-distilling also emerged as

secondary or supplementary activities within the Tucumán

regional economy. Despite the considerable quantities made

48. A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43, 109, 117,
122, 130. Again, these figures are minimum estimates; they
do not include recorded shipments that were measure in
tercios.
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in and exported from Mendoza and San Juan, La Rioja and

parts of the western districts of Tucumán also became

producers of "caldos." or wine and spirits (and sometimes

vinegar and raisins) marketed in Cordoba and perhaps in the

northern cities. In 1785 Sobremonte estimated La Rioja's

annual production at 1500 arrobas.49 The partidos of

Famatina and Arauco and several of the encomienda pueblos de

indios, notably Anguinam, contributed to these quantities.

Cordoba's records show that several other districts in

western Tucumán produced some wine or aguardiente, at least

after 1805. Catamarca's caldos appear in Cordoba's market

in 1808, 1809 and 1810, when officials kept more detailed

records; the smaller settlements Santa Lucia de La Rioja and

Simbolar, and the encomiendas of Angullón and Ancallo, also

recorded shipments.50

The Nuevo Impuesto books from the 1780s record La

Rioja's caldo trade in cargas, approximately equivalent to

three arrobas (or nine gallons). Vintners packaged their

caldos in odres, or pitch-lined goatskins, two of which

49. Sobremonte, "Oficio 1785."

so. See the Nuevo Impuesto books, A.H.P.C., Serie
Hacienda, especially 109, 117, 122 and 130.
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constituted a carga.51 Many entries recorded combined

shipments of wine and aguardiente, or wine and something

else, and they do not specify their origins as do the books

from 1806, 1808, 1809 and 1810. The following data presents

a summary of impuesto payments by Tucumán vintners for their

wine, aguardiente, vinegar and raisins (pasas) for the years

from 1781 to 1810. The 1781 to 1791 records do not

specifically note the origins of the shipments as do those

from 1806 and after.

1781 - 170 cargas wine
15 cargas aguardiente
66 cargas wine and aguardiente

17.5 cargas wine and vinegar

1782 - 217.5 cargas wine
8 cargas wine and aguardiente

80 cargas of wine, cotton and peppers (ají.)

1783 - 214 cargas wine
101 cargas aguardiente

continued

51. These measurements are based on information
gleaned from incidental comments that appear in a variety of
commercial records. For reference to the weight of a carga
of vino, see A.G.I., Buenos Aires 383, f. 368, "Relación que
demuestra el Estado de Escasez o abudancia... Mes de Mayo,
1801" (Buenos Aires Consulado), a report on prices of both
efectos de Castilla and efectos de la tierra in Catamarca:
"vino, a 4 pesos cada arroba de 3 en carga." An entry in
Cordoba's Libro de Cargas v Entradas Generales de Nuevo
Impuesto (1781-1786) (A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda 17), 1785,
includes an entry for "19 1/2 cargas de aguardiente, en 39
odres."
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1784 - 155 cargas wine
160 . 5 cargas aguardiente

5 cargas of wine and vinegar
12 cargas of wine and raisins
19 cargas of raisins

1785 - 204 cargas of wine
174 cargas of aguardiente
217 cargas of wine and aguardiente
24 cargas of caldos

1786 - 307 cargas of wine
71 cargas of aguardiente
30 cargas of wine and aguardiente

114 barrels of wine and aguardiente

1787 - 260 cargas of wine
28 cargas and 35 barrels of aguardiente

140 cargas of wine and aguardiente
12 cargas of wine and vinegar
60 cargas of wine and raisins
15 cargas of wine and other fruits

1788 - 293 cargas of wine
81 cargas of aguardiente
61 cargas of wine and raisins
23 cargas of wine, aguardiente and raisins
61 cargas of raisins

1789 - 164 cargas of wine
18 cargas of wine and raisins

1790 - 101. í5 cargas; of wine
31 cargas of wine and raisins
11 cargas of wine and anís
9 cargas of wine and oranges
3 cargas of raisins

1791 - 68 cargas of wine

continued



1806

1808 -

1809 -

from La Rioja, 382 cargas of wine
4 cargas of aguardiente
25 cargas of caldos
25 cargas of wine and raisins
5 cargas of vinegar
1 carga of raisins
21 cargas of oranges

from Anguinam, 53 cargas of wine
19 cargas of aguardiente
21 cargas of wine and raisins

from La Rioja, 339.5 cargas of wine
49 cargas of wine and oranges
23 cargas of wine and vinegar
8 cargas of oranges

from Anguinam, 52 cargas of wine

from Arauco, 54 cargas of wine

from Chuqin, 15 cargas of wine

from Catamarca, 8 cargas of wine

from La Rioja, 274 cargas of wine
86 cargas of wine and oranges
32 cargas of wine and vinegar
14 cargas or oranges

from Anguinam, 48 cargas of wine
2 cargas of aguardiente
4 cargas of raisins

from Chuguisaca, 105 cargas of wine

from Famatina, 47 cargas of wine

from Angullón, 34 cargas of wine

from Santa Lucia, 1.5 cargas of wine
13 cargas of oranges

continued
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1810 - from La Rioja, 294 cargas of wine
45 cargas of wine and oranges
12 cargas of oranges
4 cargas of vinegar

from Famatina, 166 cargas of wine

from Angallo, 30 cargas of wine

from Simbolar, 30 cargas of wine

from Angullón, 28 cargas of wine

from Santa Lucia, 20 cargas of wine

from Chuguisaca, 18 cargas of wine

These data indicate La Rioja's fairly steady sale of

its caldos in Córdoba between 1781 and 1788 with relatively

good years in 1785 and 1786, then a decline in sales from

1789 through 1791. The figures from 1806 to 1810 relate an

impressive recovery to earlier levels. If Sobremonte's 1785

estimations were accurate, that La Rioja's wine production

reached 1,500 arrobas (500 cargas) a year, then it seems

that Córdoba purchased it all, plus quantities from other

districts. The 1789 libro, for example, records the sale of

13 cargas of wine and 24 cargas of wine and raisins from San

Juan; the 1790 libro shows another sale of 19 cargas of wine

and vinegar from San Juan. But the quantities recorded in

the Nuevo Impuesto books probably do not account for all

wine produced in the Tucumán region; 1,500 arrobas of wine

equals approximately 12,000 to 14,400 gallons of wine per

year, or about two gallons per person just in the city of
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7,000. Certainly not all the residents of either the city,

or the district, could afford to drink wine year-round, but

La Rioja's production, seen in this light, does not seem

like much and certainly left room in the market for more.

Several entries of Castillian wine appear in the libros, but

they are infrequent and represent fairly small

quantities.52 Landowners within the Córdoba jurisdiction

might have been producing significant quantities of wine

that do not appear in the libros.

By the 1780s, probably earlier, Tucumán had also become

an exporter of cut and trimmed construction lumber as well

as untrimmed madera (wood). Cordoba's Nuevo Impuesto books

record a steady commerce in madera, tablas and costañeras

(rafters or beams), and less frequent shipments of ejes, or

axles used in the construction of carts, and bateas. or

large wooden tubs or troughs presumably used for any number

of purposes such as watering livestock of soaking hides for

tanning. Buenos Aires further required a steady supply of

building materials. The San Miguel de Tucumán district

benefitted from its position that enabled it to exploit the

52. Castillian wine usually arrived in Cordoba with
other shipments entered into the Nuevo Impuesto books as
Efectos de Castilla. See the small shipments recorded in
A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda 17, for 30 Diciembre, 1786 or 10
Maio, 1787.
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rich forests admired by Concolorcorvo. An interesting

document from the Archivo General de Indias map collection

lists a number of trees found in the Tucumán region and

describes their uses. The most important follow: the

Quebracho, a hardwood, used for beams (vigas) in

construction and in cart-making; the Algorrobo. used to to

make beams for construction and carts; the Mistol. used to

make axels and arrope; the Chañar, the Molle. and the

Piscruillin used to make arrope. a resin; the two species of

Coronilla. the first used to make dye and the second used to

make posts; and the Fala. used to make cart-wheels ("camas

de ruedas de coche para correosa") ,53

Wood and lumber in transit was measured in carretadas,-

some years between 1781 and 1791 saw considerable quantities

carted south. In 1781, for example, the Nuevo Impuesto

books recorded numerous shipments of wood products that

included almost 27 carretadas of tablas, 12 1/2 carretadas

of costañeras, 25 1/2 carretadas of maderas, 19 carretadas

of tablas and suelas, 13 carretadas of maderas and suelas,

16 carretadas of efectos de la tierra and madera, and a

53. A.G.I., Sección de Mapas y Planos, Audiencia de
Buenos Aires, Number 177, "Figura de algunos Arboles que hay
en esta jurisdicción de Córdoba de Tucumán, altura, Fruto,
calidades y serbicio" (no date).
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single entry for 40 carretadas of "efectos de jabón y

madera". 1781 proved a fairly typical year--1785 saw a

similar number of entries registering Impuesto payments for

17 different shipments that included 31 carretadas of

madera, 19 carretadas of tablas, one carretada of costañeras

and 71 carretadas of mixed shipments of lumbers, woods,

hides and suelas. Subsequent years drop off some, but the

less frequent entries still include shipments such as fray

Jose Caresco's March 1787 cargo of six carretadas of bateas

and ejes, don Miguel de Villafañe's June 1790 shipment of

eight carretadas of suelas and six of bateas and tablas, or

Miguel Santucho's May 1791 freight of three carretadas of

ejes.54 Surprisingly, the libros from 1806 through 1810 do

not specify lumber or wood in their entries; presumably,

such products are included as efectos de la tierra. It

seems rather doubtful that Buenos Aires ceased importing

Tucumán's timbers, given its continued growth and the

increasing rhythms of the Litoral economy that would have

increased demand for fuel and other raw materials.

Mining and the extraction of mineral resources

constituted yet another sector within the Tucumán regional

economy. Mostly concentrated in the northern and western

54
A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 17, 43.
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districts of the region, these remained minor activities

that never really assumed positions of importance. The

cerros of Tucumán produced small amounts of gold and silver,

modest quantities of copper and occassional shipments of

salt, lime (cad), sulpher (azufre) and sulphite (caparrosa),

but by the 1780s most mining in the region had been

abandoned. The Famatina mines, as Sobremonte noted in 1785,

barely supported a small mining community. In the northern

districts, Intendent Andres de Mestre stated flatly in 1788,

"there are no minerals that might offer any rewards." Many

had tried to mine in the mountains in his jurisdiction, he

continued, "but all have abandoned their attempts without

finding that for which they searched."55

Only the Santa Cathalina and Rinconada gold mines

recorded any small production, registering approximately

3000 and 2000 onzas of gold annually in the late 1790s. The

San Francisco Asis mines occasionally produced small amounts

of silver, and the copper mine of Aconquija in Santa Maria

produced about 500 quintales of copper each year. But most

of the old silver mines, in Humahuaca, Rinconada, Los

55. Acevedo, La intendencia de Salta. 233. Acevedo
quotes Don Andres de Mestre, Intendent of Salta de Tucumán,
"Oficio de Mestre á Gálvez. Salta, 26 de Julio de 1788," in
A.G.I., Buenos Aires 40.
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Molinos and Santa Maria, had been abandoned, as had the

copper mines in Los Molinos and Santa Maria.56 Mining, in

effect, faced numerous difficulties. One official explained

that the difficulty in obtaining mercury hindered silver

production and made provincianos reluctant to invest in any

type of mining operation.57 The biggest problem, however,

was labor, or accumulating a workforce for the mines. Salta

de Tucumán Intendent Rafael de la Luz explained in 1799 that

"the Indians and lower castes are not accustomed to work in

mines, and show great hatred even when paid generously." In

1800 he suggested using healthy and "little occupied"

Indians as well as vagrant whites, mestizos and castas, but

again these groups simply refused to perform such labor and

forced officials to drop their plans for developing the

region's mining potential.5856.Ibid., 233. See also Santos Martinez, Las
industrias durante el virreinato. 98-100. Each cites an

Informe by Salta de Tucumán Intendent Rafael de la Luz to
Viceroy del Pino from dated May 5, 1799 (A.G.I., Buenos
Aires 40).

57. Ibid., 201. Acevedo cites "Oficio de la Luz a del
Pino. Salta, May 5, 1799," (A.G.I., Buenos Aires 40).

58. Ibid., 201. Acevedo cites "Oficio de del Pino al
Rey. Buenos Aires, 11 June 1803," (A.G.I., Buenos Aires
40) .
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Although the mining of precious metals never became an

important element of the regional economy in the viceregal

era, some merchants in the Tucumán region did engage in the

extraction and sale of more common minerals. Occasional

entries in the Nuevo Impuesto books record trade in salt,

lime and alum to the Buenos Aires market. Salt was critical

to the local hide-curing industry and was important for the

growing export of beef from Buenos Aires. Although it could

be obtained by carters from Buenos Aires willing to enter

the undefended pampas south of the frontier, shipments from

the salinas. or salt flats, from throughout the region were

deemed safer and were probably of about equal cost. Salt

from the Tucumán salinas, Sobremonte explained, was abundant

and cheap, and provided a convenient source of income for

those who lived near them.59 Several Tucumán merchants

made sizeable shipments of all these minerals between 1781

and 1791. In June 1782, for example, don Casimiro Olivera

sent 14 carretadas of salt to Buenos Aires in 17 carts,

paying a tax of over 16 pesos. In July, don Francisco

Santiago Lorenzo shipped 198 "sacruitos" of sulphur to

Buenos Aires. In October of the same year don Phelipe

Gonzalez sent 13 carretas of lime to Buenos Aires in a large

59 Sobremonte, "Oficio (1785)."
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tropa, paying an impuesto of 21 pesos. In August, 1784, don

Agustin Ybarra sent to Buenos Aires six carretas loaded with

salt and eight more loaded with wheat; in March of 1785 don

Jose Antonio Theran sent three carretadas of salt and added

a tercio of ponchos. Two small shipments of alum appear in

the libros, the first in February 1789 when don Augustin

Ribas shipped nine cargas of alum, raisins and sugar, and in

April 1807 when don Francisco Maceda sent 16 tercios, or

about 3,000 pounds to Buenos Aires.60

Roughly half the daily entries in Cordoba's Nuevo

Impuesto books record shipments simply as efectos de la

tierra. The term might refer to any of the products

manufactured, processed or extracted in the the region.

Usually, however, the term referred to the wide variety of

staple foods raised in all the jurisdictions of the Tucumán

region. Scattered individual entries suggest that

quantities of wheat, maize, beans (porotos) and garbanzos

and especially peppers, or ají, from Catamarca, regularly

circulated through the Cordoba marketplace. Less frequent

but still noteworthy, honey from Santiago del Estero, sugar

from Jujuy, and rice from San Miguel de Tucumán all made

appearances in the Córdoba registers. The chacras. or small

60 A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 117.
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farms, that often lined the regional waterways near the

cities and so impressed Concolorcorvo in 1773 apparently

managed to find sufficient buyers in regional cities and

local markets for their crops. Less frequently, the sisa

and Nuevo Impuesto books show, their markets included the

River Plate, the provinces of Peru and sometimes even the

settlements of Cuyo and the Litoral.

The pastoral sector provided the foundation of the

Tucumán regional economy that looked to two distinct

markets for its export production. While the northern zone

specialized in livestock rearing and mule and cattle exports

to the provinces of Alto Perú, the southern zone, especially

the Córdoba district, supported a more diversified

productive sector. Livestock exports to the northern

districts outweighed other activities in the south, but the

production and export of cueros and suelas forged an

important link to the Buenos Aires market and the

increasingly influential Atlantic economy. Textile

production in the southern jurisdictions constituted a

significant secondary activity sustained by the large

numbers of wool-producing sheep, by the large rural

populations given to domestic weaving and by the steady
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supply of good Catamarca cotton. The western districts of

Catamarca and La Rioja developed more specialized economies

dependent on regional cities, especially Córdoba, to market

their cotton, lienzos and caldos. Other regional products

of local significance included packaging manufactured from

animal hides, lumber processed from regional forests,

minerals extracted from isolated sierras, carts crafted for

regional carrying trade, and garden, field and orchard crops

cultivated for local consumption.

With livestock exports so important, the well-being of

this sector proved critical to the prosperity of the

regional economy. The sisa and Nuevo Impuesto records from

1760 to 1810 indicate that trends marking the history of

mule exports influenced the region's secondary activities.

As noted, three phases marked this export activity: first an

initial period of steadily-increasing exports--a trend also

noticed in the export of vacas from San Salvador de Jujuy.

Dating from 1781, a fifteen-year decline triggered by

widespread social disturbances in Peru reduced exports to

half their previous levels. Finally, a gradual recovery

lasted until the end of the colonial period, with mule

exports surpassing pre-crisis levels. The limited records

available for other regional products suggest similar trends
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for hides, textiles, caldos and lumber. Although they are

incomplete, these records indicate a region-wide depression,

worse in some places than in others. The northern zone,

almost completely reliant upon the Peruvian market for

livestock sales, was much more deeply affected than the

southern districts that still had alternative products,

especially hides, and the Buenos Aires market to look to.

By the last years of the colonial period, it seems, the

region had recovered. Pastoral by-products, textiles, raw

cotton and caldos seem to have recovered, or at least have

increased relative to earlier production. A close

examination of commerce within the Tucumán region, and of

regional commerce with neighboring economies, can shed more

light on all three phases and local manifestations of

prosperity and crisis and local attempts to manage them

both.



CHAPTER FOUR

COMMERCE

This chapter presents a study of viceregal Tucumán's

commercial activity--what Assadourian and several more

recent students of the Río de la Plata's economic history

refer to as "mercantile circulation."1 In presenting a

reconstruction of various patterns of regional commerce, it

addresses a series of objectives that include examining

available data in an attempt to trace the historical trends

marking Tucumán's commercial history between 1775 and 1810

with the goal of identifying years of growth and prosperity

and years of contraction and decline. A survey of these

same records also reveals the centers of regional commercial

activity and prepares a discussion of the relative

1. See Assadourian, "Sobre un elemento de la economía
colonial;" Silvia Palomeque, "La circulación mercantil en
las provincias del interior, 1800-1810," in Anuario del
Instituto de Estudios Histéricos-Sociales (Anuario IEHS) 4
(1989), 131-220; Klaus Müller, "Comercio interno y economía
regional en Hispanoamérica colonial. Aproximación
cuantitativa a la historia de San Miguel de Tucumán," in
Jahrbuch 24 (1987), 265-334; and Miguel Angel Rosal,
"Transportes terrestes y circulación de mercancías en el
espacio Ríoplatense, 1781-1811," in Anuario IEHS 3 (1988),
123-159.

134
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mercantile importance of Tucumán's seven cities. The

discussion then turns to identifying the types of commercial

activity characteristic of Tucumán's regional economy. Two

basic spheres of activity, intra-regional and inter-regional

commerce, are analyzed in an effort to illuminate the

comparative volume, value and significance of each. The

discussion of inter-regional trade, in turn, focuses on the

distinction between import and export trade with neighboring

regions that included Buenos Aires and the Río de la Plata,

Alto Perú and Potosí, Cuyo, Chile and the Litoral.

This chapter relies on a variety of treasury records

that help recreate the characteristics and trends marking

regional commerce. Sisa and Nuevo Impuesto records are used

to help delineate the patterns of intra-provincial commerce

and reconstruct the basic characteristics of export

commerce. Both these sources also help illustrate the

export commerce of certain commodities such as mules,

cattle, cotton and textiles. They further reveal the

general outline of the import trade in certain efectos de la

tierra not produced in the Tucumán region--specifically,

yerba mate from Paraguay, aguardiente from Cuyo and tobacco

from the Litoral.
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Alcabala records provide an equally valuable source for

the study of regional commerce. The alcabala was a sales

tax imposed on commercial transactions throughout the Span¬

ish empire. In the Tucumán region, prior to revisions in

1780, the alcabala generally consisted of a two per cent ad

valorem charge on the sale price or estimated value of

efectos de Castilla and four percent on sales of efectos de

la tierra.2 After 1780, administrative reforms changed

this structure and imposed a four percent charge on all

transactions with the exception of mules and building sites,

which remained at the two per cent level.3 Theoretically,

the alcabala applied only to the sale of imported goods;

goods produced within the jurisdiction of consumption were

exempted. The purchaser in these transactions usually paid

2. See the brief explanation of the alcabala in Lynch,
Spanish Colonial Administration. 128. The San Salvador de
Jujuy alcabala registers from 1766 to 1780 indicate a more

complicated system. Normally, a two per cent ad valorem tax
applied to the sale of most efectos de Castilla and a

variety of other merchandise that included slaves, mules,
paper, yerba mate and certain textiles. A four percent tax
applied to common efectos de la tierra such as foodstuffs,
wine, aguardiente and most other livestock. See the Jujuy
alcabala registers, A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, "Carta Cuenta
de Caxas Reales de San Salvador de Jujui," 1766-1779.

3. See A.G.I., Buenos Aires 465, "Cuentas de Real
Hacienda de Córdoba de Tucumán, 1784-1788," specifically the
1785 accounts entitled "Relación jurada de la cuenta en fin
de diciembre, 1785," which include a description of each of
the ramos. or headings, included in the treasury accounts.
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the tax, and the revenue entered the treasury of the

jurisdiction of the sale. In any case, modern students of

Tucumán's colonial commerce agree that regional alcabala

records provide accurate indicators of legal commercial

activity.4

Local treasury officials kept alcabala records in three

different registry books. The libro mayor de alcabala, a

detailed account register of daily entries recording

individual commercial transactions throughout a fiscal year,

was probably the most important of these books. Although

the precise details kept in these registers often depended

on the vigilence, initiative or honesty of the officer

keeping the book, information usually included the date of

the entry, the name of the merchant making the entry, a

precise description of the goods being exchanged, perhaps

the total value of the exchange and the amount of the tax

assessed.5 The libro mayor kept an account of revenues and

4. For further discussion of the alcabala tax in the
Tucumán region, see Assadourian, "Sobre un elemento de la
economía colonial," 225-226; Palomeque, "La circulación
mercantil," 138; and Müller, "Comercio interno," 282.

5. When the libro's description of the exchange is not
detailed or complete, noting precise items and quantities,
it at least distinguishes between between efectos de
Castilla and efectos de la tierra--a distinction important
to the study of commercial exchange.
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expenditures through a fiscal year for each or several

ramos. or treasury subsections, included in the treasury

inventory; each ramo had a seperate folio recording monthly

entries. The libro de caia. a month-by-month record of the

accounts of each ramo, corresponded to the libro mayor.

This book devoted a full folio to each month of the fiscal

year; each folio recorded the revenues and expenditures of

each of the different ramos. In addition, local officers

sent yearly summaries, or carta cuentas. to Buenos Aires for

audit by viceregal officials. This study of the Tucumán

region's alcabala accounts draws on a combination of these

documents, all located in the Archivo General de Indias in

Seville.6

For Klaus Müller, an analysis of San Miguel de

Tucumán's alcabala revenues enables the pursuit of several

objectives. The first aim of Müller's study is to obtain a

quantitative understanding of one jurisdiction's complete

commercial activity. He couples his review of alcabala

records with a close examination of the commercial guías

that also recorded viceregal commercial traffic. His second

6. The Tucumán alcabala accounts used in this study
are found in the A.G.I. Under the Buenos Aires ramo, legajos
457 through 463 pertain to the treasury accounts of Salta
and San Salvador de Jujuy from 1769 to 1806, and legajos 464
through 467 contain the accounts of the treasury of Córdoba.
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goal is to reveal the jurisdiction's productive trends as

well as its commerce with other jurisdictions and regions

within the Río de la Plata viceroyalty. In essence, Müller

uses the alcabala records "to situate and understand the

economy of the district within the wider viceregal economy"-

-"to evaluate the degree to which one district depended on

external influences and internal conditions for economic

prosperity."7

Illicit trade presents a problem that must be addressed

in any discussion of commercial activity. Müller again

provides the most complete discussion of illegal commerce in

the Tucumán region. First, Müller contends, the system of

administrative controls involving guías, resguardos and

fines against violators worked better within some spheres of

activity than within others. The resguardos, placed at

strategic points along primary trade routes, proved

effective at controlling illegal traffic in efectos de

Castilla, almost all of which entered the Tucumán region

through Buenos Aires. Despite occasional "insignificant"

incidents of illicit import of efectos de Castilla, Tucumán

merchants were not able to trade illegally on a large scale.

The annual volume of traffic never exceeded officials'

Müller, Comercio interno," 267-268.
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capacity to account for it all, and competition among

merchants generally assured that smuggled shipments came to

the attention of officials. Müller notes that for the

jurisdiction of San Miguel de Tucumán, evidence from

surviving guías corresponds with contemporary estimates of

the value of legal traffic. Overall, he concludes,

commercial controls proved effective, and widescale

smuggling of valuable efectos de Castilla was minimal.8

Intra-regional trade, however, afforded plentiful

opportunities for illicit trafficking. Müller finds in the

recorded differences between guia-registered legal trade and

consulado-estimated total trade strong indications of

frequent smuggling, especially of aguardiente brought to San

Miguel de Tucumán from San Juan.9 Aguardiente, of greater

value and bearing a high Nuevo Impuesto tax (12.5 per cent)

than most other efectos de la tierra, was frequently the

object of smuggling activities along routes that exploited

the little-populated areas found throughout the Tucumán

region. Traffickers' familiarity with both the isolated

trails and the location of the resguardos served them in

8. Ibid., 298-300. Müller cites a consulado report
presented by the merchant Salvador Alberdi in 1805. See
footnote 57, p. 294.

9 Ibid., 295-296.
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their smuggling activities. Smugglers knowledge of these

routes permitted "a flourishing illegal trade in certain

efectos de la tierra" that may have equalled the legal trade

in the same goods.10 Müller argues that the shorter

distances travelled and the smaller freights carried by most

smugglers of efectos de la tierra made it easier to follow

the roundabout clandestine routes. The longer distances

travelled by carriers of efectos de Castilla, Peruvian

textiles or Paraguayan yerba mate, however, limited these

cargoes to the legal, most direct, and controlled, routes.

The additional costs of illegal trafficking, occasioned by

the longer distances, the extra days en route or the bribing

of officials, Müller argues, would have surpassed the costs

of legal commerce in European imports.

Despite the problems posed by contraband commerce,

Müller asserts that alcabala data still provide an accurate

indicator of commercial activity. He estimates that the

alcabala accounts record perhaps one-half the total volume

of the trade in efectos de la tierra, but almost all the

trade in efectos de Castilla, which constituted two-thirds

10. Ibid., 295-296. Müller argues that for the
jurisdiction of San Miguel de Tucumán, official guias
authorizing intraprovincial commerce registered perhaps on
one-half the total commerce in efectos de la tierra.
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of all imports.11 Assuming that illicit trade in efectos

de la tierra was roughly equal throughout the region,

alcabala data can be used to judge the relative commercial

importance of Tucumán's seven cities. Discussion of the

relative value of trade in efectos de Castilla compared to

the trade in efectos de la tierra must be adjusted.

Müller's factor, and a number of additional sources that

discuss illicit commerce, however, make this adjustment

easier.

Table 4.1 presents the annual alcabala revenues of the

seven Tucumán jurisdictions for most of the years between

1775 and 1810. Culled from a number or sources that include

the libros manuales, libros mayores and libros de cajas of

several Tucumán cities, these figures reveal a distinct

cycle of commercial growth, decline and recovery during the

viceregal era. The largest gap in the data spans the years

1780 to 1784. Noting these gaps, and because some years

include payments on past debts, normally from the previous

year, distortion is best alleviated by presenting average

annual revenues calculated over five-year periods. The

11. Ibid., 284, 296. Müller estimates the ratio of
efectos de Castilla to efectos de la tierra at two to one,
noting that commerce in overseas goods "clearly dominated
the Tucumán market." See pages 303-304.
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figures presented in table 4.2, annual alcabala revenue

averages, record estimates to the nearest peso. Although

the table is not complete for all years, the figures do

represent a close approximation of the relative levels of

commercial activity of the seven Tucumán cities.

Córdoba and Salta, clearly the commercial centers of

the Tucumán region, best illustrate the trends that

characterized the region's commercial activity. From 1775-

1779, a period that saw the creation of the viceroyalty in

1776 and the promulgation of free trade in 1778, alcabala

revenue reached a relative low point compared to the years

that followed. Salta collected the highest annual average

revenue of over 5,500 pesos; Córdoba followed with just

under 3,500. Although the figures from 1780 to 1784 are

missing, the period from 1785 to 1789 experienced a very

large increase. Cordoba's annual average revenue rose to

over 13,000 pesos a year, almost a four-fold increase.

Salta's annual average revenue more than doubled, to over

12,000 pesos a year. The figures indicate that Tucumán's

regional commercial activity underwent a sharp increase in
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Table 4.1. Annual Alcabala Revenues, in pesos, Tucumán Region,
1775-1810

Year Córdoba Salta Jujuy

San Miguel
de Tucumán

Santiago
del Estero Catamarca La Rioja

1775 1,197 5,626 3,325 888 523 149 38

1776 2,084 6,456 3,235 699 616 216 124

1777 3,827 5,426 1,655 985 739 274 92

1778 5,139 6,379 2,231 688 692 330 68

1779 4,952 4,272 1,710 1,574 1,384 297 66

1785 12,526 10,708 5,801 2,804 1,400 477 —

1786 17,290 10,973 6,152 5,941 2,162 736 647

1787 14,463 12,861 3,814 2,574 1,827 1,034 475

1788 9,899 11,774 3,981 3,395 3,498 1,603 353

1789 12,456 15,880 2,343 3,498 697 416 210

1790 8,176 14,019 2,741 2,577 1,929 381 222

1791 6,456 7,840 — — — — 216

1792 7,637 10,771 3,120 2,480 403 — 174

1793 8,128 9,115 2,634 2,026 524 87 149

1794 7,352 6,683 — — — — 400

1795 10,318 2,576 1,716 1,240 — 60

1796 9,575 9,430 1,109 2,231 827 — 183

1797 8,603 8,402 1,296 1,996 1,590 176 172

1798 8,108 12,869 — — — — 202

1799 8,460 — — — — — 86

1803 11,866 — 2,617 2,261 3,606 984 —

1804 10,678 11,350 5,711 3,067 2,232 — —

1805 16,319 9,290 4,430 4,806 1,651 719 —

1806 9,612 9,486 — — — —

1807 15,833 — — — — — —

1808 11,947 — — — — —

1809 15,528 — — — — — —

1810 15,573 — — — — — —

Sources: A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462,
463 (all "Cuentas de Real Hacienda de Salta y Jujui,"
1769-1806), 464 (entitled "Estados, Cortes y Tanteos de
las Cajas Reales de Córdoba y Tucumán," 1786-1789),465,
466 and 467 (all entitled "Cuentas de Real Hacienda de
Córdoba de Tucumán," 1784-1806). See also Felix E.
Converso, "El comercio de Córdoba y las invasiones
inglesas, " in Cuarto congreso nacional y regional de la
historia argentina. 3 volumes (Buenos Aires, 1979),
volume I, 355-363, which includes an account of Cordoba's
annual alcabala revenues from 1796 to 1810.
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Table 4.2. Annual Alcabala Income
over Five Year Periods

, in Pesos, Averaged

Citv 1775-79 1785-89 1790-94 1795-99 1803-07 1809-10

Córdoba 3,440 13,327 7,568 9,013 12,862 14,403

Salta 5,596 12,440 9,686 10,234 10,042 —

Jujuy 2,305 4,418 2,832 1,660 4,253 —

San Miguel
de Tucumán

967 3,606 2,361 2,011 3,501 —

Santiago
del Estero

791 1,539 952 1,219 2,496 —

Catamarca 253 655 — — — —

La Rioja 78 421 232 141 — —

Sources: A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462,
463 (all "Cuentas de Real Hacienda de Salta y Jujui,"
1769-1806), 464 (entitled "Estados, Cortes y Tanteos de
las Cajas Reales de Córdoba y Tucumán," 1786-1789),465,
466 and 467 (all entitled "Cuentas de Real Hacienda de
Córdoba de Tucumán," 1784-1806). See also Felix E.
Converso, "El comercio de Córdoba y las invasiones
inglesas," in Cuarto congreso nacional y regional de la
historia argentina, 3 volumes (Buenos Aires, 1979),
volume I, 355-363, which includes an account of Cordoba's
annual alcabala revenues from 1796 to 1810.
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the years immediately following the first commercial reforms

that accompanied the new viceregal system.12

The period from 1790 to 1794 brought a sharp drop in

these revenues. Cordoba's annual average fell to about 55

per cent of previous levels; Salta's fell to about 80 per

cent of its previous levels. This decline clearly

corresponds with the years of reduced mule exports that

followed the Peruvian uprisings. Subsequent years,

beginning in 1795, show increasing differentiation.

Cordoba's annual average revenues increased steadily, to

just over 9,000 pesos from 1795 to 1799, to almost 13,000

pesos from 1803 to 1807, to almost 14,500 pesos from 1808 to

1810. Salta did not recover as dramatically after 1795.

While Salta's decline after 1790 was not as drastic as that

of Córdoba, subsequent years indicate a stagnation of

commercial activity. Annual alcabala revenues levelled off

at around 10,000 pesos a year from 1790 to 1807, never as

high as the best years from 1785 to 1789.

San Salvador de Jujuy and San Miguel de Tucumán

constituted the secondary cities within the regional

12. For a general discussion of Bourbon Reforms see D.
A. Brading, "Bourbon Spain and its American Empire," in
Cambridge History of Latin America . volume I, 389-468; for
a more specific discussion of the reforms in the Rio de la
Plata, see Rock, Argentina 1516-1987. 59-66.
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commercial hierarchy. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 both display sharp

differences in the annual average alcabala revenues between

these two cities and Córdoba and Salta. Alcabala revenues

in Jujuy and San Miguel de Tucumán totalled approximately 20

to 40 per cent of those in Córdoba and Salta in the same

years. Despite these differences, however, Jujuy and San

Miguel de Tucumán experienced similar commercial trends.

Figure 4.2 illustrates that both cities saw alcabala

revenues increase sharply from 1775-1779 to 1785-1789.

Jujuy's alcabala income doubled; San Miguel de Tucumán's

almost quadrupled. The next period, from 1790 to 1794,

shows the same marked decline felt by the larger cities, to

about 65 percent of previous levels for Jujuy and to about

60 percent for San Miguel de Tucumán.

The subsequent half-decade, from 1795 to 1799, however,

did not bring recovery to these smaller cities as in the

larger. In both Jujuy and San Miguel de Tucumán, the period

from 1795 to 1799 saw further decline, to about 40 percent

of 1785-1789 levels in Jujuy and to about 55 percent of

1785-1789 levels in San Miguel de Tucumán. (It should be

noted that even these levels still surpassed the 1775-1779

levels, just as in Córdoba and Salta.) The last years of

the viceregal period brought about recovery in both these
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jurisdictions, to approximately the same levels as the best

years (1785-1789). So although the recovery of these

smaller cities seems delayed when compared to that of

Córdoba, the recovery was of almost the same scale and

suggests that much of the Tucumán region experienced

widespread commercial prosperity after 1795.

Catamarca and La Rioja rank as the smallest commercial

centers within the Tucumán region. Santiago del Estero was

somewhat busier than these two cities, but still never

reached the levels of Jujuy of San Miguel de Tucumán.

Annual average alcabala revenues in these smaller cities

were always a fraction, generally less than 10 per cent, of

those of Córdoba and Salta. There is less alcabala data for

these smaller cities, but as figure 4.2 shows, the available

figures suggest that they also experienced the regional

trend of growth-decline-recovery. The Santiago del Estero

records reveal a strong recovery after 1790-1794. Revenues

here increased from less than 1,000 pesos from 1790-1794 to

about 1,200 pesos from 1795-1799 to 2,500 pesos annually in

the last decade of the viceregal regime.

Overall for the Tucumán region, the trend in commercial

activity followed that experienced by the primary cities of

Córdoba and Salta. Increased commercial activity
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characterized the years from 1775 to 1789; a sharp decline

marked the next decade, (until about 1800 in some places),

with full recovery everywhere but Salta after 1803. This

trend, it is important to note, reflects a similar pattern

in livestock exports from Salta and Jujuy, and reduced hide,

cotton, wine and aguardiente production in the southern

jurisdictions. The diminished mule exports to Peru after

1781 seem to have triggered a somewhat delayed commercial

decline felt throughout the the entire Tucumán region.

Alcabala evidence, at least, indicates that commercial

activity fell to its lowest levels during the same years--

1790 to 1795--that mule exports fell to record-low figures.

The Peruvian disturbances and the subsequent reform of

repartimiento practices ultimately proved major influences

on Tucumán's economic history.

The alcabala records further suggest that the smaller

jurisdictions probably experienced a more severe crisis than

the Córdoba jurisdiction; Córdoba, at any rate, began to

increase its alcabala revenues several years sooner than

Santiago del Estero, San Miguel de Tucumán or San Salvador

de Jujuy. Salta, again, does not seem to have been able to

significantly increase its commercial activity after the

decline marking the period 1790-1794.
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Recovery lasting until the onset of the independence

years followed the crisis years. The southern jurisdictions

led this recovery; despite the recovery of Jujuy, the

northern jurisdictions never again reached the levels of

1785-1789. Córdoba, San Miguel de Tucumán and Santiago del

Estero, however, all reached and surpassed the old levels

that marked the region's most prosperous years. By the last

few years of the viceregal era, Córdoba had become the

undisputed commercial center of the region, largely at the

expense of Salta's commerce. Figures published by Sylvia

Palomeque show that the annual value of Cordoba's imports

from 1801 to 1805 averaged more than 270,000 pesos, or 41

per cent of the regional total, and more than 300,000 pesos,

or 44 per cent of the regional total, from 1806 to 1810.

Salta, however, averaged only about 115,000 pesos a year, or

21 per cent of the regional total, from 1801 to 1805 and

100,000 pesos each year, or about 16 per cent of the

regional total, thereafter.13

13. Palomeque, "La circulación mercantil," 138-140.
Palomeque's calculations indicate that from 1800 to 1805,
Cordoba's alcabala revenue accounted for 41 per cent of the
regional total, Salta's 21 per cent, San Miguel de Tucumán's
16 per cent, Santiago del Estero's 10 per cent, Jujuy's 8
per cent, Catamarca's 3 per cent and La Rioja's 1 per cent.
From 1806 to 1810, Cordoba's revenues totalled 44 per cent
of the regional total, Salta's 16 per cent, San Miguel de
Tucumán's still 16 per cent, Santiago del Estero's still 10
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A number of other factors in addition to the diminished

Peruvian market for mules might also account for particular

trends and changes within Tucumán's economy. Again, the

implementation of concerted colonial reforms by Charles

Ill's administrators certainly had an impact on the entire

Río de la Plata economy.14 Tucumán's increased commercial

activity between 1775 and 1789 mirrors similar trends in the

River Plate. The decrees of the 1770s clearly boosted

commercial activity in Buenos Aires. Before the 1770s,

David Rock notes, customs revenues from imports rarely

exceeded 20,000 pesos; between 1779 and 1783 revenues

climbed to an average of 150,000 pesos each year. By the

1790s this figure had climbed to almost 400,000 pesos a

per cent, Jujuy's up to 10 per cent, Catamarca's still 3 per
cent and La Rioja still 1 per cent.

14. Discussions of the economic impact of the Bourbon
Reforms in the Rio de la Plata include Guillermo Céspedes
del Castillo, Lima v Buenos Aires. Reourcusiones económicas
y políticas de la creación del virrevnato del Plata
(Sevilla, 1947), 97-129; Alberto Assef, "La creación del
virreinato del Río de la Plata y la disgregación nacional,"
in Estrategia 42 (September-October, 1976); John Fisher,
"Imperial 'Free Trade' and the Hispanic Economy, 1778-1796,"
in the Journal of Latin American Studies 13:1 (21-56);
Héctor Tanzi, "El Rio de la Plata en la época de los
virreyes Loreto y Arredondo," in Revista de Historia de
America 83 (January-June, 1977), 153-192; Halperin-Donghi,
Politics. Economics and Society, 29-40, may provide the best
concise discussion of the mercantile expansion of Buenos
Aires.
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year; in 1795, customs revenues from foreign imports reached

732,000 pesos, with those from Spanish goods adding another

118,000 pesos. Between the 1770s and the 1790s, he adds,

the volume of shipping in Buenos Aires more than doubled.15

The reorientation of the Tucumán regional economy from north

to south, and the replacement of Salta by Córdoba as the

region's principal commercial city, seems as much a response

to the commercial growth of Buenos Aires as a reaction to

the decline of Peruvian markets.16

Viceregal reforms included measures designed to

maximize the exploitation of the colonial commercial system.

Partly in an attempt to control illicit commerce throughout

the empire, the crown gave colonial intendents broad powers

to increase revenue collection. Lynch notes that the Real

Ordenanzas para el establecimiento e instrucción de

intendentes included 149 articles that addressed the

departments of finance and the collection of taxes, tithes,

customs and tributes.17 Evidence suggests that these

15. Rock, Argentina 1516-1987, 64-67. Rock's
discussion of the impact of the Bourbon Reforms on the
commercial activity in the River Plate, including the ports
of Montevideo and Colonia do Sacramento, is very useful.

16. This is the essence of Garavaglia's argument in
his paper "Economic Growth and Regional Differentiation."

17. Lynch, Spanish Colonial Administration. 59.
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measures succeeded in the Tucumán region; Sobremonte, named

Intendent of the new Córdoba de Tucumán jurisdiction in

1783, claimed to have "improved the royal treasury over

previous years by 30,000 pesos annually," in part by naming

new collectors of the alcabala tax.18 Increased efforts

and improved means of collection surely accounted for a

portion of the higher alcabala revenue seen throughout the

Tucumán region.

Tucumán's regional alcabala records further suggest

that European warfare and its disruption of Atlantic

shipping exerted limited impact on regional commerce.

Growth characterized the three periods that warfare

interrupted, or at least re-organized, Spain's colonial

trade. From 1776 to 1783, when Spain allied itself with

France and the English North American colonies against

Britain, regional commerce experienced its first sharp

upswing. During the Napoleonic wars lasting from 1794 until

the end of the century, the Tucumán region, while still

18. See the "Ynforme de los Méritos, y Servicios del
Marqués de Sobremonte, Gobernador Yntendente de Cordova de
Tucumán" dated 1791 in A. G. I., Buenos Aires 50 (folios not
numbered). Sobremonte's "Ynforme" continued: "aunque por
haber sido mayor las entradas del comercio... debe rebajarse
algo se considera más de la mitad de esta cantidad en el
incremento de los ramos fixos" that included Indian
tributes, pulpería fees and the alcabala tax.
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sluggish in some places, experienced overall growth led by-

slight increases in the Córdoba, Salta and Santiago del

Estero jurisdictions--from an annual average of 23,399 pesos

from 1790 to 1794 to 24,137 pesos from 1795 to 1799. During

the same years, Buenos Aires' exports were almost completely

cut off; during episodes of warfare with Britain, naval

blockades of Spanish ports in 1790s brought recurrent

depression.19

Nor did the British invasion of Buenos Aires during

1806 and 1807 have a negative impact on regional trade.

Felix A. Converso's study of Cordoba's alcabala revenues

from 1796 to 1810 shows that Córdoba continued as the

Tucumán region's commercial center, supplying other

19. Rock, Argentina 1516-1987. 68. The best
selections from a large bibliography addressing Buenos
Aires' commercial history during the Napoleonic wars include
Ricardo H. Levene, Investigaciones acerca de la historia
económica del Río de la Plata, (second edition) 2 volumes
(Buenos Aires, 1952), volume 2, 7-32; Manuel José de
Lavardén, Nuevos aspectos del comercio en el Río de la Plata
(Buenos Aires, 1955); Enrique de Gandia, Buenos Aires
colonial (Buenos Aires, 1957), 35-80; Manfred Kossok, El
virrevnato del Río de la Plata. Su estructura económica-
social (Buenos Aires, 1959) 65-104; Enrique Wedovoy, La
evolución económica rioplatense a finés del siglo XVIII v

principios del siglo XIX a la luz de la historia del seguro

(La Plata, 1967); Sergio Villalobos R., El comercio v la
crisis colonial: un mito de la independencia (Santiago,
1968), 99-128; Garavaglia, "Comercio colonial: expansión y
crisis," in Polémica 1 (1977); and Socolow, "Economic
Activities of the Porteño Merchants."
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jurisdictions with efectos de Castilla and redistributing

locally-produced and imported efectos de la tierra.20

Commercial activity also increased in Buenos Aires; the

British relaxation of trade restrictions proved a great

boost to both the overseas trade and trade with the

interior.21 As Converso explains, the Tucumán region

continued receiving merchandise from Buenos Aires in an

unchanged manner, except that porteño merchants began

offering more credit at lower interest to Tucumán merchants,

with easier financing terms than before 1806. These

measures, Converso concludes, explain the increased

commercial activity in the Interior during the very last

years of the colonial regime.22

Alcabala, sisa, guía and Nuevo Impuesto records also

provide an outline of the structure of Tucumán trade. The

Tucumán region supported several spheres of commercial

20. Converso, "El comercio de Córdoba," 361.

21. See H. S. Ferns, Britain and Argentina in the
Nineteenth Century (Oxford, 1960), ??-??; and German O. E.
Tjarks and Alicia Vidaurreta de Tjarks, El comercio ingles v
el contrabando. Nuevos aspectos en el estudio de la
política económica en el Río de la Plata (1807-1810) (Buenos
Aires, 1962) .

22. Converso, "El comercio de Córdoba y las invasiones
inglesas," 361.
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activity that both enhanced its coherence and shaped its

relations with neighboring regions. First, intraregional

trade distributed the basic commodities that afforded the

region's characteristic self-sufficience. The Córdoba Nuevo

Impuesto books reveal the local distribution of merchandise

such as cotton and cotton lienzos from Catamarca, wine,

aguardiente and citrus from La Rioja, rice from San Miguel

de Tucumán and sugar from Jujuy. Partially outlined in the

previous chapter, the livestock sector dominated this sphere

of commercial activity. Each of the Tucumán jurisdictions

participated in the conveyance of mules and cattle to Salta

and Jujuy for sale to the provinces of Alto Perú; the

thousands of pesos earned from these annual sales not only

stimulated local exchange throughout Tucumán, but also

furnished the means of importing luxury items from outside

the region.

Interregional commerce can be conveniently examined in

terms of export activities and import activities. Tucumán's

regional exports, examined in the analysis of regional

production, basically went in two directions--livestock

north to the Andean mining districts and pastoral products

and inexpensive textiles south to Buenos Aires and the

Litoral. Some jurisdictions also exported less-important
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commodities to Cuyo, Chile and parts of the Litoral. Import

relations can be examined, in turn, in terms of commerce in

efectos de la tierra and commerce in efectos de Castilla.

Efectos de la tierra came into the Tucumán region from all

the neighboring areas, including Cuyo and Chile, Alto Perú,

Buenos Aires and the River Plate and other areas of the

Litoral. The category efectos de la tierra included a wide

variety of goods, of which textiles, yerba mate and

aguardiente proved most common. Efectos de Castilla

included the wide variety of textiles and hardware from

throughout Europe that virtually all entered the Tucumán

region through Buenos Aires.

While commerce in most locally-produced goods was

conducted on a small scale, the mule trade involved the

region's wealthiest landowners and merchants, large sums of

money and often-complicated partnerships.23 Concolorcorvo

described the outline of this commerce, and while perhaps

overestimating its magnitude, he fully recognized its

importance. The mule trade constituted an importance force

within the regional economy, giving rise to "numerous and

diverse commercial transactions between breeders, raisers,

23. Florencio Cornejo, "El comercio de muías de Salta
con el Litoral, Córdoba, Alto y Bajo Perú (1800-1810)," in
Cuarto Congreso Nacional. 366-367.
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winterers, traffickers, merchants, capitalists, foremen and

peones, each representing specialties and all closely bound

together in an intricate network of economic relations."24

Cordoba's sisa and Nuevo Impuesto records afford a glimpse

into some of the characteristics of one component of the

intraregional mule trade.

From 1780 to 1791, Cordoba's registers recorded 148

sisa payments for herds of mules driven north. The average

year recorded 13 or 14 payments; the 1781 book, however,

recorded only two payments, and the 1787 book recorded 19.

During this 12-year period, 79 different individuals

registered at least one payment. At least 48 of these 78

men and one woman (doña Clara Echenrique) registered only

one payment during this period. Only four individuals

(Gregorio de la Heras, Juan Lopez de Cobo, Xavier

Ussandivaras and Pedro Lucas de Allende) registered payments

in six or more of these years. Of the remainder, twelve

individuals recorded payments in two years, nine recorded

payments in three different years, and six recorded payments

in four different years.25

24. Ibid., 366.

25. See the Nuevo Impuesto books, A.H.P.C., Serie
Hacienda, 14, 17, 43.
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Of the four individuals making payments in six or more

years, Juan Lopez de Cobo recorded the greatest sisa

payments. His payments in 1780, 1782, 1784, 1787, 1788 and

1789 covered the passage of 15,155 mules. His smallest

payment was for 500 animals in 1782, his largest for 3,700

in 1789. Pedro Lucas de Allende followed, sending a total

of almost 14,000 mules north in six years. Typical sisa

payments in Córdoba during these years covered anywhere from

400 to 1,200 animals, sometimes fewer and sometimes more--

patterns similar to those recorded when the sisa records

pick up again in 1806.26

Concolorcorvo's discussion of this commerce indicates

that numerous people from different levels of society

consistently earned profits, commissions or wages from the

annual drives. Herds of 1,200 to 1,400 animals required one

or two foremen and about 20 laborers for the drive north; 13

or 14 such herds, then, employed 300 or 400 men who earned

modest wages. Busier years with greater exports undoubtebly

employed more. Landowners along the primary routes also

demanded pasture fees from passing herds. Even after these

and other expenses, Cordoba's mule exporters saw profits of

one-and-a-half to three pesos per animal, or 1,800 to 4,200

26 A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 109, 117, 122, 130.
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pesos per herd. The wealth generated by mule exports spread

throughout the Tucumán economy and facilitated other

commercial activity.

Sylvia Palomeque's study of Tucumán commerce furnishes

an excellent overview of regional commercial relations.

Palomeque, using mostly alcabala and sisa records from the

treasury section of the national archive in Buenos Aires,

presents a quantitative study of the merchandise that

circulated within the Tucumán region and of the merchandise

that circulated between Tucumán and its neighboring

regions.27 This study, like Müller's, finds the total

value of Tucumán's intraregional commerce (measured in pesos

and excluding livestock) less than the total value of

interregional commerce, at least between 1800 and 1810. The

Córdoba jurisdiction, for example, received only about 33

per cent of its imported efectos de la tierra from other

Tucumán jurisdictions. Catamarca's cotton and cotton

lienzos constituted about 24 per cent of this import trade;

La Rioja's wine and aguardiente accounted for approximately

eight per cent more. The other Tucumán jurisdictions

27. See Palomeque, "La circulación mercantil," 131-133
for an introduction to this long article. Palomeque's
appendix consisting of eight detailed tables of commercial
data is especially helpful to this study (pages 202-210) .
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together contributed less than one per cent of Cordoba's

imports. On the other hand, two-thirds of Cordoba's imports

originated outside the Tucumán region--in San Juan, in Chile

and in Buenos Aires and the Litoral.

Salta received imports of efectos de la tierra that

ultimately totalled 354,205 pesos between 1800 and 1808. La

Rioja ranked as the region's heaviest exporter to Salta,

accounting for almost ten per cent of the total value of the

city's imports. While La Rioja steadily provided between

two and ten percent of Salta's imports, both Catamarca and

Córdoba contributed only between one and two per cent during

these years. Santiago del Estero's and San Miguel de

Tucumán's trade with Salta proved negligible. Aside from

one year (1801) when Jujuy's exports to Salta were very high

(13,152 pesos, about one-fourth the Salta total that year),

Jujuy otherwise registered almost no trade with Salta. The

bulk of Salta's imports of efectos de la tierra, almost 60

per cent, originated in Alto Perú, and smaller amounts came

from Cuyo and Chile.

The remaining Tucumán jurisdictions followed similar

patterns. Catamarca's cotton and lienzos and La Rioja's

wine and aguardiente proved the most consistently-traded

merchandise within the region. In San Miguel de Tucumán,
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Catamarca's products made up 13.5 per cent of imports of

efectos de la tierra while La Rioja's contributed another

11.5 per cent. Salta and Jujuy combined contributed about

seven percent; Córdoba and Santiago del Estero recorded no

trade with San Miguel de Tucumán. As with Córdoba, two-

thirds of San Miguel de Tucumán's imports originated outside

the region: Cuyo contributed 19 per cent of these imports,

Alto Perú accounted for 17 per cent, Chile added another

16.5 per cent and Buenos Aires and the Litoral recorded 14.5

per cent. In Santiago del Estero, Catamarca's products made

up just over 18 per cent of imported efectos de la tierra

while La Riojas' claimed five per cent. Jujuy's exports,

probably sugar, added another 3.6 per cent; Córdoba, Salta

and San Miguel de Tucumán tqgether contributed less than one

per cent. Most of Santiago del Estero's efectos de la

tierra came from Buenos Aires and the Litoral (27.7 per

cent), from San Juan (16.7 per cent) and from Chile (15.7

per cent).

Jujuy's import patterns mirrored Salta's. La Rioja

proved the largest regional exporter to Jujuy, providing

almost twelve per cent of the jurisdiction's imports. While

Salta added another four per cent, the other Tucumán

jurisdictions contributed about one per cent or less. As in
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Salta, Alto Perú figured as Jujuy's main importer of efectos

de la tierra, filling almost 60 per cent of the local

market. San Juan in Cuyo (11.3 per cent) and Buenos Aires

and the Litoral (11.9 per cent) split the rest.

Of the two western jurisdictions, Catamarca conducted

wider trade with the other Tucumán jurisdictions. A full 19

per cent of Catamarca's imports of efectos de la tierra

originated in the Córdoba jurisdiction, 16.5 per cent came

from Jujuy and almost five per cent came from La Rioja.

Chile and Cuyo together accounted for half of Catamarca's

imports. La Rioja, despite its widespread exports, may have

had the least trade with other regional jurisdictions.

Córdoba ranked as La Rioja's largest trading partner within

the Tucumán region, accounting for five per cent of the

smaller jurisdiction's imports. About two-thirds of La

Rioja's imports, however, came from Chile; the remainder

came from Buenos Aires and the Litoral.

The trade patterns in Salta and Jujuy vary sharply from

those of the southern jurisdictions. Palomeque's data show

first that the northern jurisdictions maintained much closer

commercial relations with the provinces of Alto Perú than

did the southern jurisdictions. Both Salta and Jujuy each

received as much as two-thirds of their imports of efectos
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de la tierra from Alto Perú, while no southern jurisdiction

received as much as one-fifth. Córdoba received only about

7.5 per cent of its imports from "northern provinces."

Palomeque also shows that the southern jurisdictions

received about one-third of their imports from other Tucumán

jurisdictions, mainly Catamarca and La Rioja, thereby

manifesting more widespread commercial networks than seen in

the north. The northern jurisdictions, in contrast,

received only about ten to fifteen per cent of their

imports, or less, from intraregional trade. Most striking,

perhaps, is the virtual absence of commerce (excepting

livestock) between Tucumán's most prosperous jurisdictions.

Palomeque finds very little trade between Córdoba and Salta,

an average of less than 1,200 pesos a year from 1800 to

1810. Salta and Jujuy, in fact, hardly looked south at all

except for La Rioja's wine and aguardiente, and the south

hardly imported from the north. Even given the probability

of widespread smuggling activities throughout the region, it

seems that little more than the mule trade linked the

northern and southern parts of Tucumán or added any

extradegree of regional cohesion.

A relatively small number of Tucumán internadores

controlled the regional mule trade with Alto Perú. Salta
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sisa records from 1778 to 1808, interpreted by Nicolás

Sánchez Albornoz, reveal several important characteristics

of this commerce. First, Sánchez Albornoz notes, the mule

trade involved many "strata" of activity, from many peones

annually employed, to the large Córdoba merchant houses that

regularly entered the trade.28 In the years analyzed, he

identifies 361 different individuals who paid sisa taxes for

herds driven north from Salta. Of these, 219 individuals

paid for the passage of between one and 500 animals; another

90 individuals paid for between 500 and 2,000 animals. Most

of these individuals probably participated in the mule trade

only once or twice, after amassing a small herd for sale.

Another 54 individuals made repeated sisa payments, mostly

for numerous herds that eventually totalled between 2,000

and 10,000 animals. Another 18 individuals, finally,

recorded various payments for herds that eventually totalled

over 10,000 animals. These large-volume internadores,

28. Sánchez-Albornoz, "La saca de muías de Salta,
points to the participation of peones, "a fundamental,
active element" of this trade, to the capataces (foremen)
and to the merchants and pastureowners "that were not always
individuals but sometimes included apoderados (agents) of
Córdoba and Santa Fé merchant houses" as several of these
different strata.
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Sánchez Albornoz suggests, constituted Tucumán's social and

economic elite.29

This variety of dealers, large and small, figured as

important participants in the regional economy partly

because of the great quantities of capital they mobilized

each year.30 After 1795, the Salta fair sent between

35,000 and 50,000 mules north each year. At prices ranging

from nine to 13 pesos a head, Palomeque calculates that

mules brought an average return of over 390,000 pesos a year

into circulation in the Tucumán region between 1800 and

1809. If cattle are added, the average increases to 430,000

pesos each year.31 Palomeque further contends that profits

from this trade ultimately permitted both internal

commercial exchange as well as import activity with Buenos

29. Ibid., 303. Family names repeated on the list of
largest internadores include Funes and Allende, each with
several male members also appearing in the Córdoba sisa
books. Domingo Funes, appearing in both the Córdoba and
Salta records, also served as the Córdoba agent to the
Buenos Aires consulado. Gaspar Saenz Bravo, the largest
single exporter of mules from Salta (almost 47,000 mules
between 1778 and 1808), also appears in the Córdoba
registers in 1808, 1809, 1810. Others appearing in both
cities' registers include Juan Gonzalez Roldan, Mariano
Ussandivaras, Pedro Lucas de Allende, Antonio Arredondo and
Tomas Allende.

30. Ibid., 299.

31. Palomeque, "La circulación mercantil," 166.
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Aires, Paraguay, Chile and Cuyo. "The principal source of

monetary income," she explains, "consisted of mules exported

north, which proviced for a favorable balance of trade...

[Tucumán's] commercial relationship with Buenos Aires was

unfavorable, in that exports of textiles, suelas and hides

did not cover the cost of imports of efectos de la tierra

and efectos de Castilla... The silver obtained through the

mule trade permitted Córdoba to liquidate the unfavorable

balance and pay for cotton from Catamarca, aguardiente from

San Juan and wine from La Rioja."32

Palomeque's study also compares the value, origins and

types of registered imports of efectos de la tierra with

registered imports of efectos de Castilla for each of the

Tucumán jurisdictions.33 In both Córdoba and Salta, the

total value of imported efectos de Castilla exceeded that of

efectos de la tierra during the decade from 1800 to 1810.

The annual average value of Cordoba's imports of efectos de

Castilla in this decade reached 133,396 pesos, and for

efectos de la tierra 127,413 pesos--a difference of only

6,000 pesos. In Salta, the annual average value of efectos

Ibid., 148, 186.

Ibid., see Chart 1 of the appendix, page 202.
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Table 4.3. Annual Average Imports of Efectos de
Castilla and Efectos de la Tierra, in
Pesos (without livestock), 1800-1810.

Efectos/Castilla Efectos/tierra

Córdoba 133,396 127,413

Salta 67,248 49,629

San Miguel
de Tucumán

53,030 30,457

Santiago del
Estero

37,370 14,457

San Salvador
de Jujuy

15,862 20,109

Catamarca 13,129 7,299

La Rioja 3,880 1,720

Source: Adapted from Palomeque,
mercantil," 202 (Cuadro

"La circulación
1) .

de Castilla reached 67,248 pesos, compared to 49,629 pesos a

year for efectos de la tierra--a difference of about 17,000

pesos each year. In either case, if Müller's estimates

regarding contraband traffic in efectos de la tierra stand,

it appears likely that commerce in efectos de la tierra

equalled or surpassed commerce in efectos de Castilla.

Table 4.3 compares the annual average values of imports of
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efectos de Castilla and efectos de la tierra for each of the

Tucumán jurisdictions.

Buenos Aires provided the region's only source of

efectos de Castilla. A consulado summary from 1790 includes

a record of the total value of all the different goods sold

to the "provinces of the Interior."34 The report lists 126

different items; by value, several distinct textiles

dominate. Of the over 1,900,000 pesos worth of merchandise

shipped from the city in 1790, Brittany linens (bretañas)

topped the list at over 280,000 pesos, followed by Silesian

linens (platillas) at over 197,000 pesos and paños.

especially cheap cloths, at almost 137,000 pesos. The list

further includes Bramant linens (bramantes), cambrics

(estopillas), ruanes. taffetas, lace, satin, shags (tripes),

velvet (terciopelos), silk, silk thread and ribbons and

other sewing notions (mercería). The second category of

goods most commonly trade through Buenos Aires consisted of

hardware and tools. Over 7,000 quintales of iron, worked

and in bars, accounted for almost 35,000 pesos of the total;

10,500 dozen knives added another 20,000 pesos.

34. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 383, "Estados de las Aduanas
y Comercio del Virreynato" (1789-1803), folios 154-158, 269-
274 .
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The Tucumán region's interregional imports of efectos

de la tierra chiefly involved only a few commodities that

could not be provided locally. Yerba mate from Paraguay,

often sold through Buenos Aires, became perhaps the most

important, followed by sugar imported through Chile, tobacco

from Santa Fé and inexpensive cotton lienzos called tucuyos

manufactured in Alto Perú and traded into Salta and Jujuy.

The different Tucumán zones each exhibted distinct import

patterns. The north, led by Salta, looked north; its

commerce in efectos de la tierra, tied tightly to the mule

trade, revolved around Potosí sphere.35 La Rioja and

Catamarca looked west to Chile, while the south, led by

Córdoba, developed a widespread commerce that reached in all

directions.

Cordoba's imports of efectos de la tierra from 1800 to

1810, measured in pesos, consisted mainly of yerba mate and

sugar. Cordoba's merchants exchanged shipments of ponchos

and woolen textiles for cartloads of yerba, which accounted

for 23 per cent of imported efectos de la tierra. Sugar,

mostly purchased with silver, accounted for another 21 per

cent. Aguardiente, much of it purchased directly from San

35. Palomeque, "La circulación mercantil,"
160, 174, 176, 180, 185.

146, 152,
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Juan, claimed another ten per cent. San Miguel de Tucumán's

merchants imported yerba from Paraguay and aguardiente from

San Juan, each of which comprised about 18 per cent of

imported efectos de la tierra. Sugar brought from Chile

made up another 16.5 per cent. Remaining imports included a

fair percentage of tucuyos from Alto Perú.

Santiago del Estero, reliant upon livestock and poncho

exports, mirrored both Córdoba and San Miguel de Tucumán, if

on a smaller scale. Yerba mate constituted 26 per cent of

imports; textiles--lienzos from Catamarca and tucuyos from

Alto Perú--made up 16 per cent. Aguardiente from San Juan

accounted for another 14.5 per cent, and sugar from Chile

still another five per cent. In general, Tucumán's south

traded mainly with Buenos Aires for Paraguay's yerba mate,

with San Juan for its acclaimed aguardiente and with Chile

for Peruvian sugar. San Miguel de Tucumán and Santiago del

Estero both received quantities of Alto Perú's textiles,

which undoubtedly reached these jurisdictions as partial

payment for livestock exports. Córdoba, a large producer of

textiles, had no need for imported tucuyos and received few

items from Alto Perú.

In Salta and Jujuy, Peruvian tucuyos comprised about 50

per cent of imports of efectos de la tierra. Aguardiente
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carried north from San Juan and yerba mate and sugar brought

from Chile each contributed around ten to twelve per cent of

the total. The large Indian population centered in the

district of La Puna made coca an important trade item in

Jujuy, where imports of large sacos of the leaf from Potosí

accounted for over eleven per cent of all imports of efectos

de la tierra. In the west, Catamarca traded its cotton and

lienzos mostly with Chile for sugar and other efectos (43

per cent of the total value of efectos de la tierra) and

with Córdoba, the re-exporter of Paraguayan yerba mate and

hats made in Jujuy. Aguardiente from San Juan also claimed

a modest piece of the Catamarca market. La Rioja turned

even more squarely towards Chile, which claimed a full two-

thirds of the La Rioja market. Sugar accounted for 33 per

cent of the Chilean imports; yerba mate imported directly

from Buenos Aires comprised most of the remaining imports.

The separate Tucumán jurisdictions, despite the degree of

cohesion lent by common participation in the Peruvian mule

trade, clearly turned in different directions in pursuit of

secondary commercial relations.



CHAPTER FIVE

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation services constituted the third important

sector of the Tucumán regional economy. Great caravans of

ox-drawn carts and long trains of cargo-laden mules

crisscrossed the region in all directions, supporting

regional production, carrying away exports and nurturing

regional commerce in both efectos de la tierra and efectos

de Castilla. Constituting the primary overland trade route

between the Atlantic and Peru, the Tucumán region emerged as

one of the few parts of the colonial world that developed a

specialized transport infrastructure. Tucumán's carriers

not only linked the region with international markets, but

they also added a prosperous sector to the regional economy.

The carters of Cordoba and San Miguel de Tucumán and the

muleskinners of San Salvador de Jujuy and the Andean pass

between Chile and Mendoza enjoyed unrivaled positions within

the viceregal commercial system and developed impressive

enterprises to exploit them. Limits on the capacity of pre¬

industrial transportation, furthermore, shaped economic

175
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patterns within the Tucumán region. Whereas transportation

resources permitted landowners and merchants in the southern

jurisdictions to benefit more directly from the opening of

the River Plate economy, the constrictions of distance and

high costs of reaching markets limited the options of their

counterparts in Salta and Jujuy.

This chapter, then, first examines the nature of

overland transportation in pre-industrial economies and the

specific conditions that determine its potential and its

efficiency. It then turns to a discussion of the origins of

Tucumán's transportation infrastructure, comparing and

contrasting parallels in Europe and in other parts of

Spanish America. The regional road network, examined next,

developed early as an important component of this

infrastructure and remained a critical concern of Tucumán's

transporters even late in the colonial period. New routes,

the organization of mail lines and postas. the maintenance

of defensive presidios and the emergence of roadside

settlements all emphasized the increasing importance of

transportation activities within the Tucumán economy.

Finally the discussion turns to specific characteristics and

patterns manifested by the Tucumán carrying trade, with

additional emphasis on Cuyo, where transport developed as a
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part of the Tucumán infrastructure and filled the same

important roles.

The function of transportation, simply put, is to carry

commodities from places where their utility is relatively

low to places where it is relatively high. Such commodities

are more desirable in one place than in another and at one

time than another; from these conditions arise not only

transport and distribution mechanisms, but also entire

commercial systems. By breaking down and alleviating the

inconveniences imposed by distance, the transportation

process adds value to commodities by enabling given flows of

resources to produce greater results.1 This process takes

on a greater role than the simple movement of goods and

becomes a means to efficient spatial organization. In the

words of Emery Troxel, an economist of transportation, the

transport process not only brings materials together and

distributes production, but also differentiates some places

1. Michael R. Bonavia, The Economics of Transport
(Cambridge, 1947). See also Wayne Kenneth Talley,
Introduction to Transportation. 2 volumes (Cincinnati,
1983), volume I, 1-8; P. C. Stubbs, W. J. Tyson and M. Q.
Dalvi, Transportation Economics (London, 1980), 1; Lonnie E.
Haefner, Introduction to Transportation Systems (New York,
1986), 1; James E. Vance, Jr., Capturing the Horizon: The
Historical Geography of Transportation since the
Transportation Revolution of the Sixteenth Century (New
York, 1986), xi-xv.
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and areas as politically or economically more significant

than other places. Transportation, he continues, is linked

to geography and has a setting in spatial relations, in that

transport resources integrate interdependent centers just as

they distribute commodities.2 Because of transport's

"immense financial and technical significance," the study of

transportation and of how and where transport organization

fits into the structures of production and commerce is of

great practical importance.3

The relationship between transportation and production

and commerce has been described in a number of ways.

Michael Bonavia, another economist of transportation,

characterizes transportation as "a blend of industry and

service," with no clear distinction between transport and

production.4 David Ringrose, a historical geographer who

has studied transport questions in pre-industrial settings,

calls transport service a factor of production, and its cost

a "cost of production." He notes, however, that transport

services are also a product, and therefore influenced by

2. Emery Troxel, The Economics of Transport. 2
volumes, (New York, 1975), volume I, 1-3.

3. Bonavia, The Economics of Transport. 2.

4. Ibid., 1, 5.
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complex social and economic patterns that determine how

available resources and technology can be exploited.5

Fernand Braudel, who has given more attention to questions

of transportation in pre-industrial settings than many

historians, calls transport an industry itself, the

necessary finishing process of production--a type of

manufacture that adds value to goods.6 Braudel notes that

as goods travelled in pre-industrial Europe, they increased

in price the further they went. The margins of this

"trading profit" determined the most basic patterns of

transport infrastructures.7 In any transaction, he

explains, the merchant's problem was always the same.

Goods, after transport, had to bring a price that not only

covered his purchase price, incidental expenses and

transportation costs, but also had to bring the desired

profit. Heavy goods of low value, such as grain, wood, salt

or wine, did not, as a rule, travel overland long distances,

5. David R. Ringrose, Transportation and Economic
Stagnation in Spain, 1750-1850 (Durham, 1970), viii-ix.

6. Fernand Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism,
Fifteenth Eighteenth Centuries. 3 volumes (New York, 1979),
volume II, 168; and Capitalism and Material Life, 1400-1800
(New York, 1973), 309-321.

7. Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism, volume II,
168 .
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their value not justifying the increasing costs of

transport. Higher-priced merchandise, of less bulk and

greater value, better absorbed the costs of transport and

justified the efforts and expenses of carriage to distant

markets.8

Pre-industrial transportation systems are often

represented as inefficient and static--slow, inadequate,

irregular and expensive, with little potential for

improvement or development.9 The efficiency of pre¬

industrial transport systems should not be measured by

modern standards, however. Analysis proves more fruitful

if eighteenth-century transport efficiency is measured by

eighteenth-century standards and by its impact, positive or

negative, on regional economies. As Braudel notes, "the

traffic of the past corresponded to the economy of the past

--vehicles, beasts of burden, couriers and messengers all

played their part in relation to specific demands."10

8. See Bonavia, The Economics of Transport. 5-6.

9. For a typical assessment of pre-industrial
transport efficiency, see Lyle N. McAlister, Spain and
Portugal in the New World. 1492-1700 (Minneapolis, 1984),
237-240, in which he characterizes "hazardous transportation
systems" that were a "much greater hindrance" to trade than
was corsair activity.

350 .

Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism, volume II,
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Efficiency is best evaluated through the examination of a

set of variables that permits a thorough analysis of any

transport system. Such variables, proposed by the

geographer James E. Vance, include the size of transport

vehicles, the frequency of service, the speed of these

services, the constraints of distance, the development of

stages, or provisioned stops, along recognized routes, the

competence of vehicles to carry particular freights, the

specific orientation of different forms of transport, and

perhaps most important, the financial and energy costs--the

actual operating costs of the system.11

Ringrose argues that any economic growth or development

in a pre-industrial society is impossible without

specialized transporters that can address these variables.

Specialization implies transport that is divorced from the

seasonal labor requirements of agriculture, can ignore all

but the worst limitations of weather, climate and geography

and can handle a significant volume of goods.12 His study

11. For a more detailed discussion of these variables
of transport efficiency, see Vance, Capturing the Horizon.
24-32 .

12. Braudel argues that specialization within the
transport sector, or its degree of modernity or archaism,
might best be judged by estimating the total capital
investment in transport services in any economic system--see
Civilization and Capitalism, volume II, 349.
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of transportation and the Spanish economy from 1750 to 1850

illustrates how transport limitations contributed to

economic stagnation during this period.13 The lack of

adequate transportation in the Spanish interior specifically

caused the political and economic crisis of the late

eighteenth century; by the 1790s, the supply of transport

services had fallen behind the demand, a situation that grew

critical in the years immediately preceding the French

invasion. Spain's traditional transport system remained

unable to provide inexpensive and flexible services needed

to reach the scattered markets of the interior. Despite the

relative prosperity marking most of the eighteenth century,

Spain's interior areas, isolated by this shortage, developed

little local industry and failed to provide a significant

market for coastal industries.14

Three types of demand shaped this system. The

seasonal need to distribute harvests cheaply, an exchange

bound to the subsistence economy and rhythms of the

countryside, constituted the largest. The far-reaching

trade in raw materials, manufactured goods and imports

13. Ringrose, Transportation and Economic Stagnation,
vii-ix.

14 Ibid., xix-xxi.
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created a second, more limited demand for carriers who could

move smaller amounts of more valuable commodities over

longer distances. The needs of the Spanish state created

the third type of demand. These distinct and often

conflicting needs encouraged the emergence of an elaborate

but ultimately inadequate transport infrastructure.15

Ringrose contends that while transport remained

available for some purposes, it was not available for others

and that, consequently, certain sectors suffered. The

provisioning of Madrid and demands of the Spanish state

required most of the nation's specialized transporters.

Despite the presence of a large body of professional

carters, the traditional transport infrastructure could not

respond to economic change marking the century after 1750.

Without significant waterways to channel into canals, the

burdens of carriage in Spain ultimately fell upon the backs

of pack mules, which accounted for as much as 90 per cent of

the transport pool. The majority of this force relied on

farm animals and agricultural labor that could not shirk

15 Ibid., 19.
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seasonal obligations and remained unavailable to support new

types of economic activity.16

Geography and technology shaped Spain's transport

infrastructure as much as agricultural cycles did.

Mountainous and broken country, weather patterns and Spain's

traditional transport technology had major implications for

the specialized sector; often, these variables dictated the

use of pack animals, simple carts or large wagons to move

cargo. Arrieros. or professional muleteers, guiding long

tropas de muías, or trains of laden pack animals provided

much of Spain's specialized transport. Although slight in

volume, the distribution of non-subsistence goods proved

widespread. Arrieros, through their wide-ranging travels,

lent a measure of cohesion to an otherwise fragmented

Spanish economy. Carros. the small, two-wheeled vehicles

drawn by one or two horses or mules, were generally used

locally throughout Spain to move smaller loads within given

16. Ibid., xxii. Braudel calls this seasonal carriage
"the second occupation of millions of peasants" throughout
western Europe after the harvests were brought in and
marketed. The largest volume of overland transport, he
adds, consisted of short-haul trips performed by a
"permanent and plentiful supply of peasant-provided
transport services acquired at less than its true cost.
Alongside professionals, the bulk of transporters were
peasants who carried from time to time." See Braudel,
Civilization and Capitalism, volume I, 425; volume II, 352.
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regions. The carreta, a larger, more capacious wagon, was

more frequently used to haul valuable commercial cargoes in

regions where terrain permitted. A long narrow vehicle with

two large solid wheels, the carreta was usually pulled by

teams of oxen and could haul up to 40 arrobas (1,000

pounds). Galeras, less-common four-wheeled vehicles pulled

by teams of four to eight mules, had a capacity of over

3,000 pounds.17 This Iberian tradition, Ringrose shows,

came to Spain's American colonies almost intact and shaped

the Tucumán's transport sector.

Ringrose's article-length study of carting in the

Hispanic world traces the development of the transport

sector in the Río de la Plata from about 1770 to the middle

of the nineteenth century, a period during which the area's

transportation industry drew on Spain's medieval tradition

and supported significant economic growth.18 In the Rio de

la Plata as elsewhere, the bulk of transportation involved

the seasonal exchange of subsistence commodities directed by

17. Ibid., 47. Braudel notes that specialized
transporters, especially carters, were generally drawn to
the most profitable routes--see Civilization and Capitalism,
volume II, 353.

18. David Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World:
An Example of Divergent Development," in HAHR 50:1
(February, 1970), 30-51.
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unspecialized pack-animal carriers. Additional demands

fueled by the growing export economy, however, promoted the

emergence of increasing numbers of specialized carters with

the capacity to carry goods which could not be handled by

animals alone and could offer favorable freight costs

relative to the value of the cargoes hauled. Professional

carting in the Río de la Plata viceroyalty, Ringrose argues,

was clearly associated with economic development and

supported the growth of the Argentine economy before 1810.

Geographic conditions allowing for the use of wheeled

vehicles proved critical to this rise, as important to

success as the combination of capital, plentiful animal

power and abundant grazing resources that marked the

viceregal economy.19

Ringrose explains that the cart adopted in the Rio de

la Plata resembled the carreta of Spain. According to a

description left by Concolorcorvo, the Tucumán carreta

consisted of a bed that measured four feet wide by twelve

feet long, with soft walls and a cover made from a bowed

frame and cowhides, all supported by two large solid wooden

wheels and drawn by four (sometimes two) oxen.20 With a

19. Ibid., 33.

20. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 90-92.
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capacity of 150 arrobas, these carts were made entirely of

wood; when they carried a standard supply of water and wood

for fuel and repairs, their total weight surpassed 5,000

pounds.21 Carters, or carreteros. from Mendoza,

Concolorcorvo noted, built their carts somewhat larger

because of the more open tracts traversed on the Buenos

Aires-Mendoza route. Carters throughout the viceroyalty

travelled in tropas of ten or more carretas, moving together

as a defense against both criminal elements of Hispanic

society and hostile Chaco and Pampa Indians. The sheer

distances and dry climate of the Interior constituted the

most serious obstacles facing Tucumán and Cuyo carreteros.

The arid, unpopulated stretches called travesías often

proved fatal to the hard-worked beasts that drew these heavy-

vehicles .

Successful travel in the often inhospitable Interior

depended upon the fragile road network that had appeared

shortly after Spanish conquest in the sixteenth century. As

Braudel notes, most pre-industrial roads, even in flat open

country, were not clearly marked strips upon which traffic

21. See Ramón J. Cárcano, Historia de los medios de
comunicación y transporte en la república argentina 2
volumes (Buenos Aires, 1893), volume I, 84-86. See the
illustration of a typical Río de la Plata cart, volume I,
93 .
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flowed regularly. They were, more often, commonly accepted

routes more clearly defined by the traffic that used them

than by any physical features. But any road, at any time

and in any area, follows a fixed and recognized course,

usually marked by the presence of cities, towns, villages,

homesteads, pastures and watering places. Any journey

required careful planning so that the caravan passed through

the worst spots at the proper time in order to find grass

and water at the proper intervals.22 In most of the Río de

la Plata, the basic requirements of water and pasture

defined most routes and limited the transporter's

alternatives.

The road network serving the Rio de la Plata Interior

was really quite simple. The primary route connecting

Buenos Aires with Alto Perú, linking the five major Tucumán

cities, constituted a relatively safe corridor through the

heart of the viceroyalty. The Buenos Aires-Mendoza road, a

second major route also heavily used by carretas, connected

Chile with the viceroyalty and offered an overland

alternative to the hazardous sea route that served the

Chilean coast via the Straits of Magellan. A number of

22. Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism, volume I,
415-416.
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secondary routes served the Tucumán and Cuyo regions; the

most important of these was probably the western route that

linked Chile, Mendoza and San Juan with La Rioja, Catamarca,

San Miguel de Tucumán and the rest of the Tucumán region. A

lesser-known route connected Santiago del Estero with Santa

Fé and the northern part of the Litoral. Another route

linked San Juan with the Buenos Aires-Mendoza road. Leaving

San Juan in a southeast direction, this road joined with the

other just east of San Luis, providing the aguardiente

producers of San Juan with a short-cut route to markets in

Buenos Aires. Many now-forgotten tertiary routes also

crisscrossed the Tucumán and Cuyo regions, connecting small

villas, pueblos, settlements, posts, forts, haciendas and

chapels with the larger cities and with each other,

channelling commerce and providing short cuts and smuggling

trails, allowing for traces of commercial activity to reach

even the most isolated places.23

The Buenos Aires-Peru road constituted the Interior's

most important route. Crown officials designated it the

royal post road in 1768, placing it under administrative

23. The best discussion of the Tucumán region's minor
communication routes is provided in Efrain U. Bischoff,
Norte, norte, norte...Su leyenda y su historia (Córdoba,
1991), a regional history of rural northern Córdoba
province.
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Primary Trade Routes, Cuyo and Tucumán Regions,
c. 1776

Figure 5.1.
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supervision and improving the organization of stage stops

that slowly guided travellers along.24 By the end of the

eighteenth century, a succession of settlements, river

crossings and landmarks supplemented the official stops.

Concolorcorvo's travelogue provides the best itinerary of

this entire route, from Buenos Aires to Potosí and beyond.

He kept a careful list of all the stages, listing 39

different posts between Esquina de la Guardia at the

southern border of the Córdoba jurisdiction to La Quiaca on

the northern border of the Jujuy jurisdiction, together

spanning a distance of 380 leagues.25 Concolorcorvo

presents the following distances between Tucumán cities:

The Buenos Aires to Córdoba trip covered 17 stages and 150

leagues; from Córdoba to Santiago del Estero covered eight

stages and 115 leagues; from Santiago del Estero to San

Miguel de Tucumán covered two stages and 48 leagues; from

San Miguel de Tucumán to Salta covered 75 leagues and seven

stages; from Salta to Jujuy covered only two stages in 18

leagues; to La Quiaca was another six stages over a distance

24. See Richard A. Mazzara, "Introduction," in
Concolorcorvo, El Lazarillo. 15-23.

25. See Concolorcorvo's tables listing the distances
between stages along the entire route from Buenos Aires and
Lima in El lazarillo. 306-309.
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of 57 leagues. To Potosí from La Quiaca involved a final

trip covering about 50 leagues, making a total of over 500

leagues, or more than 1,500 miles, from Buenos Aires to

Potosí. All but the last 100 leagues or so of this distance

could be travelled by oxcart.

The road between Buenos Aires and Mendoza covered 264

leagues; Concolorcorvo's intinerary also includes a

description of this important route. The first 100 leagues

of this route followed the same course as the Buenos Aires-

Córdoba route, then split off westward at the post of

Saladillo de Ruy Diaz on the Río Saladillo. Altogether this

route included 22 posts, with 14 between the Saladillo post

and Mendoza.26 Concolorcorvo described the route as flat

and "generally firm," with the greater disparity in the

distances between posts attributable to "the colonists'

continual moving from one place to another."27 Overall,

this proved a mostly unpopulated, arid expanse with several

options for travellers. The postal road described by

Concolorcorvo ran northernmost; leaving the stage at

Saladillo de Ruy Diaz, this route covered 26 leagues before

reaching the fort of El Sauce, then 23 leagues more to the

2S. Ibid., 307.

27 Ibid., 153.
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ford of the Río Cuarto, then 48 leagues to the city of San

Luis, and finally another 71 leagues, the last following the

Rio Tunuyan, to Mendoza.28 The route from Mendoza to

Santiago de Chile measured 100 leagues, crossing the Andes

through the canyon cut by the Rio Mendoza. This route

featured eight casuchas, or shelters, and numerous river and

stream crossings; winter snows kept it closed at least half

the year.29

Another important trade route linked the Tucumán region

with Chile and Cuyo. This road led north from Mendoza to

San Juan, a distance of approximately 40 leagues, and then

another 54 leagues to a settlement called Villa de Valle

Fértil, little more than a church surrounded by a few

28. See A.G.I., Sección de Mapas y Planos, Audiencia
de Buenos Aires, Número 164, "Mapa geográfico que comprende
todos los modernos descubrimientos de la Costa Patagonia,
desde el Río de la Plata hasta el Puerto de Río Gallegos, y
caminos por la Campaña de Buenos Aires," 1788. Perhaps the
best published map of this route is found in V. Martin de
Moussy, Descripción geográfico y estadística de la
confederación argentina (Buenos Aires, 1963), planche XII,
"Carte des provinces de Cordova de San Luis et des régiones
voisines," 1865.

29. See map number 250 in A.G.I., Sección de Mapas y
Planos, Audiencia de Buenos Aires, entitled "Plano de la
Gran cordillera de Chile por la parte de Camino principal
que la atravesía desde la Ciudad de Santiago hasta Mendoza,
1791."
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hundred settlers and their livestock.30 La Rioja lay

another 40 leagues north over the Sierra de Valle Fértil and

across the Valle de Famatima.31 Catamarca was still about

another 40 leagues northeast, the route mostly skirting low

foothills just to the west. From Catamarca, this route

continued almost due north into the more rugged San Miguel

de Tucumán jurisdiction, following the base of the sierra

that lay to the west of Santiago del Estero.32 In San

Miguel de Tucumán this route joined with the main route that

led north to Salta, Jujuy and Alto Perú.

These three routes constituted the main lines of

communication serving the Interior. Several other routes,

actual and proposed, also appear on eighteenth and

nineteenth century maps. Perhaps the most important of

these, two running from east to west linked the the Tucumán

region with the Litoral, allowing merchants in both areas to

bypass Buenos Aires middlemen. The first connected Cordoba

with Santa Fé across the southern Chaco and the second, more

30. See Sobremonte's "Oficio," 1785. Sobremonte did
not consider this settlement even a pueblo.

31. See Moussy, Descripción geográfica, planche XIV,
"Carte des provinces de La Rioja de San Juan et des régiones
voisines," 1865.

32. Ibid., planche XX, "Carte des provinces de
Catamarca de Tucumán et des régiones voisines," 1866.
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slowly developed, connected Santiago del Estero with Santa

Fé. A short article by Federico Guillermo Cervera notes

that plans for these roads first appeared with the

foundation of the Tucumán settlements and Santa Fé late in

the sixteenth century, but conflict with the Chaco Indians

delayed full utilization of these routes until the middle of

the eighteenth century.33

Residents of Córdoba opened the first of these roads in

their search for access to the Litoral via a route

traversible by carretas and livestock. Their considerations

included finding the shortest and most secure course with

regular watering holes or wells, with clear landmarks,

suitable pastures and safe places for longer stops and

repairs and with reliable river crossings and fording

places. In the second half of the eighteenth century, with

the further pacification of the northern reaches of the

Chaco, the Santiago del Estero-Santa Fé route became more

important. Generally a trip of about 100 leagues, this

route left Santa Fé in a northeastern direction, skirted the

large Laguna de los Porongos and followed the course of the

Río Dulce into the Santiago del Estero jurisdiction. With

33. Federico Guillermo Cervera, "El antiguo camino de
Santa Fé a Santiago del Estero y el Perú," in Cuarto
congreso nacional, volume I, 345-354.
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the resurgent mule trade from Salta after 1795 that

increasingly drew on herds originating in Santa Fé's

pastures, this northern road became the main route into the

Interior, "assuring quick and secure communication with all

the Tucumán region, with Alto Perú and with Peru proper."34

Contemporary maps also indicate another route, even

farther north, connecting the Litoral city of Corrientes

with Salta. This course, probably little used before the

end of the viceregal era, followed the course of the Rio

Bermejo in a northwestern direction from Corrientes, then

crossed the large expanse of the Chaco between the Bermejo

and Salado Rivers in eastern Salta jurisdiction.35

Nineteenth century maps include a variant of this route,

showing an isolated road running east-northeast from Salta

34. Ibid., 352. The Santa Fé routes are also traced
on a number of helpful maps: See A.G.I., Sección de Mapas y
Planos, Audiencia de Buenos Aires, Number 107, "Mapa sacado
con ocasión de la entrada que hizo a su costa a los fértiles
y dilatados Paises del Gran Chaco Gualamba," 1774. See also
Moussy, Atlas geográfico v estadístico. Planche V, "Carte de
la Conféderation Argentine," 1867; Planche VIII "Carte des
provinces d'Entre-Rios de Santa-Fé et de la Bande Oriental,"
1865; Planche XVII, "Carte de la province de Santiago del
Estero et du Territoire Indien du Nord ou Gran Chaco," 1866;
and Planche XVIII, "Carte du Gran Chaco (Territoire Indien
du Nord) et des Contrées voisines pour servir a l'Histoire
du Bassin de la Plata de 1520 a 1865," 1865.

35. See A.G.I., Sección de Mapas y Planos, Audiencia
de Buenos Aires, Number 107, "Mapa...del Gran Chaco
Gualamba," 1759.
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until reaching the Bermejo, then following the river

easterward to the small Chaco settlement of Villa de

Concepción. From this isolated settlement the road then

turned sharply south, crossing a "dry, elevated terrain of

good pasturage" before arriving at Corrientes.36 This

road, most likely a military route used in Indian campaigns,

probably saw little commercial use.

The overwhelming majority of Interior commerce moved

over the Buenos Aires-Alto Perú and Buenos Aires-Mendoza

roads. Most of this traffic moved in the large carts

described by Concolorcorvo; carting activity, in fact,

played a major role in the economies of several Interior

cities, particularly Córdoba, San Miguel de Tucumán and

Mendoza. By the late eighteenth century, after the recovery

of the Tucumán regional economy in the 1790s, hundreds of

carts from the Interior descended on Buenos Aires each year,

loaded with hides, woolens and wine from the primary

producing centers. A smaller number returned to these

cities loaded with cargoes of efectos de Castilla and other

imports.

36 II

1865 .

Moussy, Planche XVIII, "Carte du Gran Chaco.. • /



Records indicate that the Cuyo roads linking Mendoza

and San Juan with Buenos Aires received the most traffic.
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The caldo industry in these cities sent hundreds of carretas

and thousands of mules to the River Plate each year. Buenos

Aires' 1776 Libro de alcabala provides a record of the

tropas de carretas and tropas de muías that entered the city

from the provinces of the Interior through the customs post

located in the city of Lujan just outside the capital. The

Libro registers the passing of 214 different "viajes.

comerciales." or commercial trips, from Mendoza, San Juan,

Córdoba, Santa Fé and San Miguel de Tucumán. The majority

of these entries note the arrival of tropas de carretas, but

San Juan is noteworthy as the origin of many tropas de

muías. Individually, Mendoza sent at least 608 carretas,

noted in 60 separate entries. Córdoba sent at least 237

carretas, recorded in 38 entries, and San Miguel de Tucumán

accounted for at least 231 carretas recorded in 17 entries.

Santa Fé sent at least 211 carretas, noted in 23 entries,

while another 159 carretas originated in San Juan. San Juan

also accounted for at least 2,030 cargas de muías.

Altogether, the Lujan post recorded the entry of at least
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1,446 carts and over 2,300 pack mules from the various

settlements of the Interior in 1776.37

A detailed study of this transport activity by Miguel

Angel Rosal presents a valuable discussion of carrying

activities and their economic importance to Interior

settlements.38 His "Transportes terrestres y circulación

de mercancías en el espacio rioplatense (1781-1811)"

develops a statistical analysis of the transport sector

based on three sets of commercial data from the Archivo

General del Nación in Buenos Aires. Using the city's

commercial guías, its alcabala records and its aduana books

from the years 1781, 1786, 1790, 1796, 1802, 1806 and 1811,

Rosal counts a total of 2,413 viajes comerciales in these

years. Cuyo and Chile accounted for a full 60 per cent of

these trips, while Córdoba, Santiago del Estero and San

Miguel de Tucumán added another 26 per cent. Jujuy and

Salta accounted for only four per cent of the total; the

remaining trips originated in smaller cities--San Luis, Rio

37. Documentos para la Historia Argentina. 40 volumes
(Buenos Aires, 1913-1965), volume II, 53-103.

38 Rosal, "Transportes terrestres.
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Cuarto, Catamarca and La Rioja. Alto Perú added almost five

per cent and Santa Fé just over three per cent.39

Rosal's calculations further indicate that in addition

to the greater frequency of traffic from Cuyo, the region

also recorded a greater volume of traffic. The Cuyo/Chile

viajes comerciales counted a total of 4,430 carretas,

averaging over 600 carretas each year. The northern regions

(Tucumán, Alto Perú and Santa Fé) accounted for a total of

2,810 carretas, and average of about 400 each year.40

Rosal also counted the arrival of 615 tropas de muías from

Cuyo with a total of 12,900 animals, an average of 88 tropas

each year, each with approximately 20 animals. The northern

cities, on the other hand, accounted for a total of only 29

tropas de muías in the years measured.41

Mendoza's sisa records indicate a heavier traffic than

Rosal acknowledges. The Libros manuales de sisa v arvitrios

register separately the entries (entradas) and departures

(salidas) of both cargas de carretas and cargas de muías.

Carretas each paid four reales, entering or departing, while

each carga de muía paid one-half a real. In 1799, the

39. Ibid., see Chart I, page 127.

40. Ibid., 146.

41. Ibid., 151.
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libros record, 1,047 carretas entered Mendoza and 1,258

departed. In 1800, 840 carretas entered and 1,076 departed;

in 1801, 1,076 entered and 993 departed. In 1802, 1,083

entered and 1,064 departed, and in 1803 996 entered and

1,005 left. The very last years of the eighteenth century,

then, saw an average of perhaps 2,000 carretas moving into

and out of the city. The overwhelming majority of this

traffic moved between Buenos Aires and Mendoza.42

The same records reveal an impressive traffic over the

Andes to Chile; most of the thousands of mules departing

Mendoza each year carried freight, mostly efectos de

Castilla and other European imports, to market in Santiago

and from there to other Pacific cities. Trade in efectos de

Chile, however, also created a significant traffic. The

Libros manuales record the entry of 3,978 cargas de muías in

1799 and the departure of 9,729 cargas. The 1800 books

record the entry of 2,784 cargas and the departure of 12,320

more. The 1801 records show that 3,370 cargas entered and

10,576 departed; records from 1802 give larger numbers--

4,736 cargas entered and 12,224 departed. Perhaps 80 per

cent of this traffic moved over the Andes, mostly in the

42. A.H.P.C., Sección de Hacienda, Libros manuales de
sisa y arvitrio de Mendoza. Numbers 67 (1799), 70 (1800), 77
(1801), 78 (1802) and 88 (1803).
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months of December, January, February, March and April. The

remainder of Mendoza's tropas de muías communicated with

Interior cities that included San Luis, Córdoba, Santa Fé

and a number of smaller places.

Klaus Müller's study of commerce in San Miguel de

Tucumán argues that transport activities in the Rio de la

Plata interior contributed substantial profits to local

economies and helped provide for a favorable balance of

trade in at least the San Miguel de Tucumán jurisdiction.43

Tucumán's carreteros provided another means of financing

import activities that in some years surpassed the earnings

of export commerce; his research estimates the value of

these services at as much as 70,000 pesos each year.

Between 200 and 300 San Miguel de Tucumán carretas

circulated between Buenos Aires and Jujuy each year carrying

most of the Alto Perú commerce. Together with livestock

exports, carting earned approximately 40,000 to 60,000 pesos

each year for the jurisdiction and provided for a reliable

degree of security to local commercial circles.

The merchant or producer sending freight to Buenos

Aires had several options. Concolorcorvo related three

43. Müller, Comercio interno," 329-330.
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distinct categories of carreteros operating in the

Interior.44 The first category consisted of the "most

distinguished men from Mendoza, San Juan, Santiago del

Estero and San Miguel de Tucumán" who established their

transport enterprises in order to carry their own freights,

"products of their farms such as wines, liquors, flour,

dried peaches and other fruits, chartering the rest of their

wagons to passengers and private individuals at a very

reasonable rate." The second category, he continued,

consisted of "individuals with less means at their

disposal," usually poorly equipped and prone to delays in

their trips. Concolorcorvo warned against the last: "The

third group consists of men of question. They always ask

for the freight charges well in advance, and often when they

are ready to leave, a creditor appears to detain them and

the shippers are obliged not only to pay the driver's debts,

but also to supply the necessities of the trip.45 His

guidebook advises the traveller to pay the ten pesos more

per cart to the men of the first category.

44. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 97-99.
Concolorcorvo's description is echoed in Cárcano, Historia
de los Medios de Comunicación, volume I, 88; in Rosal,
"Transportes terrestres," 153; and in Santos Martínez,
Historia económica de Mendoza. 97.

45. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo. 97-98.
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Freight rates (fletes), then, were more than a function

of distance. Rosal argues that variations in the fletes

demonstrate that a fluid "freight market" allowed for

fluctuation and competition within the transport sector; the

costs of moving goods through the Interior depended on a

number of factors. Concolorcorvo quoted a flete of eight

reales, or one peso, per arroba for the carriage from Buenos

Aires to Jujuy, making the freight for a fully loaded cart

approximately 150 pesos for the entire journey. In 1800 the

Buenos Aires consulado recorded fletes de carretas of 30 to

35 pesos from Córdoba to Buenos Aires, 20 to 22 pesos from

Córdoba to Santa Fe, 70 to 75 pesos from Córdoba to Salta

and 60 to 65 pesos from Córdoba to Mendoza. The fletes of

cargas de muías from Córdoba to La Rioja fell at five or six '

pesos, and from Córdoba to San Juan and Mendoza at six to

eight pesos, making the costs of shipping by mule slightly

higher.46 One year later these rates had increased: the

flete de carretas from Córdoba to Buenos Aires was 40 to 45

pesos, from Córdoba to Salta 85 to 100 pesos, from Córdoba

to Mendoza 70 to 80 pesos and from Mendoza to Buenos Aires

around 100 pesos. The 2,000 or so carretas travelling the

46

1800 .

A.G.I., Buenos Aires 383, Consulado Report, July,
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Mendoza-Buenos Aires, then, generated approximately 200,000

pesos worth of business for viceregal carriers. Fletes de

muías also increased; carriage from Córdoba to Catamarca or

La Rioja cost seven to eight pesos, from Córdoba to San Juan

cost eight to ten pesos, from Córdoba to Mendoza nine or ten

pesos and from Mendoza to Chile, the busiest route, anywhere

from six to ten pesos per carga.47 This traffic, seeing

12,000 to 15,000 cargas pass each year, generated business

worth between 72,000 and 150,000 pesos each year for Mendoza

and Chile arrieros.

The Tucumán-Cuyo road saw much less traffic than either

of the two main routes from Buenos Aires. Most of the

traffic between the Interior regions passed through San Juan

where it paid sisa charge of two reales per carga de muía--

very little freight moved through the Interior in carretas.

The 1796 Libro particular de los ramos de arvitrios y sisa

records the number of cargas de muías entering the city with

various imports and leaving with cargoes of wine and

aguardiente.48 Of a total of 5,108 cargas de muías that

left the city in 1796, 3,244 (about 65 per cent) went to

47. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 383, Consulado Report,
November, 1802.

4B. A.H.P.C., Sección de Hacienda, Number 58, Manual
de Sisa v Arvitrios de San Juan, 1796.
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Buenos Aires. Most of the remainder (1,001 cargas, or about

20 per cent) went to markets in the Tucumán region: 427

cargas went to Córdoba, 195 went to Salta, 163 went to

Jujuy, 138 went to San Miguel de Tucumán, 42 went to

Santiago del Estero, 27 went to Catamarca and 11 went to La

Rioja. A surprising volume of traffic, 461 cargas, went to

Santa Fé, while another 92 cargas left the city for Lima, 28

for Chile and 11 for nearby San Luis. The last 269 cargas

went to a number of smaller places.49

Fewer tropas de muías entered San Juan with imports.

365 cargas from Chile topped this traffic; 120 cargas from

Córdoba and 90 cargas from Buenos Aires constituted most of

the remainder. Smaller amounts arrived in tropas from

Catamarca, San Luis, La Rioja, Mendoza and several smaller

places. In any case, sisa revenues in San Juan remained

fairly steady or grew slightly in the years following 1796,

indicating that the city managed to support a steady traffic

and sizeable carrying sector during the last years of the

49. Smaller destinations included San Pedro and Los
Arroyos in the Santa Fé jurisdiction, Parage Corral del
Negro in the La Rioja jurisdiction, Valle de Palmas, La
Candelaria, Parage de Higuera and La Carlota in the Córdoba
jurisdiction, La Carolina in the San Luis jurisdiction, La
Sierra de Anancaste in the Catamarca jurisdiction and La
Villa de Jachal just to the north.
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colonial era.50 Total sisa revenues rose from 1,205 in

1796 to 1,328 in 1800 to 1,769 in 1806. Although not nearly

as busy as Mendoza's traffic with Buenos Aires and Chile,

San Juan's traffic with both Buenos Aires and the Tucumán

region played a significant role in the local economy.

50. A.H.P.C., Sección de Hacienda, Libros de Sisa v
Arvitrios de San Juan. Numbers 58 (1796), 61 (1797), 64
(1798), 66 (1799), 68 (1800), 75 (1801), 82 (1802), 87
(1803), 91 (1804-1805) and 100 (1806).



CHAPTER SIX

SOCIETY

The final chapter of this study examines two important

social groups that contibuted in critical ways to the

regional economy. The tribute-paying Indian population,

distributed throughout the region but concentrated in the

San Salvador de Jujuy jurisdiction, maintained the moderate

levels of production that enabled them to meet annual

communal tribute obligations. For some communities, this

tribute-related activity constituted virtually the only

local participation in the regional economy. Tribute

revenues reached impressive levels in some areas, and in the

northern jurisdictions made up a large part of the annual

treasury receipts. The regional merchant community, from

the largest and wealthiest landowner/livestock exporter to

the most humble shopkeepers, all contributed to the

commercial infrastructure that droved the regional economy.

The trade they pursued, the markets they supported and the

revenues they generated both defined the Tucumán region and

gave it economic life.

208



This chapter, in a sense, presents a discussion of

several social aspects of Tucumán's economy. Regional

society displayed a thorough racial mix, with mestizo,

209

bianco (white), Indian and black populations. Such

categories not only defined the viceregal social order, but

also often determined the parameters of an individual's

economic activity.1 The first part, then, addresses a

segment of Tucumán's Indian population and the tribute

obligations that inccorporated otherwise marginalized

communities into the regional economic system. Although

geographically isolated, tributary communities continued to

produce marketable goods, enter regional commercial circuits

and meet their tribute obligations. Treasury data gathered

in the Archivo General de Indias permits a tentative

discussion of the tributary population and a comparison of

the tribute revenues of each of the Tucumán jurisdictions.

It also affords an analysis of the relative importance of

Indian production to local economies and royal treasury

accounts. Finally, these records add to the study of

regional adjustments during the viceregal era.

1. Contemporaries used the categories "blancos,"
"castas" and "naturales" in defining viceregal social order.
See Comadrán Ruiz, Evolución demográfica argentina. 80-81.
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The remainder of this chapter examines patterns of

commercial behavior manifested by Tucumán's merchant

community. From the landowner/mule exporters at the top of

the region's social order through a hierarchy of wholesale

dealers in both efectos de Castilla and efectos de la tierra

to retail shopkeepers, this community displayed a number of

characteristics, tendencies and trends. Available

commercial records make it possible to identify important

patterns within a regional commercial culture founded on the

export of livestock and pastoral by-products. Such

patterns, in turn, further help explain Tucumán's regional

reorientations after 1776.

Several indigenous societies inhabited the Tucumán

region when Europeans first arrived in the middle of the

sixteenth century. The Puneño and Humahuaca societies

occupied the northernmost reaches of what became the Jujuy

jurisdiction. The Comenchigón society dominated the

mountainous parts of the Cordoba and northern San Luis

jurisdictions. The Diagüita society spread throughout the

largest expanse, from the Lerma Valley in Salta south into

the mountainous parts of San Juan, including parts of San

Miguel de Tucumán, the western part of Santiago del Estero,
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and all of Catamarca and La Rioja (see map 6.1). Population

estimates for the entire region at the time of contact range

from 75,000 to 270,000; the Diagüita were probably the most

numerous.2 Each of these groups practiced agriculture,

growing crops of maize, potatoes, quinoa and beans, and they

each kept herds of domesticated llamas that provided both

wool and meat. None of them, however, developed a political

authority sufficiently centralized to enable any widespread

successful resistance to Spanish colonization.

In the north, the Puneño people occupied the high

plateau or altiplano of northwestern Jujuy that averages

11,000 to 13,000 feet in elevation. Surrounding mountains

form a closed basin fed by a number of small rivers and

streams that empty into seasonal marshes that flood only

during the short summer. The Puna environment is especially

dry; vegetation is poor and the only native fauna is the

llama, vicuña and guanaco. The Humahuaca people populated

2. Comadrán Ruiz, La evolución demográfica. 20-21,
summarizes pre-contact population estimates. Angel
Rosenblat, La población indígena de América desde 1492 hasta
la actualidad (Buenos Aires, 1945) places the Tucumán
population at 270,000--an "inflated" figure, in the words of
Comadrán Ruiz. Horacio Difrieri, "Población indígena y
colonial," in his La Argentina. Suma de geografía. 9
volumes (Buenos Aires, 1961), volume VII, 34-36, puts the
Tucumán population at around 75,000 at the time of first
contact.
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the long Quebrada de Humahuaca where the climate varies with

elevation. At 13,000 feet in the north, the climate

resembles that of the Puna, but in the south, at around

4,000 feet, an almost subtropical climate marks a striking

contrast. The entire area, at any rate, seems to have been

widely settled and well populated by several different

groups, all of which practiced terraced and sometimes

irrigated agriculture that supported numerous small and

large villages.3

The Comenchigón, with many subdivisions, mainly

inhabited the Sierras de Córdoba, three parallel ranges

running north-south. Because the ranges lie transversely to

the prevailing humid easterly winds, the eastern side of

this area presents much more benign conditions than the arid

semi-deserts farther west. In the better areas, many small,

well-watered quebradas. or ravines, feed the lower valleys

and supported many villages and their basic agricultural

pursuits. Villagers kept their llama herds at higher

3. Eduardo Casanova, "The Cultures of the Puna and the
Quebrada de Humahuaca," in Julian Steward, editor, Handbook
of South American Indians (HSAI), 7 volumes (New York,
1963), volume II, 619-631. See also Manuel Lizondo Borda,
Historia del Tucumán. Siglo XVI (Tucumán, 1942), 33-80,
and Salvador Canals Frau, Poblaciones indígenas de la
Argentina (Buenos Aires, 1953) and Los civilizaciones
prehistóricas de América (Buenos Aires, 1973), 499-512.
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elevations, and at the heights of these ranges hunted

guanaco.4 The Diagüita society included a number of

individual tribes spread throughout a large area; the

Calchaqui, perhaps the best known, occupied the western

Catamarca valleys named after them. Cultivating the

isolated, sufficiently-watered quebradas and riverbanks, the

Diagüita remained politically divided in the absence of any

central authority.5 Despite occasional, informal alliances

formed between local caciques, they also eventually fell to

the Spanish settlers' advance.6

On the Chaco plains to the east of the Tucumán region,

less sedentary tribes mixed limited agricultural activity

with more hunting and gathering of naturally-occurring

foods. Originally these groups tended to concentrate in the

marshy stretches of eastern Córdoba and Santiago del Estero

4. Francisco de Aparicio, "The Comenchingon and their
Neighbors in the Sierras de Córdoba," in HSAI 2, 673-685.

5. Fernando Márquez Miranda, "The Diagüita in
Argentina," in HSAI 2, 637-654; see also Manuel Lizondo
Borda, Tucumán indígena: Diagüitas. Lules y Tonocates,
pueblos v lenguas (Tucumán, 1938), 13-29.

6. For discussion of the conquest of Tucumán, see
Roberto Levillier, Nueva crónica de la conquista de Tucumán
(Buenos Aires, 1931); Manuel Lizondo Borda, Historia de la
gobernación del Tucumán (siglo XVII) (Buenos Aires, 1928)
101-135; and Vicente Sierra, Historia de la Argentina, 7
volumes (Buenos Aires, 1956), volume I, 1492-1600, 287-314.
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jurisdictions, but with Spanish pressure most of these

groups turned to a more mobile lifestyle that gave them

greater security from Spanish raiding. The Mocovie people

became the Spaniards' primary enemy on the eastern frontier;

by the middle of the seventeenth century, colonists had

begun mounting occasional offensives in their efforts to

secure their isolated settlements from Indian raids.

Despite their inability to mount large, concerted campaigns

against the Spaniards, the Mocovies remained enemies of the

Tucumán colonists until the end of the colonial period.7

Pre-colonial population levels are difficult to

determine with any accuracy, and the earliest Spanish

records are vague and offer only indirect estimates of

sixteenth-century population levels. The first accurate

count of the Indian population comes from a letter to the

King of Spain from Tucumán governor Juan Ramirez de Velasco

dated 1596, which included a count of the Indian population

distributed in encomienda in his jurisdiction. Velasco

estimated the encomienda populations at 20,000 in La Rioja,

12,000 in Córdoba, 8,000 in Santiago del Estero, 7,000 in

San Miguel de Tucumán, 5,000 in Salta, and 2,000 in Jujuy.

7. Márquez Miranda, "The Chaco-Santiago Culture," in
HSAI 2, 655-672.
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Estimates for the seventeenth century are based on similar

encomienda counts. The most striking feature of Tucumán's

demographic history, in any case, is the steady decline of

the Indian population through the seventeenth century and

into the early eighteenth.8 See table 6.1.

The population decline in the Tucumán region, as

indicated by limited records, appears as drastic as anywhere

else the Americas. As opposed to Governor Velasco's

relatively high 1596 estimates, González Rodriguez' research

places the 1673 encomienda population for all the Tucumán

region at around 16,000, including children, with about

3,700 counted as tributario.9 In the Córdoba jurisdiction,

this population had dropped to only 430, in La Rioja to

8. Comadrán Ruiz, La evolución demográfica, 31;
González Rodríguez, La encomienda en Tucumán 12; both works
cite the "Carta de Juan Ramirez de Velasco a Su Majestad
(January 5, 1596)" in Roberto Levillier, Gobernadores del
Tucumán. Papeles de los gobernadores en el sicrlo XVI.
Documentos del Archivo de Indias, 2 volumes (Madrid, 1920),
volume I, 93.

9. González Rodríguez, La encomienda en Tucumán. 43-
44, citing Emilio Ravignani, "La población indígena de los
regiones del Río de la Plata en la segunda mitad del siglo
XVII," in Actas y trabajos científicos del XXV congreso
internacional de americanistas (Buenos Aires, 1934). For a
discussion of the legal aspects of the encomienda in
Tucumán, see Ricardo Zorraquín Becú, "La regulación de las
encomiendas en territorio argentino," in Revista de la
Facultad de Derecho y Ciencias Sociales. 3a. época, 1:1
(Buenos Aires, 1946), 129-151.
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1,381, in Jujuy to 1,555, in Salta to 2,000, in Santiago del

Estero to around 3,000 and in San Miguel de Tucumán to

2,285. These figures, however, do not count the Indian

population not in encomienda, and other accounts from the

Table 6.. 1. Indian
1596-

Population
-1779.

Estimates, Tucumán,

Encomienda Population Total Pooulation

1596 1702 1673 1778-79

Córdoba 12,000 94 430 4,084

Salta 5,000 319 1,996 3,070

Ju j uy 3,000 308 1,555 11,181

San Miguel 2,000 257 2,285 4,069
de Tucumán

Santiago 8,000 342 3,368 4,897
del Estero

La Rioja 20,000 104 1,381 5,200

Catamarca — 126 — 2,817

Sources: González Rodriguez, La encomienda en Tucumán.
6-65; Comadrán Ruiz, La evolución demográfica. 20-
21.
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same period suggest that the total Indian population may

have been higher than 16,000 or 20,000.10 The difficulty

estimating population levels, and the differences between

estimates, is partly attributable to ongoing campaigns in

some areas that periodically relocated Indian communities

throughout the region. The Calchaqui valleys, in

particular, experienced prolonged conflict and a series of

uprisings in the seventeenth century.11 One consequence

was the forced removal of many participants to other areas

that included Chile, Peru and Charcas.12

González Rodríguez attributes this decline to several

causes. Warfare, the encomienda system and forced removal

only partially explain demographic collapse; epidemic

disease, often accompanied by famine, surely rates foremost

on the list of causes. This list further includes voluntary

flight from the villages, a fairly common response to the

10. See Gaston Doucet, "Introdución al estudio de la
visita del Oidor Don Antonio Martínez de Lujan de Vargas a
los encomiendas de Tucumán," in Boletín del Instituto de
Historia Argentina y Americana, año 26, 16:26 (1980), 2 05-
247 .

11. See Adela Fernández Alexander de Schorr, El
segundo levantimiento Calchaquí (Tucumán, 1968) ; Lizondo
Borda, "El Tucumán en los siglos XVII y XVIII," in Levene,
editor, Historia de la nación Argentina, volume III, 82.

González Rodríguez, La encomienda en Tucumán, 60.
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demands imposed upon Indian communities by Spanish

overseers.13 A part of Tucumán's Indian population left

their villages for the Spanish settlements; Comadrán Ruiz

estimates that Indian residents, "integrated into the urban

population through encomienda obligations, the labor draft

or simply as free vassals of the Crown who chose to relocate

in the cities," made up 15 to 25 per cent of the early

population of the first settlements.14

Despite the seventeenth-century population decline, the

encomienda remained a common feature of the Tucumán economy

even into the eighteenth century. Each of the Tucumán

jurisdictions counted a number of encomenderos in its

population, and although only limited numbers of Indians

lived under encomienda obligations, their distribution

indicates that Tucumán's upper class still valued the

institution. In 1702 the Córdoba jurisdiction, for example,

counted 17 encomenderos among its population, with 94 indios

tributarios distributed among them. Salta, with 23

encomenderos, counted 319 tributarios; Jujuy, with only

eight encomenderos, counted 308 tributarios. San Miguel de

Tucumán counted 21 encomenderos with 257 tributarios;

13. Ibid., 54-59.

14. Comadrán Ruiz, La evolución demográfica. 22.
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Santiago del Estero, with 26 encomenderos, counted 342

tributarios, the most in the Tucumán region. La Rioja, to

contrast, counted 30 encomenderos and only 104 tributarios.

Catamarca, finally, counted only 126 tributarios under 43

different encomenderos.15 Despite the small numbers

involved, encomienda privileges provided both monetary

income and labor for the encomendero class. They also

remained an important status-endowing feature of the

region's social hierarchy, bestowing a certain rank and

higher position upon the individuals who enjoyed these

privileges.

The 1778-1779 census of the Tucumán region suggests a

slight recovery among the Indian population. For the

viceregal period, however, treasury records indicate that a

large part of this population lived in Indian pueblos where

men of 19 years and older owed five pesos each year in royal

tributes.16 Treasury records from Córdoba, Salta and San

Salvador de Jujuy, which include several series of tribute

revenues for the different Tucumán jurisdictions, contain

enough information to permit a tentative discussion of the

15. González Rodríguez, La encomienda en Tucumán. 60.

16. See the Jujuy "Carta Cuenta" from 1766-1767,
A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457.
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tribute obligations imposed upon the Tucumán Indian

population.

Sobremonte's Oficio of 1785 lists ten different pueblos

de indios in the Córdoba jurisdiction--San Antonio

Nonsacate, Quilino, San Jacinto, Soto, Pichana, Salsacate,

Nono, Cozquin, La Toma and Los Ranchos--which together

comprised 195 tributarios.17 From 1786 to 1805, these 195

tributarios, plus at least 200 more in La Rioja, San Luis,

Mendoza and San Juan pueblos, paid an annual average of

2,070 pesos in royal tributes.18 Treasury officials

expected tribute payments twice a year; collection was the

responsibility of each local cacique, who received one real

for each person who paid his tribute.19 Cordoba's average

tribute revenues indicate that at least 400 tributarios

usually met their annual obligations during the viceregal

period.

17. Sobremonte, "Oficio" (1785).

18. See the Córdoba hacienda records, A.G.I. Buenos
Aires 465, 466, 467.

19. See A.G.I., Buenos Aires 4 57, "Carta Cuenta" from
Jujuy, 1766-1767. Communities paid their tributes twice a
year; the first half-year obligation, or "tercio de San
Juan," at mid-year, and the second, or "tercio de Navidad,"
at the end of the year.
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In the north, the Puna area in Jujuy produced the

largest tribute revenues. A number of Puna pueblos and

doctrinas. representing approximately 1,200 tributarios,

averaged around 7,000 pesos in tribute payments each year

between 1789 and 1799. The largest included the doctrinas

of Yave with around 227 tributarios, Rinconada with between

300 and 350, Santa Catalina with approximately 295 and

Cochinoca with 88. Altogether, the Jujuy jurisdiction

counted approximately 1500 tributarios in the late

eighteenth century, with several hundred living in Quebrada

de Humahuaca locations. The Jujuy tributario pueblos

outside the Puna area contributed around 1,600 to 1,700

pesos each year. These included the pueblos of Purmamarca

with seven tributarios, Tumbaia with 32, Uquia with 47,

Tilcara with 20 and Humahuaca with 45.20

The Salta treasury received approximately 3,000 pesos

each year in tribute payments from around 600 tributarios in

the "distinct doctrinas and avllus in this jurisdiction."21

20. Puna and Jujuy tribute records are found in the
A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, 458, 459, 460, 461 and 462.
Actual tributario counts from individual pueblos and
jurisdictions differ from year to year so only afford
approximations.

21. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 460 (1796). The Salta
tributario population, according to the 1796 records, was
augmented by 68 additional tributarios brought to the
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To compare, the San Miguel de Tucumán jurisdiction collected

an average of 1,000 pesos in tribute revenue each year.22

For the entire Salta intendency, which included the the

subordinate treasuries of Jujuy, Catamarca, San Miguel de

Tucumán and Santiago del Estero, tribute revenues recorded

in the Salta carta cuentas submitted each year totalled from

10,000 to 19,000 pesos a year between 1789 and 1803 (see

Table 6.2). The 1789 tribute total, for example, detailed

in the carta cuenta, amounted to 12,529 pesos "collected

district from the Atacama jurisdiction of Alto Perú.

22. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 460, 461. The San Miguel de
Tucumán treasury received 930 or 935 pesos in tribute
revenues in seven of the eight years recorded between 1794
and 1805; in 1796, the treasury collected 1,402 pesos.
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Table 6.2. Tribute Revenues, Salta and Tucumán
Intendencies, 1786-1805.

Córdoba Salta

1786 1,273 —

1787 3,281 —

1788 2,907 —

1789 2,259 12,529
1790 1,625 12,039

1791 2,234 11,389
1792 2,119 11,447
1793 1,725 13,607
1794 2,034 12,165
1795 1,956 16,395

1796 1,615 16,237
1797 2,328 15,285
1798 1,624 18,995
1799 2,113 13,798
1800 1,635 15,352

1801 2,321 —

1802 2,634 11,910
1803 1,770 10,155
1804 —

—

1805 1,855 —

Sources: A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 457, 458,
459, 460, 461, 462; 465 , 466, 467.

from the vndios foráneos y originarios of the province, each

contributing 5 pesos each year, of which, by older

obligations, they contribute 12 reales to the doctrina
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priests of each town...75 pesos from Calchaqui, 174 pesos

from Chicuana, 1,459 pesos from this jurisdiction, 1,052

pesos from Tucumán for 1788, 7,109 pesos from Jujuy, 841

pesos from Santiago del Estero for 1788, 360 pesos from

Catamarca and 1,459 pesos more from this jurisdiction."23

The 1792 Salta account recorded tribute revenues of

13,300 pesos, "of which only 11,232 were actually deposited,

after the 346 pesos deducted for the four per cent for the

collectors, the 1,172 pesos remaining owed; plus the 215

pesos collected for prior years." This year, the treasury

collected 2,789 pesos from the 581 tributarios of the Salta

jurisdiction (after the deduction of three per cent for the

pueblo alcaldes and one per cent for caciques); 548 pesos

for one-half the year from the 69 tributarios, originally

from Potosí, who lived in the doctrina de Calchaqui; 7,312

pesos from Jujuy for the second half of 1790 and the first

half of 1791; 402 pesos from 75 tributarios in Catamarca and

396 pesos from San Miguel de Tucumán.24 The 1795 tribute

revenues for the intendency reached 16,395 pesos; the 1799

A.G.I., Buenos Aires 460, "Carta Cuenta," 1789.

A.G.I., Buenos Aires 460, "Carta Cuenta," 1792.
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revenue totalled 13,797 pesos.25 In both these years, as

in the previous, the Jujuy communities, led by the Puna

pueblos, and the Salta communities accounted for the great

bulk of the intendency's tribute revenue.

The figures in Table 6.2 also point to the impressive

differences between tribute revenues in the northern

jurisdictions and in the southern jurisdictions. Overall,

Cordoba's revenues amounted to anywhere from one-fourth to

one-tenth of Salta's; from 1786 to 1795, Cordoba's tribute

revenues averaged 2,141 pesos each year while Salta's

averaged 12,796 pesos--six times more. The next decade

brought an increase in this gap; Cordoba's average dropped

to 1,988 pesos each year as Salta's rose to 14,527 pesos--

more than seven times more. The Jujuy jurisdiction, led by

the Puna pueblos, regularly contributed one-half to three-

fourths of the Salta total--from 1795 to 1799, for example,

Jujuy tribute's revenues averaged 10,165 pesos each year.26

25. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 460, "Carta Cuenta," 1795,
1799 .

26. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, 458, 459, 460, 461 and
462. Tribute revenues in the Jujuy jurisdiction from 1795
to 1799 were recorded as follows: 10,453 pesos in 1795, 12,
160 pesos in 1796, 10, 473 pesos in 1797, 10, 280 pesos in
1798 and only 7,462 pesos in 1799. Of these totals, the
Puna pueblos contributed at least 2,863 pesos in 1795, 7,540
pesos in 1796, 8,782 pesos in 1797, 8,629 pesos in 1798 and
5,811 pesos in 1799.
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These sizeable revenues made the tribute ramo the most

important in the Jujuy treasury. Unlike the Salta and

Córdoba jurisdictions, where alcabala, sisa and Nuevo

Impuesto revenues surpassed tribute revenues (see tables 3.2

and 4.1), Jujuy's tribute revenues far surpassed either

alcabala or sisa earnings.27 In neither Córdoba nor Salta

were tribute revenues as locally important as in Jujuy.

Available sources only hint at the ways various Indian

communities made their tribute payments. In Córdoba and La

Rioja, caciques paid their communities' obligations in cash

("dinero efectivo") or with lengths of lienzos or woolens

that were then sold on the local market.28 In the northern

and western Andean valleys, wool from the vicuña and guanaco

was important to meeting tribute obligations. These animals

were hunted in the sub-Andean highlands, especially in the

Calchaqui valleys and in the Puna area, and the wool was

sold to merchants from the cities for manufacture into fine

27. Unfortunately, the available records permit only a
tentative comparison of treasury ramos. they are not
complete enough to provide a systematic, jurisdiction-by¬
jurisdiction comparison of the relative importance of each
ramo.

28. See A.G.I., Buenos Aires 458, the "Carta Cuenta"
for Salta, 1784, which refers to the 1783 tribute from La
Rioja, of which 127 pesos were paid in cash and another 218
pesos were paid in 437 yards of cotton lienzos.
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This wool sold for prices ten times as high as lamb's wool

and raw cotton; in some years large quantities reached

Buenos Aires.30 Ultimately, however, records are too

sparse to afford any firm conclusions regarding the economic

activity of any specific Indian pueblo, other than to say

that in light of the limited resources left to the Tucumán

Indian population after the conquest and into the eighteenth

century, tribute obligations must have been burdensome for

most of the pueblo populations.

At the opposite end of the social spectrum from the

Indian communities, Tucumán's small social and economic

elite consisted of the handfuls of "principal families"

29. The Córdoba Nuevo Impuesto records include
scattered entries for shipments of "lana de vicuña" and
"lana de guanaco" passing through the city on its way to
Buenos Aires from the north. A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14,
17, 43, 109, 117, 122, 130.

30. See Müller, "Comercio interno y economía
regional," 319; the Buenos Aires Consulado reports from 1790
and 1791 indicate that several tons of this wool reached the
port these years. In 1790, for example, registered trade
included 152 arrobas of "lana de vicuña" and 69 arrobas of
"lana de guanaco." In 1791, these figures had increased to
498 arrobas of "lana de vicuña," 129 arrobas of "lana de
guanaco," and 215 arrobas of "lana de alpaca"--see A.G.I.,
Buenos Aires 383, "Estados de las Aduanas y Comercio de
Virreinato," 1789-1803, folios 158, 274.
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noted by Concolorcorvo in each of the region's cities.31

In Tucumán, this group consisted of the ranchers and

merchants who dominated livestock production, the mule trade

and commerce. As in most of colonial Spanish America, the

greatest prestige and power went to Tucumán's largest

landowners, who also held key positions in the economic and

administrative structures of the different jurisdictions.

By definition, Susan Ramirez argues, colonial landowners,

propietors of either haciendas, ranches or plantations,

obtained a large part of their wealth and status from their

landholdings and associated activities--husbandry,

agriculture, processing and rural trade. The power and

influence of these individuals and families extended to the

cities and to the various arms of colonial administration,

including the church and the military. They often

cultivated their positions of power through commercial

activity, through seats on municipal councils and through

intermarriage and the creation of extended family

networks.32 With the ultimate goal of acquiring noble

31. Concolorcorvo, El lazarillo.

32. Susan E. Ramirez, "Large Landowners," in Louisa
Schell Hoberman and Susan Migden Socolow, editors, Cities
and Society in Colonial Latin America (Albuquerque, 1986),
19-46; see especially pages 19-20.
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status by virtue of extensive holdings and a lifestyle

befitting a nobility, the Tucumán landowners, like those

everywhere in the Spanish colonies, not only produced the

herds and crops that supported their privileged positions,

but they also pursued important non-pastoral interests.33

Within the Tucumán region, but particularly in Salta

and Jujuy, the landowning class constituted what Halperin-

Donghi calls a virtual aristocracy, both "arrogant and

wealthy," which, through its control of mule exports,

"enjoyed a concentration of economic power unequalled in the

River Plate."34 The list of Salta's wealthiest families

presented by Acevedo includes many that rank among the

Tucumán region's largest mule exporters to Alto Perú: Jose

Vicente and Jose Joaquin Toledo; Antonio, Francisco and

Apolinario Figueroa; Felix Apolinar and Pedro Pablo Arias

Velasquez; Alejandro and Pedro Jose Saravia; Joseph

Alvarado; Lorenzo Martinez de Mollinedo and Gaspar

33. For a discussion of colonial Spanish Americans'
noble ideal, see James Lockhart, "Social Organization and
Social Change in Colonial Spanish America," in Bethell,
editor, CHLA. volume II, 265-320, especially pages 272-273.

Halperin-Donghi, 6-8.
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Castellanos.35 This Salta elite counted some of the

wealthiest landowners found between Potosí and Buenos Aires,

including Antonio Figueroa, owner of eleven estancias and

almost all the pasture land in the fertile Valle de Lerma;

the rancher and encomendero the Marqués del Valle de Tojo,

the most important titled individual in the jurisdiction;

and the encomendero Nicolas Severo de Isasmendi, whose

estate included five seperate landholdings (two haciendas in

Calchaqui and three estancias of cattle and sheep), domain

over 70 encomienda Indians, vineyards, presses and stills

for processing grapes, a soap factory and several urban

properties.36 The son of a distinguished military family

and the last governor of the Salta intendency, Isasmendi

35. See Acevedo's list of Salta's prominent families
in La Intendencia de Salta de Tucumán, 331; Sánchez
Albornoz, "La saca de muías de Salta," 301, provides a list
of the Tucumán region's largest mule exporters.

36. For material on Figueroa, see Cornejo, "El
comercio de muías de Salta," 369. For material on the
Marqués del Valle de Tojo, see Acevedo, La Intendencia de
Salta de Tucumán, 330. the wealth of Isasmendi is discussed
in Halperin-Donghi, Politics. Economics and Society. 7; in
Atilio Cornejo, Contribución a la historia de la propiedad
inmobilaria de Salta en la época virreinal (Buenos Aires,
1945), 414-434, which includes a detailed inventory of
Isasmendi's property; and in the same author's Apuntes
históricos sobre Salta (Buenos Aires, 1937), 591-610, which
includes some material on the Isasmendi family.
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provides a good example of the Tucumán elite and the

extensive nature of its various interests.

The Allende family of Córdoba presents perhaps the best

example of a large, commercially active family, with

different members appearing in the Nuevo Impuesto books from

1780 to 1810. Josef de Allende is the first to appear in

the ledgers, recording a 200 peso payment for the passage of

1,600 mules to Salta in 1780; Thomas de Allende paid just

over 100 pesos for 840 more the same year. Pedro Lucas de

Allende led the family in mule exports, however, paying

almost 1,500 pesos for the passage of almost 12,000 mules

north between 1785 and 1791.37 Other Allendes transferring

herds of mules north during the viceregal period included

Dalmacio Allende, who sent 705 mules north in 1791, 400 in

1806 and 1,005 in 1809. Maria Mercedes Allende and her

husband Santiago recorded the passage of 1,600 in 1783.

Jose Mariano Allende, finally, sent a small herd of 300 in

1806. Altogether, the Allende family proved responsible for

37. Pedro Lucas Allende's different exports included
the passage of 1,600 mules in 1785, 1,761 in 1787, 1,600
again in 1788, 2,628 in 1789, 3,125 in 1790 and 1,200 in
1791. It is possible that he sent additional herds north in
later years.
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the export of at least 18,650 mules from Córdoba during the

viceregal period--and probably many more.38

Cordoba's landowning, mule-exporting families included

a number of civic and military officials. A list of

exporters recorded in the Nuevo Impuesto books includes the

alcalde in 1780, Bernardo Gregorio de las Heras, who sent

562 mules to Salta that year, over 1,300 in 1781, 1,500 in

1782, 900 in 1783, 735 in 1784 and 1,600 in 1788. Other

local landowning officials recording Nuevo Impuesto payments

for mule exports included the regidor (councilman) Josef de

Allende, who exported 1,600 mules in 1780, the Sr. General

Thomas de Allende, who sent 840 mules north the same year,

the sargento mayor Francisco del Signo, who sent 400 mules

north in 1780 and 480 in 1781, colonel Francisco Antonio

Diaz, who recorded a payment for 1,990 mules in 1780, and

the maestres de campo (brigade commanders) Francisco Desa

(160 in 1780), Jose de Ysassa (600 in 1780 and 450 in 1782)

and Juan Jacinto Figueroa (1,300 in 1782).39

38. Again, the Córdoba Nuevo Impuesto records examined
for this study cover only the years 1779-1791, 1806, 1808-
1810, or 17 of 35 years spanning the viceregal. It seems
likely that the Allende family total was much higher that
18,650 animals.

39. A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17.
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The Funes family constituted another of Cordoba's most

illustrious families, with various members recording mule

exports to Salta during the viceregal period. Domingo

Funes, the first to appear in the Nuevo Impuesto books,

recorded exports of 300 mules in 1783, 200 in 1786, 450 in

1787 and 1,500 in 1788. Ambrosio Funes appears to have then

directed the family interests, recording the export of an

additional 1,300 mules in 1788 and over 1,600 in 1790. In

1808, Sixto Funes recorded a final family transaction,

making a payment of 187 pesos for the passage of 1,500 mules

to Salta pastures.40 Members of the Funes family also

occasionally dabbled in commerce. Cordoba's Nuevo Impuesto

books show that Domingo Funes recorded the import of nine

cargas of wine in 1783, that Ambrosio imported 40 tercios of

cotton from San Miguel de Tucumán and Santiago del Estero in

1789, that Pedro Juan Funes brought 16 cargas of cotton and

three cargas of wine in 1790, and that Juan Luis Funes

exported ten crates of soap and two fardos of ponchos and

blankets to Buenos Aires in 1810.41

The Funes family demonstrates the ease with which

Tucumán's wealthy families combined landowning and commerce

40

41

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 43, 117.

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 17, 43, 130.
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in ways that augmented their power and prestige. Tucumán's

merchant community also held a key place in the regional

economic structure; from the great import merchants who were

closely linked to the highest social levels to the scores of

shopkeepers, or pulperos, and intinerent traders and

peddlers called mercachifles who circulated through the

countryside, Tucumán's merchant community operated on many

levels. As Catherine Lugar notes, an "abyss" separated the

largest merchants who often aspired to a noble lifestyle

from most of the others. The largest merchants--those with

the experience, credit, knowledge and contacts to act as

financers and money lenders to lesser merchants, miners,

planters, ranchers and others--often pursued other economic

activities. This class of merchant, Lugar continues,

enjoyed abundant opportunities to emulate, socialize with

and often marry into the local aristocracy of landowners.42

The career of Benito Antonio Fragueiro, spanning the

years from 1780 to 1812, provides an excellent example of

the types of activity representative of Tucumán's wealthiest

merchants. A careful study of Fragueiro's career by Héctor

42. See Lugar's discussion of colonial merchants in
her essay "Merchants," in Hoberman and Socolow, editors,
Cities and Society. 47-76.
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Ramón Lobos, as well as Fragueiro's record in the Córdoba

Nuevo Impuesto books, demonstrate the variety of this

merchant's interests.43 Fragueiro first appeared in the

Córdoba records in February 1782, when he paid a small Nuevo

Impuesto charge of one and one-half pesos for three petacas

of efectos de Castilla that he sent to La Rioja. In October

of the next year he made his first large shipment to Buenos

Aires, dispatching 26 carretadas of cueros and five fardos

of other efectos de la tierra. Cuero and suela exports were

to become the mainstay of his exports, financing much of his

economic activity for the rest of his life. Initially, most

of the hides Fragueiro exported probably came from animals

slaughtered for local consumption or from the smaller

merchants who gathered hides from throughout the countryside

and then traded them to Fragueiro in exchange for the goods

he imported from Europe and Buenos Aires. In the last

decade of the eighteenth century, however, Fragueiro began

his own tanning industry in Córdoba in an attempt to produce

good-enough quality hides at a low-enough cost and in

43. See Héctor Ramón Lobos, "Los Fragueiro. Una
familia de comerciantes cordobeses del fines del siglo XVIII
y principios del XIX. Primera parte: Don Antonio Benito
Fragueiro (1780-1812)," in Cuarto Congreso Nacional, tomo I,
429-448. See also the Córdoba Nuevo Impuesto records,
A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43, 109, 117, 122, 130.
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sufficient quantity to allow him to compete in the Buenos

Aires market. By 1799 his holdings included a suburban lot

with his workshop, machinery, vats, waterworks and animals,

together valued at over 4,000 pesos. By 1809 he began to

make regular shipments of his hides (3,300 suelas in 19

carretas in 1809 and at least ten carretas more in 1810).

When he died in 1812, Fragueiro's tanning enterprise was

worth over 7,200 pesos--3,500 pesos in buildings, 1,500 in

hardware and machinery, 1,750 in hides and the rest in his

lot and animals.44

In addition to his tanning interests, Fragueiro also

managed a busy commercial enterprise. Lobos observes that

this mercantile activity operated on three planes: First

and foremost was commerce with Buenos Aires--the exchange of

cueros, suelas and other efectos de la tierra for efectos de

Castilla and other European goods. Trade within the Córdoba

jurisdiction, the redistribution of efectos de Castilla for

the various efectos de la tierra traded to Buenos Aires,

ranked second in importance. Trade with other

jurisdictions, especially La Rioja, Catamarca, Paraguay,

Salta, San Miguel de Tucumán, Corrientes and Chile, was

third and of the least importance. In examining Cordoba's

Lobos, "Los Fragueiro, 435-437.
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alcabala books, Lobos counts 23 separate shipments of

efectos de Castilla received by Fragueiro between May 1783

and September 1812, with a total value of over 79,450 pesos.

The same span saw at least 23 shipments of efectos de la

tierra to Buenos Aires, including lumber, cueros, suelas,

ponchos, blankets and lengths of lienzos, ají, soap, guanaco

and vicuña wool, bateas, sulphur and alum. Despite his

largest shipment of efectos de Castilla in 1793, worth

13,400 pesos, the 1790s proved Fragueiro's slowest decade,

with only six transactions (one for eighteen crates of

liquors) totalling just over 15,000 pesos.45 By 1800,

however, Fragueiro's activity began to increase; between

1800 and 1812 the total value his imports of efectos de

Castilla surpassed 57,500 pesos. During these years,

significantly, Fragueiro's exports to Buenos Aires

increasingly consisted of cueros, suelas and woolens--a

trend more and more common among Cordoba's merchants.

The Signos--Francisco, Juan, Santiago and Carlos--

appear in the Córdoba Nuevo Impuesto records as another busy

merchant family. Sergeant Major Francisco del Signo pursued

a wide variety of commercial activity, including mule

exports to Salta in 1780 and 1782, suelas and lumber to

See Lobos' chart on page 439 of "Los Fragueiro."
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Buenos Aires in 1781, 1786, 1789 and 1790, ponchos to Buenos

Aires in 1781 and 1785, imports of efectos de Castilla in

1786 and 1789 and services as agent for other merchants in

1786 and 1790. This pattern seems typical of Corboba's

larger merchants during the 1770s and 1780s. Juan del

Signo, for instance, began exporting shipments of wood,

hides, salt and cotton to Buenos Aires in the 1780s while

receiving a shipment of 38 petacas of efectos de Castilla,

one and one-half carretadas of iron and nine barrels of

brandy in 1787. The Nuevo Impuesto books show that by 1806,

Juan had widened his commercial sphere and increasingly

specialized in the export of hides and woolens to Buenos

Aires. The 1806 book the indicates shipment of ten fardos

of textiles and at least 20 carretadas of hides to Buenos

Aires, and receipt of 30 cargas of aguardiente from Chile

and 25 cargas of cotton from Catamarca.46 In 1808 he

shipped eight carretadas of hides, nine fardos of ponchos

and 14 fardos of unspecified textiles to Buenos Aires and

received 63 fardos of "efectos de Chile" and 31 cargas of

wine from La Rioja.47 In 1809 and 1810, his exports

totaled at least 22 carretadas of hides, at least 44 fardos

46

47

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 109.

A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 117.
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of ponchos and 12 carretas of unspecified "commerce" while

his imports included 6 fardos of efectos de Chile and 55

cargas of cotton from Catamarca.48 Juan del Signo's

increasing commerce in hides and woolens, especially

ponchos, seems to reflect a more widespread pattern of local

concentration on these goods.

Several older exports, including wood and lumber, raw

cotton and wool, minerals and salt appear to have been

exported in smaller quantities by Cordoba's largest

merchants after the 1790s, replaced by a greater trade in

cueros, suelas and woolens. A growing commerce with other

cities in the Litoral further accompanied this shift.

Santiago del Signo, another active merchant registering most

of his activity in the first decade of the nineteenth

century, added to his trade of hides and ponchos to Buenos

Aires a considerable trade in woolen ponchos and other

textiles with Paraguay and Montevideo. Records from 1806

indicate the shipment of 17 carretadas of hides to Buenos

Aires and at least six fardos of ponchos to Paraguay; over

the next three years his exports included 63 fardos of

ponchos and other woolens and 7 carretadas of hides to

48 A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 122, 130.
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Buenos Aires, and 20 fardos of unspecified textiles to

Montevideo.49

These changing commercial patterns suggested by the

practices of the Signos point to the trends and commercial

adjustments that appear to have been emerging late in the

viceregal period. With the recovery from the crisis of the

1790s, and with the continued growth of the Buenos Aires

market, Cordoba's merchants seem to have concentrated their

export activity on hides and woolens. Hide exports

benefitted from a vast European market able to absorb all

the viceroyalty's production, while woolen goods as well as

cotton textiles sold in greater and greater quantities to

the rapidly growing population of the Litoral area.

Other families and individuals filled in Cordoba's

mercantile hierarchy, their practices reflecting the general

trends characterisitic of Tucumán's economic fortunes.

Francisco Recalde, for example, pursued limited commerce

from 1785 until the 1790s, exporting modest quantities of

different efectos de la tierra and acting as a local agent

for severalBuenos Aires merchants in the Córdoba market. By

1806, however, Recalde, as did the del Signos and Antonio

Fragueiro, had concentrated his activity on hides and

49 A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 109, 117, 122, 130.
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ponchos, with the Paraguay market increasingly important.

The long list of smaller Córdoba merchants pursuing similar

commercial enterprises reveals a steady, gradual scale of

mercantile activity from the large wholesale merchants to

the smallest one-time or infrequent merchants. Some

individuals, such as Apolinario Viana, began to concentrate

their commercial efforts on secondary markets. Between 1779

and 1782, Viana's exports included efectos de la tierra to

Buenos Aires and mules to Salta, but by 1784 the bulk of his

trade was with Chile. From 1784 to 1791, Viana imported

over 60 cargas, almost 280 fardos and over 600 tercios,

including 120 tercios of sugar, from Chile, paying Nuevo

Impuesto taxes of over 230 pesos into the municipal

treasury.50 Other smaller merchants such as Antonio Savid,

Sebastiano Rodriguez, Antonio de la Quintana, Domingo de la

Quadra and Josef Yofre appear with lesser frequency, perhaps

importing or exporting only one, two or three times a year

for three or four years during the 1780s. Others still,

such as Xavier de la Torre, Thomas Tejerina, Claudio Araujo,

Josef Castro, Ramon Olmedo, Juan Estanislau Lopez or Antonio

Gijeña, the clérigo presbitero of the Córdoba cathedral,

appear only once or twice in the Nuevo Impuesto registers.

50 A.H.P.C., Serie Hacienda, 14, 17, 43.
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The commercial activity of these occasional merchants, by

far the majority of those named in the registers, was

apparently a matter of convenience or special opportunity;

such individuals may appear in the commercial records

throughout the Tucumán region, but they cannot be considered

merchants of the same importance as Benito Antonio

Fragueiro, Felipe Antonio Gonzalez or any of the Signos.

A more limited survey of commercial patterns in the

northern jurisdictions reveals similar characteristics. A

handful of large-scale merchants dominated trade between

Salta and Jujuy and Buenos Aires and Alto Perú, with a

larger number of smaller merchants making occasional forays

into the world of long-distance commerce. The Jujuy carta

cuentas, or treasury account summaries, from the years 1767

through 1780 record that 92 different individuals paid

alcabala taxes on the sales of efectos de Castilla in that

city. Of this total, 70 names appear only once in the

records, 13 individuals paid sales taxes in two different

years, three paid taxes in three different years, three more

in four different years, and only three merchants--Gregorio

Cegada, Josef de la Quadra and Francisco Xavier de Eguia--
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made alcabala payments in five or more different years.51

Almost all the recorded payments were for sales of efectos

de Castilla.

Gregorio de la Cegada proved Jujuy's busiest merchant

in the 1770s, paying alcabala taxes of just over 1,700 pesos

on his trade in iron, steel, knives, paper, wine and other

"mercancías." In 1767-1768, for instance, Cegada paid

alcabala taxes totaling 862 pesos on the sale of three

separate shipments from Buenos Aires. The first payment,

330 pesos, covered the sale of 33 crates and boxes of

unspecified merchandise imported from Buenos Aires and 27

"pieces" more brought from Córdoba (including eight crates

of paper, six crates of glasses, two boxes of powder, four

large boxes of clavazón (nails) and three boxes of knives.

The second payment, 145 pesos, covered the sale of eight

more crates of "merchandise," three barrels of knives, 11

boxes of clavazón, 31 barrels of white wine and 144

quintales of iron. The third payment, 387 pesos, met the

tax on the sale of 43 crates and four boxes of unspecified

merchandise.52 Cegada also paid alcabala taxes in late

51. A.G.I., Buenos Aires, 457, Carta Cuentas de Jujuy,
1766-1780.

52. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457, Carta Cuenta de Jujuy,
1767-1768.
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1769, 1770, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777 and 1779, almost always

on sales of goods that included quantities of iron and

steel.

In Salta, the aguardiente trade played an important

role in the mercantile community. Salta served as the

staging point for shipments to Alto Perú, and its trade in

spirits often reached considerable proportions. As has been

shown for other commercial sectors, a small handful of

merchants generally dominated this trade, which,

nevertheless, was frequently entered by occasional dealers.

Salta's Nuevo Impuesto summaries from 1789 until 1800 reveal

that 84 different individuals made at least 116 different

tax payments on aguardiente imports over the 11 year period.

Of these individuals, only one, Andres Atencio, completed

transactions in five or more years. At least 63

individuals, on the other hand, made only one transaction in

the same period. Three merchants made payments in four

different years, only two merchants made payments in three

different years, and 12 individuals imported aguardiente in

two different years.53 The largest of Salta's aguardiente

importers were Pedro Ygnacio Torres, who in three years paid

53. A.G. I. ,

1789-1800.
Buenos Aires, 460, Carta Cuenta de Salta,
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Nuevo Impuesto charges totalling 570 pesos for 5,040 pesos

worth of brandy, and Manuel Astorga, who paid taxes

totalling 585 pesos on the import of 5,185 pesos worth.

Juan Fermin Echechipia, finally, made the largest single

entry of aguardiente, paying a tax of 507 pesos for the

import of 332 quintales--191 quintales of aguardiente

aforado, and the rest classified as ordinary.54 Despite

the large trade directed by these several individuals, the

important feature of Salta's aguardiente trade was the

common participation of occasional traffickers. The

regional mule trade, Cordoba's and Salta's commerce in

efectos de Castilla and Cordoba's exports of efectos de la

tierra all exhibit a similar pattern. Commerce throughout

the Tucumán region, despite being dominated by a core of

large-scale merchants who traded over long periods, still

presented abundant opportunities for occasional or

speculative traders who entered the marketplace only once or

twice in any span of years. A similar pattern of behavior

also seems to have characterized the retail-marketing sector

in the region.

The small retail grocers called pulperos. common

throughout colonial Spanish America, generally constituted

54 Ibid.
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the largest group of small, independent entrepreneurs

operating within the regional commercial system. Jay

Kinsbruner's study of the pulperos and their shops, or

pulperías, in four different colonial cities argues that

these shopkeepers enjoyed little social status. Ranking

near the bottom of Hispanic society, many pulperos,

especially in rural areas, placed considerable emphasis on

the sale of wine and aguardiente in grocery stores that seem

more like drinking houses. The Río de la Plata's rural

pulperías, often free of any municipal supervision, merited

special notice as "dirty, miserable hovels."55 In any

case, most carried a broad inventory in addition to wine and

spirits. In Buenos Aires, urban pulperos generally stocked

yerba mate, sugar, beans, wheat, rice, corn, ají, vinegar,

salted and cured meat, fresh meat, soap and candles.

Although local custom and government interference produced

regional variation, Kinsbruner writes, small retail grocery

stores in the cities he investigated stocked basically the

same items.56

55. See Jay Kinsbruner, Petty Capitalism in Spanish
America: The Pulperos of Puebla. Mexico City, Caracas and
Buenos Aires (Boulder, 1987), 1, 29.

56 Ibid., 9.
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Rural pulperías sold a larger variety of goods,

including hardware and sewing notions imported from Europe.

Kinsbruner, in fact, attributes a greater social and

economic significance to rural than to urban shops. Rural

pulperos, he explains, not only provided groceries and

merchandise unavailable from other sources, but also acted

as purchasers of rural products, accepting goods and produce

in lieu of cash payments. They also extended credit in

rural areas and otherwise acted as bankers through their

commercial and financial pursuits. In many ways, Kinsbruner

continues, rural pulperías supplemented and sometimes

replaced the church, school, social club and urban plaza,

providing the common locale for scattered country people to

meet, visit and discuss the issues of current importance.57

Treasury records pertaining to pulperías reflect the

differing sizes and commercial importance of Tucumán's

regional cities, and show that pulpería commerce followed

the same fortunes as other commercial sectors and exhibited

similar patterns of merchant participation. Just as mule

exports and local alcabala revenues experienced a sharp

downturn in the 1780s and early 1790s and then recovery

afterwards, recorded revenues from pulpería fees collected

57 Ibid., 2.
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in the cities of Córdoba, Salta, Jujuy and San Miguel de

Tucumán exhibit similar curves. Table 6.3 presents the

pulpería revenues for each of these cities from 1787 to

1803 .

Table 6. 3. Pulpería Revenues (in pesos), Córdoba, Salta,
Jujuy and San Miguel de Tucumán, 1787-1803

Year Córdoba Salta Juiuv San Micruel de Tucumán

1785 1,514
1786 1,412 — — —

1787 1,538 875 760 707
1788 1,343 — 714 773
1789 1,992 1,015 557 830

1790 2,109 815 395 556
1791 1,398 904 641 294
1792 898 871 426 351
1793 748 830 374 318
1794 666 594 327 315

1795 630 465 280 208
1796 800 488 207 200
1797 805 401 225 436
1798 855 410 215 390
1799 1,029 465 325 405

1800 1,265 621 167 465
1801 1,093 813 — —

1802 1,025 — 240 912
1803 1,073 1,062

Sources: A.G.I., Buenos Aires 459, 460, 461 (Salta, Jujuy
and San Miguel de Tucumán); 465, 466 (Córdoba).
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These revenue figures exhibit several important

features. First, they underscore the fact that Córdoba and

Salta commercially dominated the region while the other five

cities played secondary roles. From 1785 through 1790,

Cordoba's pulpería revenues averaged over 1,650 pesos each

year, with Jujuy and San Miguel de Tucumán collecting less

than half that amount (the Salta figures are incomplete for

these years, but suggest an annual average pulpería revenue

of perhaps 1,000 pesos a year).58 Cordoba's larger

population clearly contributed to the presence of more shops

in the city.

The pulpería revenue records also cast additional light

on the regional economic crisis brought on by the Peruvian

insurrection of the early 1780s. Pulpería revenues

throughout the Tucumán region experienced a sharp decline

during the 1790's, the same years that both mule exports to

Peru and alcabala revenues reached their lowest totals.

Cordoba's pulpería revenues, for example, dropped from the

average of 1,650 pesos a year from 1785 to 1790 to about 755

pesos a year from 1791 until 1798. Salta, Jujuy and San

Miguel de Tucumán all manifested similar declines during the

same years, reaching low points during mid-decade--Córdoba

58
A.G.I., Buenos Aires 459, 460, 461; 465, 466.
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from 1793 to 1795, Salta during 1797 and 1798, Jujuy from

1795 to 1798 and again in 1800, and San Miguel de Tucumán in

1795 and 1796. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate these trends.

Each of the cities except Jujuy began to recover by the end

of the decade, with Cordoba's revenues again surpassing

1,000 pesos in 1799 and Salta and San Miguel de Tucumán

showing steady annual increases after 1798. Jujuy appears

to have been still struggling into the 1800s. The pulpería

records, at any rate, not only show that Tucumán's

commercial malaise of the 1790's extended to the urban

retail sector, with fewer shopkeepers willing or able to pay

for their pulpería licenses, but also reveal that the crisis

ended with a widespread recovery that was stronger in the

southern jurisdictions than in the north.

Closer examination of some of the local characteristics

of the retail sector reveals widespread tendencies that help

illuminate the nature of commercial activity in the Tucumán

region during the viceregal era. Cordoba's sworn hacienda

summary of 1785, for example, lists the names of the 39

individuals who paid some amount to the treasury in order to
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operate their shops for varying lengths of time in 1784.59

Of the 39 names listed, only 27 are noted as paying to open

their shops for "all the year." Twelve paid only enough to

open their shops for just several months--five paid to keep

open for six months, four paid to keep open for three

months, one paid for nine months, one paid for four months

and one paid for only two months. Only one of these

individuals, it should be noted, appears in Cordoba's Nuevo

Impuesto record as an importer of efectos de Castilla from

Buenos Aires.

Jujuy's records from 1769 through 1777 provide a more

encompassing list of the individuals who registered with the

municipal government to keep shops open. The Jujuy records

show that 12 to 14 individuals recorded pulpería payments

each year from 1769 to 1774, 17 recorded payments in 1775,

23 recorded payments in 1776 and 21 recorded payments in

17 7 7.60 Of the 60 people who paid pulpería fees at least

once during this span, 33 of these paid in only one year.

Only three individuals--Juan Bauptista Gongoritia, Joseph

Vieyra and Francisco Cuenca--operated pulperías all the nine

59. A.G.I., Buenos Aires 465, "Relación jurada de la
cuenta, Diciembre 1785."

60 A.G.I., Buenos Aires 457.
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years examined. Joseph Palacios recorded payments

continuously from 1769 to 1764 with the a break in 1775, and

Juan Jose de Sandoval recorded payments from 1771 to 1777

and quite possibly beyond, but the repeated presence of the

same names on the register is rare. Only four more names

appear in four consecutive years and only seven appear in

three consecutive years. Most of the names appearing in any

one year probably appeared for the first and last time.

In any one year, more than half those individuals

registering for pulperías in Jujuy apparently had never

registered before and would not register again. Over any

span of years, the majority of people opening pulperías

could not really be considered pulperos. At least half

Jujuy's registered "pulperos," like the region's mule

exporters and large-scale importers and exporters, acted

only occasionally or perhaps speculatively, entering

regional commercial life infrequently or when promising

opportunities arose. Instead, the small number of pulperos

who regularly paid to register their enterprises and

maintained a years-long presence within the local commercial

community constituted the core of the urban retail

community.



CONCLUSION

By the last years of the eighteenth century, the

Tucumán region constituted a vast, economically diverse

region that exhibited a variety of productive activities and

a vibrant commercial network. A strong pastoral sector

based on mule, cattle and sheep ranching unified the seven

constituent jurisdictions and dominated this regional

economy. Ranching and livestock production distributed

income to all jurisdictions, fueled regional commercial

activity and created an infrastructure that supported a

number of secondary activities that included tanning,

weaving and market agriculture. Prosperity depended on

access to, and trade with, markets in both Alto Perú and

Buenos Aires. Self-sufficiency otherwise characterized this

healthy export economy--the Tucumán region imported few

items aside from luxury goods and hardware. Most staple

foods and commodities consumed in the region originated with

local producers.

But this broad reliance upon the pastoral sector belied

some important differences from jurisdiction to jurisdiction

255
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within the region. Local economic orientations and

specializations contributed to the subtle differentiations

among jurisdictions. Local demographic characteristics

further underscored these distinctions between northern,

southern and western zones within the region. The numbers

of people and the racial composition of local populations,

defined by eighteenth-century observers, reflected

significant local contrasts. Clustered communities of

Indians, castas and blancos lent specific appearances to

different jurisdictions.

Demographically, Salta and San Salvador de Jujuy

jurisdictions in the north comprised relatively heavier

Indian populations. Economically, they relied more

completely upon livestock exports to Peru. An isolated and

impoverished western zone, consisting of the Catamarca and

La Rioja jurisdictions with their racially-balanced

populations and reliance upon the specialized production of

cotton, wine and brandy, remained subordinate to larger and

more prosperous neighboring jurisdictions. A southern zone,

made up of the Córdoba, San Miguel de Tucumán and Santiago

del Estero jurisdictions, exhibited larger and more racially

mixed populations and a more diversified economy. With

larger proportions of blancos and castas, and local
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prosperity still dependent on ranching and livestock

exports, this southern zone also supported more commodity¬

processing activities. Here producers and merchants used

the production and export of cueros and suelas to forge

links with Buenos Aires and the increasingly important

Atlantic economy. Textile production, sustained by large

herds of sheep, steady supplies of Catamarca cotton, large

rural populations given to domestic weaving and a rapidly-

growing Litoral population, constituted an important

complementary activity.

With mule exports so important, the well-being of this

sector proved critical to the prosperity of the entire

regional economy. Sisa and Nuevo Impuesto records indicate

that the regional mule trade experienced three distinct

phases. The first phase, from mid-century until 1781, saw

slow, steady growth as Peruvian buyers continued to purchase

ever-larger herds. The second phase, clearly shaped by the

Peruvian Tupac Amaru rebellion and the loss of Andean

markets for over a decade, saw export levels decline

steadily until 1794. Gradual recovery dating from 1795 and

lasting until the very end of the viceregal era marked the

last phase; the records show that by 1810, exports regularly

surpassed old levels. The records also suggest that
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secondary exports experienced a similar history, with hides,

textiles, caldos and lumber exports all diminished during

the 1780s and early 1790s. Although prosperity marked early

and late years of viceregal era in Tucumán region, the 15-

year period from 1781 until 1795 constituted a period of

significantly reduced exports.

Alcabala data reveal a somewhat more complicated

history. Córdoba and Salta best illustrate the trends that

marked the region's commercial activity. The years from

1775 to 1789 saw steady growth in alcabala revenues,

suggesting that the commercial reforms that accompanied the

establishment of the new viceregal system also contributed

to regional economic growth. The same figures then reveal a

sharp decline in commercial activity from 1790 to 1794, the

same years that saw mule exports reach their lowest levels.

It appears that diminished mule exports to Peru triggered a

delayed commercial decline felt throughout the region. The

Peruvian disturbances and subsequent reform of repartimiento

practices ultimately proved a major influence on Tucumán's

viceregal economic history by triggering a temporary

economic malaise and hastening the local adjustments and

reorientations occasioned by changing market conditions and

new commercial opportunities.
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The years from 1795 to 1810 marked a general recovery

throughout the region, with the exception of the Salta

jurisdiction. The specific characteristics of this

recovery, furthermore, underscore the emerging

differentiation that developed after 1795. Annual alcabala

revenues increased more sharply in the southern

jurisdictions compared to the northern jurisdictions, where

commercial activity appears to have stagnated after 1795.

By 1800, Córdoba had clearly surpassed Salta as the region's

principal commercial center. The southern jurisdictions,

led by Córdoba, turned away from mule exports, developed a

commodity processing sector and pursued increasingly closer

trade relations with Buenos Aires and the Litoral based on

the growing demand for hides and textiles. The northern

zone, still dependent on the Peruvian livestock markets,

preserved its traditional commercial ties with Alto Perú and

missed the surge of growth that characterized the southern

zone. By the end of the colonial period, the northern zone

still looked north to Peru and conducted almost no trade

with the south--even the once-thriving mule trade between

Córdoba and Salta had diminished.

In the final analysis, the Tucumán regional economy

underwent subtle yet profound change during the last years
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of the eighteenth century and the first years of the

nineteenth. The region began the viceregal era conjoined by

the extensive mule trade that supplied the Peruvian mining

economy and ended the era clearly disjointed. New and

powerful economic forces emanating from Buenos Aires

fractured the traditional internal cohesion marking the

Interior. The growth of the River Plate population and the

new opportunities provided by Europe's emerging industries

drew the southern jurisdictions of Córdoba, Santiago del

Estero and San Miguel de Tucumán into the quickening rhythms

of the Atlantic economy. The northern jurisdictions of

Salta and San Salvador de Jujuy, meanwhile, preserved old

ties with Peru, unwilling or unable to participate in the

export boom reshaping the south.

These fundamental adjustments to changing global

conditions had wide-reaching implications for the different

constituent areas of the Tucumán region after 1776.

Although landowners and merchants in the northern

jurisdictions managed to increase their livestock exports

during this period, this strategy excluded them from the

modest but critical process of reorientation pursued by

their counterparts in the south. The southerners adjusted

to changing conditions by turning their pastures from mule
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raising to cattle and sheep herding oriented toward the

production of pastoral by-products--hides, suelas and

woolens--that enjoyed a seemingly unlimited demand in the

River Plate and Litoral markets.

The regional transportation infrastructure proved, in a

sense, largely responsible for this differentiation.

Northern landowners, producers and merchants simply lived

too far from the new markets to justify reorienting their

pursuits towards the hide export sector. The high costs of

transport from the northern reaches of the Tucumán region

inhibited profitable trade in pastoral by-products. Lower

transportation costs for southern producers, on the other

hand, provided affordable access to Buenos Aires and made

their adjustments feasible. The costs of carriage from

Buenos Aires increased four times between Córdoba and Jujuy,

increases profoundly prohibitive to the adjustment or

reorientation of the northern economy. Hides and woolens

lacked the value to cover the long and expensive freight to

Buenos Aires despite the existence of a specialized,

professional carrying sector. The expense of carriage

between north and south were so high, in fact, that they

precluded all but the most specialized commercial exchange.

Expensive European manufactures, primarily textiles and
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hardware, and highly desired wines and brandies comprised

the only items carried with any regularity between north and

south. Inexpensive subsistence goods saw limited commercial

circulation. As the southern jurisdictions turned to Buenos

Aires and the Litoral as a new trading partner for

foodstuffs and inexpensive textiles, the north intensified

its ties with Peru and brought most of its imports down from

Andean suppliers.

Although the growth of the Buenos Aires economy shaped

the entire process of Tucumán's viceregal history, the

period of economic malaise brought about by popular

rebellion in Peru can be considered a precipitating factor

in the southern jurisdictions' reorientations. The loss of

these markets beginning in 1781 and lasting until the 1790s

accelerated the shift from livestock exports to pastoral by¬

product processing. Export records reveal the diminished

mule exports following the Tupac Amaru rebellion of 1781-

1782; sales-tax records convey the 15-year decline in

commercial activity in all Tucumán's cities. Cordoba's sisa

records in particular indicate that as the region recovered

from this crisis, it emerged as the newly-structured,

sharply differentiated economy. The southern reorientation

toward the Buenos Aires export economy may have inevitable,
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but the temporary deterioration of the traditional Peruvian

market undoubtedly hastened the process.
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